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The egg import front Europe is also
large, but the hens of the Canadas are
by far the largest factors in this trade,
and the trade increases every year. Eggs
pay no duty, and when we reflect that
this product comes from millions of
humble sources- the poultry yards of
small farmers -and that it is only the
surplus that goes to market, we may well
from
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wonder where and how the billions oi
eggs consumed in the Enited States are
produced. It is an interest that may he
rated at many tens of million dollars.
Vet it is not among the enumerations of
the National Census.
Let us hope that
the next census, the eleventh, will cover
this important hold. It is probable that
the egg consumption of our fifty-live
million inhabitants is not less than three
billion a year, at a valuation of from
twenty-live to thirty millions of dollars.
There are -egg Mains” on the railroads
of lie nortiieu. frontier, and the cities
and villages ol Now England draw most
of then eggs Horn the border, to which
th. y are
fought by the railroads of
Canada. Tin import of eggs at (igdensburg alone was valued at one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars lor the last
As many are entered in
liscal year.
several other collection districts: at Hu 1
lalo, and in two districts in .Maine, nearly
three times this traffic in imported eggs
is dene.
These eggs are taken from the
original packages, carefully examined by
candle or lamp light, and then repacked,
the defective eggs being laid aside.
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transportation is not immediate, the eggs
an- placed in cold storage warehouses,
where the temperature is u lew degrees
above freezing,
and there kept until
The world must he fed, and
shipped.
while the imperial West leeds tarnishing
Europe with grain, anil the South sends
cotton and tobacco, the tavored people
ol the Enited states need not begrudge
tlie hard-working tarmei.-ot Canada, the
contribution they are aide I^> make to oar
needs from their little farms.
|C. E.
Dewey :n Amei teau Agriculturist lor Oct.
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old bands and feed, pain in the
I "flier forms of weakness are relieved bv
finer’- Hon Piil.-, made specially for the blood,
nerves and complexion.
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i p. se|i.,o| scholar who ran home to tell
i. r text, "Eii: cucumbers corrupt bananas,” was
not more bee lie-s Mian many tired little scholars
at -ebooi.
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II. Cochran, druggist, Lancaster,
Mated i► % H
|’;i
“H.I'. glial indeed over :ttH» bottles of Burdock
Bli.nl Hiller- lor dyspepsia, sour stomach, bilious
attacks, liver and kidney troubles.”
A great many New York swell young men are
figuring in Newport society,” remarks a
paper. But it forgot to explain that they
were figuring to see how they could live on $5 a
week through tlie winter.
••
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peculiar virtue in Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is, that

while it

cleanses and purges the blood from all

corruptions and impurities, and thereby roots out
di-ease, it Invigorates the whole system, and makes
one young again.
"Ananias Washington, what’s become of that
watermelon I placed on this table a little while
I >on’t know, miss, ’less dese flies et
ago? Say!”
I i
knowed I couldn’t do no good keepin’
It up
urn off w ld dis ole worn-out brush no how.”
The history of Downs’. Elixir is identified with
the history oi New England for the last fifty years.
It cures coughs and colds.
Costiveness is the cause of the intolerable “bad
breath” of multitudes. Dr. Henry Baxter’s Mandrake Hitters remove the cause and prevent the
evil, and cost only 25 cents.
Arnica A Oil Liniment is the l>est
for stiff joints.

remedy known
Im41

Sam .Jones calls waltzing “hugging set to music,”
and a Massachusetts revivalist calls It “close-bos
otned whirlings.” A Norristown *irl calls It “just
heavenly”—and she Is the only one of the three
who is capable to express an unbiased opinion.

Many forget that the hair and scalp need cleansing. Extensive use of Ayer’s Hair Vigor has
proven that it is the best cleansing agent for the
hair—Unit it prevents and removes dandruff, cools
and soothes the scalp, ami stimulates the hair to
renewed growth.
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tbeliurst- net sec cu.-t what stock it is
possible t > Wilde! Wen, and sell tile It*sl. no
unilter at wh.it
sacriiicc, unless you ait
w illing to
buy let', ...Tins yeal at the
Hast, and a, mg railway ones, hay is going to be high. It .s so now. hence there
will is* a good deai aistocklin saic cheap
...It woi lie a good time to buy sheep
thin **at*s, which will raise March and
April lambs, d served at once, and well
cared lor. ...Bull calves, thoroughbreds,
will be almost given away, and many of
these will lie ready for service in April,
though mere calves now. So the two and
three-year-old may lielter be sent to the
butcher, than wintered.. .Never use a
male of any kind winch is not of pure
ulood. This injunction can handy be too
often repeated.
the man who does
otherwise, takes ten times the risk of
that
is
disappointment
necessary.
\merieau Agriculturist for t ietolier.
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Long

do Fertilizers Last?

attempting

to arrive at some ar-

rangement, says an English journal, by
which the renters of farms in England
could secure remuneration

for the label

and expense of keeping up tile fertility
>f tiic I arms, the conclusion arrived at
was

that lime

applie

i to hill pasture is

supposed to last fifteen years, one twentieth t" lie exhausted the lirst year, and
me bmtli each year up to the seventh in-

clusive. oiic-tvventieth from the eighth to
the thirteenth inclusive, and onc-fourtli
each of the two ruiiaiiiing years ; when
applied to permanent grass other than
hill pasture, is held to last for twelve
veals, one-tenth being exhausted each ol
the lirst eight years, and one-twentieth
each of tin last tour, and when applied
to arable or meadow land to he exhausted in eight years, mie-tentli the lirst, twotenths each ot the second and third, and
out*-u'nuj hi

arn

mine

nquuimiig live

She is an heiress to about $100,OCR) and speaks
three languages fluently.”

Matters.

FROM ALL

OVER THE .STATE.

MAINE WOMAN
ASSOCIATION.

THE

A

the Maine Woman Suffrage Asin the Chestnut street church,
Portland, Wednesday evening, Sept.2J. A fair
sized audience was present.
An address of
welcome was delivered by Rev. Dr. Bashford.
He said he believed the cause was just, and was
represented by pure and self-sacrificing workers.
lie said the meeting would hear in person
«>r by letter from (iov. Robie. Congressmen
Reed". Hon. J. H. Drummond and Hon. Nelson
Dingley. The cause has won seven or eight
ministers of Portland. Among those who have
favored woman suffrage in the past are Abraham Lincoln, Chief .Justice Chase, Wendell
Phillips. John <L Whittier, Charles Sumner,
Henry Wilson. President Hayes, Hon. John 1>.
Long. Bi-hop Gilbert Haven, Thomas Bowman.
John F. Hur.-t. Matthew >impson, John Stuart
Mill, Ralph Waldo Kmersou. There are many
famous women who have advocated lhe cause,
Harriet B»*echer Stowe, Lydia Maria Child,
Lucretia Mott. Julia Ward Howe and many
others. Woman suffrage has been tried iu Wyoming Territory for fourteen years and won
approval against, strong opposition. The restricted form has been tried in Lngland since
IstiL and extended to Scotland in isso. The
vote for full suffrage for woman in the House
of Lords was 111 to RJ4.
Prayer was offered
by Rev. Mr. Collins. Mrs. S. J. L. O'Brien
presided in the absence of Mrs. fjuinihy of
Augusta. R-v. Lorenzo Havnes of Rock port,
Ma-s.. was introduced and addressed the convention. IF said that the right f suffrage must
be extended to women or gi\e up representative government, c ra Seott P aid in an addr*-ferred to fh»* siiree->i\e -teps and sure
Rev. Dr. Bashfol d then
pi i»gre>s of the cause.
n ad a lett* r from Guv. Kobie, who said it was
for
to
be
him
present, but he was in
impossible
full accord with the objects of the association.
Rev. L. T. Adams of Portland, in an address,
-aid nothing iu the bible forbids woman suffWhen women vote the millcniuui will
rage.

tots

tion.
men,
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STATE CONVENTION OK THE

The Woman’s Auxiliary to the Board of Misof the Maine KpBcopal church, met at .St.
Mark's church, Augusta, Sept. 2Jd, 10 delegates
being present. Bishop Neely delivered a sermon in the forenoon, and Mrs. Owing "f New
York an address on the work of missions, in
the afternoon.
secretarCs re ort was very
encouraging as to the work done by the auxiliThe following oflicers were clert* d for
ary.
the ensuing year; President, Mrs. H. A. Neelv,
Portland; Vice President. Mrs. C. M. Sills,
Portland; Secretary, MBs H. M. McCobb, Portland; Treasurer, Julia A. Stevens, Gardiner.
DEATH OK AN OLD MASON.

Futon, of Bath, one of the oldc.-t
Free Masons in the State, died recently, aged
Thomas

whs

In lS2lt lie wa- made a
sij years and 0 month-.
master mason in Ancient Landmark Lodge, of
of Solar Lodge,
was
a
member
and
Portland,
St. Bernard chapter, Dunlap Command*tv. ol
Bath, lie was a printer in early life, learned
his trade in the ortice of tile Portland Argus,
ami established the Maine (iuzette in 1^24. one
of the earliest papers ever printed in Bath,

m-mbers in tin* ditferent counties and working
through municipal bodies in towns and cities to
bring tin legislature into sympathy with the
movement, Rev. J. Oolliusof Cbebeague, made
H»* was followed by
u short and spicy address.
Cora Scott Bond, who spoke of the financial aspects of th.* association and tin* best methods of
Munson spoke
raising funds. Rev. Henry (
<;f the prospects of the eausi throughout the
state.
He is a thorough believer ill woman
sullVage. A committee on nominations consistof
Ib-v.
Hr. Basbtor I. Mrs. Dr. Devoll and
ing
Miss < barloitc Thomas was appointed; also a
committee on constitution and by-laws consisting ol Rev. Marion liosley. 11. B. Blackwell
and Mrs. I > r. Bash ford.
At the afternoon session lb v
l>r. Basblord read a paper written
Hun. T. B. Reed, giving bisome lime ago by
view ot woman sutiVagI Ie pronounces himAddresses
self unhesitatingly in favor of it.
wen
made by Rev. Mr. Crosser. lb v S. T
I’-ar-on. Mi’s. Hr. Bashford. («. L. Kimball.
Mrs. I-.. 1.. Humphrey. Mr>. 1.. M. N. Stevens.
R* v. Mi. < rushy. lbv. Dr. Warren, and Deo.
II. l arln-x. all ot Borl and, and Miss Shaw m
Massachusetts. At ;in veiling session a h il*-i
from N* Don 1 >inu icy. -I;w as r- ad « x preying
him-e:f *-t ioiigI\ in favor of w <>111.-111 -utlrage.
I;* i• f addn
s w- !
mad- by Mi-- >haw. Ib-v.
ib-nia
Blanchard ot Boil,and. Rev. W. .J.
Berry ot Woodlurds, 11. It. Bhukw* II of Mass
■husetis.
Atb i- the usual voles of thanks,

which he published eight years. He was afterwards postmaster seventeen years. The Masonic organizations attended the funeral.

Cattle Market.
Ti ksdav, Seyt. 21*, 1885.
Amount of slock at market: Cattle, 1321; sheep
ami lambs, 3044, swine, 13.200; horses, 224.
Prices of beef catth W 100 lb live weight, extra
quality, #0 OOgH 37!a, first, $.> 00g5 87; second,
$4 37.St go 87 », Hunt, f3 50g4 25; poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $5 00g3 37,V
Brighton Hides, heavy, 7‘aCV tb.
Brighton Tallow—5c ti»
Country Tallow—3c. \f lb.
Country Hides—Hea\ v 7c. W It). Light ones, HgH^c.
Calf Skins—lOglle V tb.
Sheep and Laud* Skins—45g55c each.
The trade for butchers’ Cattle opened dull and
inactive, and prices upon that class of Cattle were
lower than those noted one week ago, ranging
mostly from $5gH per 100 lbs. for those sold for
the butchers trade. There were some very nice
beeves brought in which were costing up to our
highest quotations, but the larger portion of them
were Intended for the export trade.
Sheep ani> Lambs. Those from the West were
nearly all owned by C. W. Hollis & Co., and taken
direct to the Ahatoir for slaughter, Lambs costing
from 5g.r>‘4c, Sheen 4&4>£c per lb. live weight.
There were several hundred head of Sheep and
Lambs landed at the yards from Canada, which
were consigned to Hollis & Co. at a commission.
SWINE. Western Fat Hogs are costing from 4)*'
g4*-£c per lb. live weight aimed at the slaughter
houses, iu our number we include all the Western
Fat Hogs brought in over the several railroads for
the past week.
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The line-paying for rumselling in the Superior Court is almost as good a busim -s for the
county as th** Stoekbridge course is to Mr.
Stoekbritlg.. Yesterday morning. Clerk of
Courts Dennett sat at a small table arrange*!
for the purpose, amt did a thriving business.
II" had two deep cigar boxes, one for small
bills and the oilier for larger ones. Fi-e, ten,
twenty, tilty and on** bundled dollar bills
lloated in rapidly all the forenoon. At 1 o'clock
h»‘ counted up and found that he hail taken
about sd'MHi in three hours. | Portland Press.
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FESTIVAL.

of Maine’s many attractive
by the seaside, ami then* is not

one

sunnie r resorts,

plea-aM,) located, better shaded,
drained, more ea-iiy rea died, or po-M-ing
more of the quietness and conveniences of life.

one

••

mol'*-

Ii i-situated
same

atijourtled.
A

A.

sions

.Mrs. <
A. (Juimby of Augusta presided and
made brief it-marks.
M*st of the time was
spent in an informal conference on th best
methods of promoting the cause. II. B. Blackwell advocaicd procuring active corresponding
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M. C.

EPISCOPAL MISSIONS.
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Ticate Convention of the Young Men’s
C hristian Association of Maine will be held in
Bangor, Od. 22-2o, inclusive, arrangements
for which are almost completed. Representatives will attend this cou\cation from all the
principal cities and towns of Maine, also the
college associations :il Colby i’uivcrsity. Bowdoin. .State College and Bates, as well as distinguished representative association workers
from New York and elsewhere. The meetings
of the convention will be held each day and
evening, three sessions. The delegates will be
the guests of the Bangor Association.

west

lour

miles

MAINK AKI 1>T.

th*
l*i from is the

below Belfast,

-ide of the buy.

broad belt of sea water
arm ol Penobscot bay.

Known as

on

the western

In front is the north

I It- Republn tii I -lineal was. we- believe, ti«*
ml of Mie long, narrow island town of 1-iesMis’ Maine paper!
direr! alien! loll to tile tisb
boro*, ’hat divides the upper water- of Penobsiu■ 1 • e« of Mi
.lohn Mead, of North Bridgton,
-*•»»* ba\ into ! wo nearly equal portion-.
Away
and vv* an giad i>- nol* iiiat I.- t- not only makto the north lies Belfa.-i : to th* north* as' lies
ing steady progress but receiving mu«h meuurthe
and
Sears’
Island
ami
>D»ckton
>'-a:-p.ut.
agi in- ;
in its r*-port of th- aft exhibits at
nville
Peiiobs' ot liver. To the south is La
in !. \
slon J mi nai say s :
he Slat
ami Camden with their rugged mountains and
doim Mean was
carriage painter at Bridg- sea-girt shore. It is less than l'oriy year- ago
in-, vv bo on*1 day made a discovery. 11" 1
m. M
that thi- now populous and plea-ant place wav<
d In eoul
paint a fish on the a lomd\ gr »ve and sheep pasture.
colors of the trun.-w nd- tit ;
ativas so tb.p tinThirl\-the year- ago the Methodi-ts, attractking ot ill-- wab-rs si lin'd plocrved. .John .'I by tin* beauties ami •onveniem <*.- of Ibe
M a-1 k* pt on painting carriages, but after that
located their annual eampniei ting here,
place,
a*-did doubie work,
lie painted not only the and lin have
annually met her** since. More
y
and tic tragic*- 011 the Bridgton buggy.
recently, the place ha- been resorted to by those
01 it
cm balm cd the
living beauty *. t ib*
who spend the hot summer dass by the cool
h-o.ik ti’ou1. an
eopie-1 the d«-ep suiien dll'k- s» aside.
Attention became turned toward
N »in«
of the w i k--d pn datory black bass.
Northport as a most desirable place, ami quite
■-■»d\ a* New urieuiis :< the statement of the
a-unimer city has grown up 'luring the pas!
uth of vvhi- h Mr. H nil vouches) gained more
ten years,
Hie original limits of the Methodist
r* ii1 ami eoinpiiiM-nts ior artistic ttutbfuincss
"Ainpground haw- been outgrown: south shore
■ban d-*hn M .oi. the Bridgton tish painter.
has been ad*l« *1. tti«* blutl's have been eonneeted
11 polish- -I binis-eye maple and on canBam Iand even two miles farther down, a new campv-is show jii -tun-s of the Maine tish in various
Temple
ground has sprung into existence
-.

1
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s
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positions.

1
a string of red spotted trout.
Now are they not beauties!
I' almost >< ins as though the sparkling purI t ickling dovv n their
ity of t he Brook vv an r vv
si-ies.
l in y bang abov* a bit of andsrape that
shows a gleam of the water and a glimpse of
tin- g-’-• 11 grass.
Among tin- collection is also
’a *‘>iciag(> Smelt:*' a lifelike portrait of the
Rang- i'-y Rake s<j,iur«—tai!c«I trout, black bass.
1.-mi-locked salmon atm sc\- ral ph-nm-s <-f the
brook ami !ak<- H’oul from Maine wat- r-. Most
of these artistic pieces are uti polish’ l haul
woods.
Mr. Mead *ib:aim d .1 large run of
orders from his exhibit at New Orleans. I ud-mbtedly tin- explanation of the materials
upon which I lie eolors arc spread is to be
found in tin previous bent of Mr. Mead’s

H-tc

calling.
n's xkvv suit.
Tim ship Willie Rosenfeld of Bath, was
iaiuc-hed Wednesday noon. >rpt. g:j, from the
yard of A. Sevvall A < 0. imihi*-rs. The ship is
among tin largest of the Bath licet, and is a
magnificent one in every particular, being
gbi;..") feet long. 44S feet. deep. l!*.l feet wide,
with a gross tonnage of 2455.03.
The spar
dr-k is 2«i].2"» long. 111* fret high and bus sixircn divisions.
The poop deck i- V1 feet long
and 3s feet high.
The ship lias all the modern
improvements. The work and the material
She is double beamed and
an* of the best.
stanchioned. The masts are all set with the
exception of the yards. She lias a Hyde windlass. is coppered over. 4,000 sheets bring used.
Til*- cabins are extra line, being of solid cherry
with ten panelled doors, the lop panel being
engraved. On tin* cut-water rests a life sized
-taiule in wood of Willie Rosenlield of San
Francisco, after whom tin* ship is named.
<
apt. Dumpliy of Hurdiner, will be commander.
Tin* owners are a. Sevvall A Co. of Bath,
and San Francisco partie
Sin- will be ready
for sea in two weeks, and is chartered to load
coal from Baltimore for San Francisco.
Sin* is
intended for the Baeitie trade. Capt. K. B. Mail'd i was master builder.
ha

•.

1 III', BREAMS OF A “FAMOUS HUNTER.”
The following true story K too good to lx*
lost. One night lust week Winthrop's most
famous hunter dreamed that, he went hunting
and shot twenty-seven English snipe. The
next day lie went on a hunt and killed just
twenty-seven snipe, lie is the owner of a
tirst Hass double barrelled
breech loading
'hot gun that lie prizes very highly. That
lie
dreamed
that
night
coming home from bis
limiting tour he aeei-lt litaliy broke one of the
“hammers" to <>n« «»f the locks oil. This dream
so impressed itself upon his mind that in the
morning, to satisfy hiui'elf that his favorite
removed the ease and
gun was all right In
'tood the gun in the corner behind the door.
When turning around his coat caught the gun
some way. and it fell to the tloor breaking the
“hammer" short oil', just as he had seen it in
the dream. The above is absolutely true, and
will some one explain it? 1 Kennebec Journal.
We wish this “famous hunter” would dream
he had a million dollars ami give us half for

years. I ndissolved bones applied to permanent pasture t<j last for ten years, the
rate of exhaustion to be similar to that
of lime on arable land.
When applied to
arable land in rotation of crops, it is supmaking the suggestion.
SHOOTING A IROUT.
posed to be exhausted at the rate of livetenths the first year, two-tenths each of
Two Bangor merchants went out into the
the second and third, and one-tenth the woods on a partridge hunt. They had to cross
a brook and in going over the bridge one saw a
fourth, and when applied to meadow trout. IB* called
the attention of his companland is .supposed to exhaust at the rate of ion to the fish and
brought down his gun sayfour-tenths the first year, four-tenths the ing. “Tin going to shoot him.”
“By king.” says the other, “let me shoot
second, and two-tenths the third. Disa position directly
solved bones, pbospbatic guano, and pot- him,” and thereupon took
over the trout and discharged his gun within
ash, applied to arable jamis, are calcu- four feet of the water. The elicet was a comlated to vanish at the rate of six-tenths plete surprise to the sportsman. The water
reacted and splashed all about the excited
the first year, three-tenths the second,
and one-tenth the third. .Superphosphates shootist. it went into his eyes and mouth and
swu'hed up into the barrels of his gun.
disappear on arable land, it is assumed,
“By king,” exclaimed he, “1 didn’t expect
at the rate of eight-tenths the first year,
that.
Let me take your handkerchief while I
and two-tenths the second. Nitrate of wipe.’*
The trout was also taken by surprise. His
soda and sulphate of ammonia go with
body was pierced with three shot and he was
one crop.
The manurial residue of pur- brought
home as a trophy by the man who got
chased cakes, etc consumed on perma- wet.
nent pasture, is supposed to have effect
COLBY'S NEW PROFESSOR.
live years—one-tenth going the first year,
Professor Wadsworth, the new professor at
three-tenths each of the next two years, Colby University, was born in East Livermore,
two-tenths the fourth year, and one-tenth Maine. May t>. 1S47. and is a lineal descendant
of Benjamin Wadsworth, the ninth president of
the fifth year.
On meadow land the duHarvard College. He graduated from Bowdoin
ration is three years—five-tenths being and went West, spending four years as princiexhausted the first year, three tenths the pal and superintendent of academics and gradschools in Minnesota and VV i>eonsin. Then
second, and two-tenths the third. [Ex- ed
he returned East and took a graduate course at
change.
Harvard, receiving his A. M. from Bowdoin
and Harvard. The following three years he
Brighton

attract the most widespread attenIt is well known to many leadiug yachtswho have frequently expressed their

views, that the vicinity of Bar Harbor presents
of tiie best courses for yacht races in the
world, and it is the intention to have every
noted American yacht in these waters uext
year.

small attendance. The meeting opened
with prayer by Rev. ,J. S. (iledhill of Augusta.

a

will*

one

collie.
\;

GOOD PLACE FOR THE RACES.

Arrangements are now in progress for some
great yacht races at Bar Harbor uext season.
They will occur both at the opening and close
of the season, and will undoubtedly be the
greatest events in yachting circles which will
occur
throughout next year. Some elegant
and cosily cups will be ottered, and the con-
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Eggs.

1'ive million dozen of eggs are annually imported from the Dominion, the

wildiin tin? year, $2.“hi;
ye.tr, $:Um.
\i
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r krm s. Kdr one square, (one Inch
gth tn column, $1.00 for one week, and 25
i. r
aeh subsequent insertion. A fraction of
a square charged a» a full one.
1 it-

Maine

FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

RK1TKLICAN JOURNAL.

spent at Harvard as instructor iu mathematics
and mineralogy. Since 1877 Prof. Wadsworth
has been engaged in original investigation iu
the Museum of Comparative Lithology. Since
January, 1878, some fifty important papers and
bound works have been published by him, and
several more have been issued by Profs. Wadsworth and Whitney.
Lust winter he spent in
Europe visiting and studying the collections iu
the universities.
A

STAGE-STRUCK HEIRESS.

A New Haven despatch says that “during
the week several young dudes in that city have
been raving over the remarkable beauty of one
of the chorus girls in the Corinne Merrie Makers Company, playing at a museum. The young
lady, however, seemed to keep as much out of

sight as possible when off the stage. Her
history has leaked out. She is Miss Allie
Veazie. who disappeared four weeks ago from
her home in Bangor. She is a daughter of the
late Col. Veasie, who died soon after the girl
disappeared. For the past year she has been

stage struck, but she met with such strong
opposition from her father that she pretended
to give up her ambition for histrionic fame,
but at the first opportunity she slipped away
and joined the Corinne Company. Her relatives have had no idea of lier whereabouts.

Heights—owned and occupied by the spiritualThe shore, all the way, also the heights,
are dotted more or less with cottages and new
At Temple Heights a
ones are built each year.
new wharf has been built, and anew and splendid road runs along the shore, just finished and
opened this season, couneet- both grounds and
furnishes a splendid drive. The view seaward
is very beautiful; the Penobscot bay is before
ists.

and \\ell-versed travelers allirm that our
beautiful peuob<ent bay rivals the far-famed
bay of Naples. It is om* of the best expanses
•d' water in the State for boating and sailing. It
lias a chain of seaward and outlying islands to
break th" force of the Atlantic storms and billows. The drives are attractive in the \ ieinitx.
The fishing is good, and sudden, dense fogs are
not common as they are farther east.
Northport is deservedly a popular resort and
it has yet an undeveloped future that is pleasing. and a history of which it may be proud.
About this section the attractive points ure
F**rt Point, 15 miles to the northward and at
the mouth of the Penobscot, where it is always
cold enough to wear an overcoat; Camden, 14
miles down shore, via the turnpike road
id.

through the mountains, a route only surpassed
by the White mountains; Bluehill, across Penobscot bay, with its copper mines now largely
deserted; (Justine, also across to the eastward,
with its forts in ruins and its almost primeval
solitude: Islesboro, and other islands down the
bay, beautiful lakes and villages in the near in-

New York Politics.

Literary News

REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION
SARATOGA.

niK

AT

.Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 23. The Uepublicau
Convention reconvened at 10.30 o’clock
this morning. On motion of Mr. Draper, of
Albany, the convention voted to allow the representative of the labor interests of the State to
speak from the platform in behalf of those inState

terests.
Chairman Hlisted thereupon introtrodueed ex-Assemblymau David Healey, of
Monroe, who was received with applause. He
referred with approbation to various former
iotinus by the Republican party and urged this
momentum to imitate such actions and add to
The subjects most dwelt upon were
them.
monopoly and convict labor. Mr. Healey warned the convention that mere promises were useless.
The convention that meets to-morrow
might outdo the oue that adjourned to-day, and
to avoid this danger the true course was to select a candidate whose personal and public record would be a guarantee to the laboring man
that the promises made would be carried out.
The chairman of the committee on resolutions replied that lie believed the laboring man
would tind on reading the platform that the
points raised by Mr. Healey had been fully
recog ui zed.
The committee on resolutions then, through
its chairman, George Bliss, reported the platform which was read and adoj te 1:
THE PLATFORM.

The platform declares In favor of extendingcivll
service laws to all grades ot the public service,
state and National, with a preference in appointments to honorably discharged soldiers and sailors.
Demand." of ( ongress the maintenance of the gold
standard and tin* passage of an act to put an end to
Increase of forms of money based on silver; reaffirms the demands of the last National Republican
Convention for the continuance ol a protective
tariff; insists that "the right of suffrage must be
maintained free and utitrammeled,and it that right
is unlawfully denied to any part of the people of
any state its representation in Congress and the
Electoral College should be reduced.” Demands
strict enforcement by the National Governmcfht of
the law prohibiting the importation of contract lanor.
The platform contained several planks relating to the administration of state affairs, and asserts that it is the duty of the Republican majority
ol the senate to oppose tin* confirmation of any
person appointed in viol.' tion of the letter or spirit
of the Civil Service not We denounce the National
Administration for It-, obvious willingness to abandon the opinions it has prop ssed upon currency
and to compromise with those leaders of its party
who are in favor of tin- continued debasement of
currency. For its hostility to the commerce of the
country, evinced by its refusal to carry out the sys
tern adopted by Congress for the encouragement of
American shipping; for its arbitrary action in repudiating a contract regularly entered into by the
duly authorized agents of the Government and
persevering in tie* attempt to deprive American
mechanics of their means of livelihood, until an
arou.-cd public opinion compelled it to abandon the
attempt, and for its hostility further evinced by the
arbitrary enforcement of the customs laws by illegal provisions and tricks intended to deprive merchants of any fair opportunity for asserting their

rights.

w non me clause

mating

to me

preference

or

otlice to l»t* given ex-soldiers was read. Corporal
Tanner, of Brooklyn, inquired if that meant
that if a soldier passed an < xamination that
proved hi- competency he would be appointed
even if a college graduate of yesterday should
pa-s at a higher tigure.
“It does,” quickly rejoined Colonel Bliss. “If
a soldier pas-e- at so and a dude stands at 100.
the soldier gets the place.v (Great applause and

laughter.)
Many of the clan-* in the platform were applauded as the} were n ad. notably the one referring t** convict labor, l'he platform was
unanimous!} adopt* <1.

The roll \va> ill'
and resulted ;
I*

ll

called for the first ballot

iveiipori.214

Carr.id
Warren.12'*
Hii-s.Oil
.at
Seward
.'>2
scattering.
..

second ballot change- began to be
>
made
avriiport. wh« u cm behalf of General
i«>n was made to make tie- nominafair a m
tion of Mr. Davenport unanimous, which was
done amid great applause. An-on S. Wood, of
franklin county, was nominated for Secretary
d Sfciie ’*\
i-'ama ion and given three cheers,
.lames W. Wadsworth, of Albany, was nomi<
nated fot
oniptroller by acclamation. .1 >.-eph
B. ('arr was nominated for Lieutenant (hivtnor by acclamation.
The rest of the tick* t was
eompi' t'd a- follow-: Attorney General, Senator Kdwanl P. Thomas; Treasurer, Major
Charles I'irieh, N- w York; fngineer, William
\ anlt« n-st la r. The convention then adjourned sine dit
Hon. Ira Davenport, the nominee for Governor, was horn at 1 lornellsvilie, N. V., in 1M1.
His fathei, Col. Ira Davenport, was a settler in
that section ot the State and all extensive land
owner.
Mr. Davenport received his earlv education in the l nion school at Bath, and subseattended
Doctor Bussell’s collegiate
quently
school at New Haven, ft. He lias given much
attention to travel and study and is a man of
much culture and general knowledge. He now
re-ides in Bath, lb* i> a life-long Bepublican,
and in the recent party strifes lias belonged to
the ant i-Conk ling faction. In 1SS1 he was elected Comptroller of the State, receiving a vote
which indicated that lie was a strongman In the
H* was one of the most etlicient Compparty
H< was a leadtrollers the State has ever had.
ing member of tin New York Senate for four
is
His
nomination
regarded as a strong
years.
On

th
t*> i

one.
in n.

.luscpn t>.
tenant (iovernor of
*

an. UK-

nominee

New York, is

a

i<»r

Lieu

resident, of

Troy, where he is engaged io the manufacture
of chain cables, being head of the firm of
•Joseph B. Carr A Co. lie was born in Albany,
Aug. 10. 1828. When the war of the rebellion

broke out lie was commissioned as lieutenant
colonel of the Second New York Regiment, the
first volunteer regiment to leave the State, and
a
month later, in May. 1801, was promoted to
tiie rank and position of colonel. Ho served
conspicuously in all the battles of the Army of
the Potomac. In 187'.» lie was nominated by the
Republicans for the office of Secretary of State,
am! was elected, receiving successive re-elections in 1.881 and 1883.
TIIK DEMOCRATIC TICKET ANI) TROUBLE.

Letter from

and Notes.

Mr. Howells receives high praises from the
Pall Mall Gazette for his last great character
itudy, “The Rise of Sila* Lapbam.”
The October number of The Book Buyer contains an excellent portrait of R. H. Stoddard
md the usual entertaining summary of American

and Foreign literature.

We have received the first and second numbers of Dio Lewis’ Nuggets, a neat little month-

ly magazine, published by the Dio Lewis Publishing Co., 60-71 Bible House, New York. It
is paragraph)’ and practical.
The Deuison Paper Manufacturing Company
jf Bruuswick are making ten thousand reams
3f paper for the second volume of Mr. Blaine’s
book. The samples show a very fine quality of
paper. The order will weigh 375 tons. The
two volumes of the Blaine book will consume
ibout the same amount of paper as the Graut
book.
Funk & Wagualis, New York, have publish’d a pamphlet, price 10 cents, entitled Prohibition in Politics. It discusses the question:
Ought Prohibition to be made a political question:- If so, with what limitations. Negative:
Samuel T. Spear, D. I)., of the New York In-

dependent.

Affirmative: I. K. Funk, D. I)., of
the Homiletic Review.

proving in

Brockton has been for years distinctively a
shoe town, but it is not until the last few years
that Brockton khas stood forth pre-eminent

that

written, for she

wrote

of it

as

the year.

mentioning our base ball club. As the
winners of the championship in the Eastern
New England League tuey merit mention, and

the German Frontier." It will be illustrated
with an excellent portrait of Mr. Stevens, eu-

hope Oil worth will be

gra\ed on wood, and tive drawings by W. A.
Rogers. At last accounts Stevens had just left
Angora, Asia Minor, where the crowds that
him

were so

great that the pro-

“The Eureka Recitations and Readings” is an
excellent collection, compiled and prepared by
Mrs. Anna Randall-Diehl, whose reputation as

of

our

ity
u

The hook will be mailed
to any address, post-paid, on receipt of twelve
cents in stamps, by J. S. Ogilvie & Go., the
Publishers,31 Rose Street, New York.

means an
ciu/.eu.

perish.
them

going

to

predict

equal assumption of tin* duties

>»

as

uoum

lucre

uemg

a*

\ei

of

to

mark that.

The

Protestant

people are a patient folk but ther' are certain
jewels in the crown of liberty ver\ precious to

them

and this is valued

priceless ruby and

the’highest.

can never

be

It is
destroyed.

a

Mum a.

may rest assured there are many in Massachusetts who hope so at any rate.
Birr a.

Stallion Bace.

AN EXCITING DAY AT MYSTIC PARK. SPLENDID VICTORY FOR A MAINE HOUSE.
PILOT
KNOX WINS THE CLP AND A PURSE OF $4,-

087.50.

Boston, Sept. 30. All conditions were favorable for the great stallion race at Mystic Park
this afternoon. The day was perfect, the track
in tine condition and fully S,000people witnessed the trot. Of seven horses entered Don Carlos, record 2.24], and Alniont Gift, record 2.27].
in
drawn, leaving but live starters.
drawing for positions King Almout drew the
pole, Westmont second, Pilot Knox third,
Montgomery fourth, with King Wilkes on the
outside. Pool selling was prohibited, lull many
private bets were made, Pilot Knox selling as
the favorite before the race at $25 to $20 against
were

Letter

from

I

I
!
l

summary.

Special stallion race for Spirit of the Times
cup, valued at $1,000, with added purse of $7,125.

j

,j. II. May, Augusta, Me.,br. s. Pilot Kno.\..l
R. B. Conkllng, Green Point, L. I., br. s.
King Wilkes.2
M. J* Smith, Iouia, Midi., b. s. Montgomery.3
A. J- Feck, Syracuse, N. Y., b. s. King Almout .4
J. 11. Page, Wyoming Territory, b. s. West-

1.4ft*

37

1.10
1.10

1.45

2.19*.
2.20*.

36*

1.10*

1.45*

2.20.

Time—35*

1

1

2
3

3
2

4

4

Littlefield, 1st; Ilervey Partridge,

CLASS

l’OWN TEAM.

yoke "f w\. n girt in all 04 ft. 1 inch, from
Stockton, 1st. 12 yoke "f oxen girt in all 7J ft. In
inches, from Pro.-peet, 2nd; yoke of oxen girt 7
ft. t inches, 7) yr- Mr. John Penney of searsport.
10

\ IS OK MOKE, BREEDING
STALLIONS,
r.vMlt.V AND
AKKlAi.K HORSES, FARM
AND WOKKINO HOUSES.

Stallions.

W. 11. l.enn, 1st.

Family IL-rse. Freeman Partridge, 1st.
Carriage Horse. Daniel l ie mpson, 1st; Hubert
lliebl'orn, 2nd.
Farm and Working Hor.-c. s >. Trevett, 1st,
Ilervey Partridge, 2nd.
Breeding Mares. II. B. Littlefield, 1st; Allanl
Crockett, 2nd.
1 year old.
Albion Clark, 1-t
Weston Pierre,

2nd.
1 year old.
Luther Cuiderwood, 1-t; Ilervey
Partridge, 2nd.
spring Colt. 11. B. Little lie Id, 1st; Allanl Crock
etf, 2nd.
CLASS S.

TROTTING HOUSES.

(i. Jim 15.. wned by Dr. It. Colson, 1st: B. <i.
Frank I owned by Kd Bab iielder, 2nd; B. •
miii
\ arnum, o \, M
W. W. Clark, Jrd.
<

■.

>.

ll As*
!

LITTER OE Bios.

full bio
ridge, 1st.
1"

1

HENS.

id.

Ilervey Part-

dark brahma Inns.

Ilervey Part-

Lancashire

pigs

ridge, |-t.

1

In.

week*

El ELD

Kill's.

U heat. Fr- man P trtridge. -t.
Yelio\v-i vi d Beans. *. s. Trevelt, 1st, Freeman
Partridge, 2nd.
Improve ; vcllow-cved beans. Barak Littlefield,

t;

y- ur* old,
L trh Pe i-. ■*. s Trevett, I ~t ;.ml 2nd.
Field Pi a*. Freeman i’arlridge, 1st.
IL i.ittlelie! 1, l.-;
\. A. i.
sweet ( urn. (
2nd.
1
i.ro.
I'i->
otatoc-.
Cat
>lilppli,u
p, 1st. Aiim'I
Smith, 2nd.
Creates! Vavf'u iV-tatms. ( .11. l.iitleli Id, 1-t;
.John l.ibl y, 2nd.
B ets and I ni nip.-. (.11. LittlelieM, 1st.
<ini'-ii-.
s. I'n \ett, l-(.
> "a
:* v;u U tiI abb iu<
K <
i-i.
Lumpkin-. >. >. Tia-vett, 1st; (.. W. Pendleton,
2nd.
Citron. U. ( Dow•, 1st; A A. Genn, 2nd.
St u as!
Job
-:
l'«>m;:toe>. John
Freeman I ‘art ridjre,
2nd.
Lima Lean.-. Bi-harl Kidman, 1-t.

Minneapolis.

■

CKKATKsl
CLASS 11.
WIN IKK AM) KALI. AFFI.KS.
OK All Lis.
'Ll MS, FLAKS, <«It ALLS,
V.lltim
I.I
S.
t'KAll
AFI
CKANUKKKIKS,

arit t\ of app', -, -In kind-. Freeman
t.’reate-l
Partridge lst;;:i kind.-, II L t dll'ord 2d.
Fine.-t i"! >•! apple.-, 2.' kind-, (o-o. l’emlletoi: 1-t.
F. iriy Fall apple-. Id kind-, Ira Ward 1-t.
I’orter appl< •>, Ira M
1-t
.ill''id 1-t.
swtfl lioiiun apple-, II. L.
Naked Limb litaeninu appn -, Lidab 1 ane 1-t,
(ieo. Pendleton 2d.
Northern >p\ apples, G. W. !’• ndlet<»n 1-t; Free
man Partridge 21.
L. ClitVord 2* 1.
Baldwin appi- .-. Ira Ward 1-t. I!
Beautv ot Kent apples, C. W. Pendleton 1st;
Howard” Ward 2 !.
Be-t «li
of applt
Cn-bman Lind-tv 1-t.
Golden Bn--et .apples, Tlitis. (. i.,rk !-t; Freeman
Par! rid ue 2d.
William'- Favorite apples, Howard Ward 1-t.
Crab apples, Freeman Partridge 1-t; (ieo. Pendleton 2 I.
Cranberries, Thos. Clark l-i ; (•«• *. Pendl- ton 2d.
-.

Pears, Cape A.
lirape-, 1 kiia

Correspondence of the Journal.
Minnkapolis, Sept. 21, lssj. Scarcely an
issue from the press of this city fails to remind
us that our population is 120,200 and that of
our
thriving suburb, St. l’aul, 111.07'*. Of
course there is much rivalry between these two
cities ami so antagonistic have they become
that many merchants will not keep for sale an

veil 2d.

That gun men in Belfast and vicinity mayknow how close competition is here I quote the
following prices: Shot. ^LJO per sack ; Ilaz/ard
Rifle powder,
per keg; Winchester Re-

“One-eighth of Mr. Cleveland’s term has expired, and only about one-eighth of the Republicans whom he found in place have been succeeded by Democrats” says the Nation. The
idea probably is to finish up the turning out
process about the time Mr. Cleveland himself
will step down and out.
The Nation speaks of the Alabama award as
obtained under false pretences. The editor of
the Nation is an Englishman.

i^eit

Butter, Mrs. Daniel Thompson 1st; Mrs. .Julia
Gilman 2d.

article manufactured in the other. K. g., St.
Raul has a shot factory (they make shot and do
not use a tower, hence we say shot factory, not
shot Lower) undone gun store will not sell or
handle St. Paul shot simply because it is made
In St. Paul. All the shot sold in that store is
made either in C hicago. St. Louis or Omaha
and its sale* aggregate about eleven tons a year.

>enn 1 -t

A

Freeman Partridge l-l.
kind-, to-.. Pendleton l-t.
Plum-,
Tomatoes, John Libby 1-t; Mrs. .M. L. Mu
2-1.
CLASS 12.
DOMKSTIC 1U 1 1 1 li.

TIJK RIVALRY BETWEEN MI NNKA POLLS AND
ST. PAUL.
A FKW ILLUSTRATIONS.
ARYRK
TO YOUNG MEN.

the tiehl.
The race was for a cup valued at
$1,000, ottered by tin* Spirit of tin* Times, and a
purse of $7,125, of which the winner takes 70
and Sin.
A travelling
peating rifles,
per cent., the second horse 20 per cent, and the
salesman from Minneapolis took an order for
third lo per cent.
The race was called shortly after two o’clock, some shirts of a man in St. Paul. The
goods
but it was not until 2.40 that a start, was effected. Five times they came to the wire and were were satisfactory but titiding they were made
as many times sent back.
They were tinalt) in Minneapolis the buyer emphatically refused
sent away well together on the sixth score.
to take them, although they were made to orPilot Knox quickly shot to the front ami at the
r
was
with
Wilkes
a
King
leading
quart*
length der and measure and warranted to tit. Both
behind and King Almout two lengths in the
■•ilies al'e liable to remain here am! grow for
rear <f Wilkes, Montgomery and Westmont
many years and it is to he hoped that such bi»These
relative
were
maintrailing.
positions
Already their limits
tained until the half mil* was passed, when ter rivalry may ecus*
Pilot Knox widened the gap to two lengths be- join and scores of pages might he written detween himself and King Wilkes, but the latter
scriptive of the flouring mills, factories, public
quickly shortened the distance again to a length.
Pilot Knox kept his advantage to the finish.
buildings, the enterprise and thrift of each.
On the home stretch Montgomery and WestMinneapolis is ceifainly a live, prosperous
mont exchanged places, the former taking
town, afl'ording many opportunities for young
third place and the latter fourth. With this
exception the order at the finish was the same men to push themselves up; but to the young
as at the quarter. Pilot Knox winning tin* heat
man who can make a fair 1 i\ iug in Maine, 1 sa\ :
by a good length, ami breaking his own record Stay at home. Laborers are continually flockP45:.
t.l!q.
by 1] seconds. Time, 35], l.lu.
When the horses were called for the second ing here from all parts of the country and bunheat it was announced that Westmont had been
dreds of unemployed men walk our streets day
drawn, having become slightly hum*. Tin* and night.
And in Dakota, Montana, and
horses went off well bunched on the second
scoring. Pilot Knox showing the way with Washington Territory it is blit little better. Of
King Wilkes second, Montgomery third. King course there are better opportunities to rise in
Almout fourth. At the quarter, King \^ilkes a new
country, but Minneapolis is not very
was making a warm fight for the first place—
nearly abreast of the leader. Pilot Knox new now and with the Swedes, Norwegians.
gradually drew away from him. and at the half Poles, Bohemians, Ac., who are glad to work
mile was leading by over a length. Montgomery- for
#1.00 a day, the common laborer lias a hard
being several lengths behind Wilke.**, with
row if a down easier or native born American.
King Almout a length behind Montgomery.
Johnny Murphy, who drove King Wilkes, Swedes predominate here and some of our best
tried hard to overtake Pilot Knox on the last business men are Swedes. Deo. S. Perkins.
quarter, but the hitter trotted with a steady
clock-movement that brought him in the winBread Cast Peon the Waters. The Rockner
by about a length. Montgomery broke
badly on the back stretch and lost ground land Courier-Gazette tells the following story of a
slightly, but finished third, four lengths behind former Searsimmt boy:
King Wilkes, with King Almont last. Time,
Thiriy-sevcn years ago a poor boy >truek out
37, 1.10, 1.45, 2.20]. The third heat proves the
from the town of Searsimmt to make his fortune.
most exciting of the race. Pilot Knox led
It happened at the time that lie owed to
neighbor
of four dollars. Now to many persons
slightly at the quarter, but it could be seen that the sum
four dollars is a very ins gniticaut amount, hut in
was
Wilkes
bound
to
make
a
King
good fight
more than the young
for the leadership, while Montgomery was this ca*o it was four dollars
man who was starting out to seek his fortune could
gradually quickening his pace. At the half- by any possibility of circumstances command; and
mile Pilot Knox led by a length with King so tne neighbor had to hung it up indefinitely.
Wilkes and Montgomery neck and neck for the I
Well, years went on and on and on, as years will
second place and King Almout several lengths sometimes do, and the poor young mau from Searsmont prospered amazingly; and as he grew older
behind.
From the half mile Montgomery slowly, but he waxed richer, and b *eame famous in more
ways than one. Meantime the neighbor whom he
surely, gaiued upon Wilkes and ou the home owed
had removed to Rockland, and the four dolstretch by a magnificent spurt passed him and lar debt was forgotten.
was pressing Pilot Knox hotly for the first
Last week a handsome white haired gentleman
place. Pilot Kuox. however, held his lead, in spectacles was in our city. It was the one time
trottiug squarely, and came under the wire a poor young man, who after this lapse of years had
been on a visit to his early Searsimmt home. Here
neck ahead of Montgomery, with King Wilkes
in our city he sought out t'ie former neighbor, and
four lengths behind Montgomery and King Alliquidated the debt that had so many years stood
mont far in the rear. The finish was very exagainst his name—and behold the four dollars had
citing and Montgomery anti his driver were grown to thirty. The neighbor aforesaid was
1 brook A. Collins.
heartily cheered for their fine work.

|

Trevett, 1st; Freeman Part-

s. s.

C. 11.

-.

mu

It will take as much blood to destroy
it did to put down the rebellion. It

will be well

renominated and re-elected. By the way. what
do you Maine Republicans think of the calm
and collected cheek of our genial Congressman
Long in reading Mr. Blaine’s obituary the
other day? Isn't he a little previous? You

The G-reat

not

not be condemned for the utterances of some
crank, if he be a priest. Our schools are the
corner stone of our republic, without them we

It is almost assured that Gov. Robinson, who
is universally popular and respected, will be

The October number completes the twelfth
volume of St. Nicholas and the prospectus for
the coming year indicates that this favorite
magazine is to be more attractive than ever before.
We mention a few of the good things iu
store for the readers of St. Nicholas: Little
Lord Fauntleroy, by Frances Hodgson Burnett;
Ghristmas Every Day, by W. D. Howells;
George Washington (an historical biography)
by Horace E. Scudder; Short Stories for Girls,
by Miss Louisa M. Alcott; New Bits of Talk
for Young Folks, by II. II.; Stories and Sketches, by Frank R. Stockton; A Sea-Goast Story,
by J. T. Trowbridge; Jenny's Boarding-House,

are

few women who car-* to assume ali the burdens
full citizenship imposes. We favor woman's
control of our sehoo
and trust ere long they
will have full share in their management. It
ought to have been so ere this. This reminds
me 4hut I see one foolish Catholic priest has
come back from Europe and nude an onslaught
on our common schools.
That church will let
the matter alone.
Their own people will not
sustain the clergy in any opposition to free
schools. Any church or party doing so is sure
to be burie l.
The whole Catholic people must

vigorously opposed by the Prohibitionists as he
is unfortunately a strong advocate of a license
law and personally interested In the liquor
trade to such an extent that he cannot became
a prohibitionist without tinancial loss ensuing.

and Patriotic.

We

,-uceessor

held and many speeches made in favor of
I! will come in time.
women voting.
l*Aer\
move is looking in that direction.
We believe
our polities would be purer if the women voted, but we cannot sett how they are to serve on
juries and shoulder a musket. Ab>olute equal-

contest

Young People’s Associations, Reading Glubs,
Temperance Societies, and Parlor Entertainments.
They comprise Prose and Poetry—
Serious, Humorous, Pathetic, Comic, Temper-

his

ridge, 2nd.

CLASS

will be, but anticipate a
coolness when the appointment shall conn*.
The woman suffrage convention has been

is that over the candidate for Senator
from our district. The contestants are <_'oi. J.
•J. Whipple, one of Brockton’s legislative representative of last year and Hon. Ziba C. Keith
[•resent Mayor of Brockton. Col. Whipple
rather holds the call over the Mayor but he is

writer of standard works on Elocution, and
also as a teacher of the art, Is second to none.
It is especially adapted for Day and Sabbath
Schools, all Adult and Juvenile Organizations,
a

The Democrats held their State Convention
Sept. 24 and 25. Gov. Hill was renominated,
although he has been a failure in otliee and is
land. ami not the least, our own Mt. Percival, opposed bv the best element of the party.
two
towelbetween
the
located
camp grounds,
Roswell 1*. Flower was nominated for Lieut,
ing hundreds of feet above the sea level, and (iovernor and Fred Cook of Munroe county
so near that Its summit can be reached easily
for Secretary of State. The ticket was comby James Otis; The Boyhood of Shakespeare,
bv foot or carriage, and from which a viewpleted by the nomination of A. C. Chapin of
looking seaward can he obtained, which travel- Brooklyn for comptroller. Dennis O’Brien (the by Miss Rose Kingsley; Drill, by John Preston
ers say cannot he surpassed, and lias but few
present incumbent) for attorney general, Law- True; Sketches—entertaining, descriptive and
rence 1. Fitzgerald of Cortland for state treasequals in the world.
educational; Poetry for Young Readers; at.
v n v\
iir iup
> .11
is
11 uni
.uuum
I)1,
urer, Klnathan Sweet of Albany (the present
Nicholas Stories About Dogs, etc. The Genmust beautiful and interesting; the sea and
for
state
and
Incumbent)
surveyor,
engineer
shore, bay, island, bill, valley and mainland, lie
Flower, who was a candidate for (iovernor, tury Go., 33 East 17th street, New York.
spread as a map betore the observer. A few declines to accept the nomination for Lieut,
We have received the prospectus of Gol. F.
years ago, Mr. Hiram E. Pierce of Belfast,
(iovernor.
An Albany despatch to the Boston
purchased the tract embracing this height, Herald says: Flower's letter declining the A. Burr's “History of the Life and Death of
constructed a road to its top for carriages, and nomination for Lieutenant Governor is a blow
General Grant.” The book will contain an Inlias provided a register and pencil, kept in a
in the pit of the Democratic stomach, and Demtroduction on the inner life and private characbox. on the lop of tiie mountain, in which visiocrats agree that he has taken this rare optors may register their names and date of visit.
portunity to drive his knife into the ticket wi h ter of Gen. Grant by bis pastor and friend, Rev.
We had the privilege of beholding a sunset
an especially vicious twist in revenge for past ! J. P. Newman.
On the third page of his Infrom its height.
[Maine Farmer.
humiliation. The New York Times says of the j
Northport is most charmingly l«.,,ated on the convention: “The N. Y. democratic State Con- troduetion Dr. Newman pays the following
beautiful Belfast bay—a bay which many trav- vention has bid defiance to common sense, com- high hut well merited compliment to Col. Burr:
ellers tell us is almost a counterpart of the bay
mon decency, and to the democratic President
“History will sustain Burr in this estimate of
of Nap es, about four miles below the city o!
of tin i'nited States.
And it took down a porthe great Hero, and thousands will read his
B'-lfot. The drive down is delightful—half of
trait of Gen. Grant which happened to be in
it level and lovely; the other half picturesque
the hall in which it met, and put it out of sight.” pages with untold delight. His vigorous and
and pretty, affording changing, varied, and InThe D mocratic state committee Sept. 2!) se- eloquent pen will give to the
public what the
tel •sting views of land and sea. Originally,
lected Gtn. S. F. .Jones of Binghampton as a
the camp ground at this place was started as a candidate for lieutenant governor, vice Flower modesty of the departed General would not
Methodist institution, and meetings were held declined.
The place had been declined by permit him to write in his ‘Personal Memoirs,’
here every summer. This is still the ease, al- Lrustus Corning and Gen. Slocum.
Gen.
and will increase the public interest therein and
though the beauty of the locality has attracted .Jones is a scale maker. He Is between 50 and thus add to the wealth of that
legacy bequeathmany permanent summer residents, and North- <>0 years of age and was colonel of the (ith Masport is now one of the most attractive sea-side sachusetts regiment which was known as the ed by the noblest of husbands to the truest of
resorts in our State of numerous and charming
“fighting sixth.” At one time he was a Demo- wives. He has written of the illustrious man,
places of like character. The cottages are cratic member of tbe Massachusetts legislature whose life and deeds are worthy of all
praise,
and during the war he was a war democrat.
many, attractive in outward architecture, cosy
He is a first class business man and wealthy. with a devotion, admiration and enthusiasm
within, and a good place in which to spend a
summer or a summer’s day —the former, if we
The choice of General Jones was unanimous, which the future will verify, for the immortalWe do not know no other name being presented.
can. tiie latter if only that.
After the
ity of Grant’s fame is well assured.” Col. Burr
what led the Executive Committee to select
nomination Gen. .Jones was invited to the comis well known as an industrious, able and suethis poiut as the place of holding the Festival,
mittee room where he made a brief address acunless, as some one has said, it was done as a
cepting tlie nomination and declared he stood cessful journalist, as well as the author of sevcompliment to the Patrons of Waldo County, squarely upon the platform.
oral biographical works, and has had excellent
who number two thousand strong, and who
Irving Hall ;it a mass meeting ratified the facilities for
mustered a strong force on the three gala days Democratic nominations.
preparing the forthcoming hook.
Fx-Senator Eeeleof the autumn. If so. it was a compliment sine made a speech in which lie referred to the It will be published this month by the National
well deserved.
Waldo is the “red" grange mugwumps as “traitors in their own party and
Co., 7*24-0-8 Cherry street, PhiladelThe civil service was Publishing
county in the State, and its Patron-arc loyal disturbers in ours.”
and enthusiastic in the good work of the beresay and “offensive partisanship” was its phia.
Older. [Home Farm.
twin brother and the Saratoga nominations
were meant to emphasize the reverse of these
Clippings.
doctrines.
A .societv paper, in describing the order in which
a bridal party passed down the church ish
says,
Uncle Edmund Wilson Inis been seeking for
“The bride walked on the arm of her father.” This
an office of some sort or other ever since the
Prohibition and its Effects.
may be all right, but it seems l<» us that a church
4th of March. He may justly be said to be a
was hardly the place for her to display her acroof great wait with the present administraman
of
Athens has such little
Never in the history
batic accomplish merits.
tion.
[Bangor Commercial.
crime or so small amount of drunkenness been
Do not suffer from Sick Headache a nmnii nl
If this sort of thing keeps on uutil December
longer. It is not necessary. Carter’s Little Liver seen in our city. These chronic loafers, exPills will cure you. Dose, one little pill. All drugthe President will probably recommend that
cept a few, have left the streets; merchants Maine be set off aud annexed to Canada. The
gists sell them.’
tell us the prospects are bright for a heavier dominion would get a precious lot of DemoA contemporary heads a paragraph announcing
business than they have ever had. Ladies can cratic office-seekers and the President would
the approaching marriage of a school teacher “Resigned to g« t Married,” as if school inarms requir- now walk on our streets without fear of hav- get a little rest, as well as a new point for his
ed extraordinary inducements to enter the matri- ing their ears polluted with foul words, or message. [Boston Herald.
monial slate.
having to take the street to give way to the
Maine seems to be among the first to feel a
mob of drunken rowdies which inhabited the
An End to Rone Scraping.
difference in the times, aud is certainly getting
tin*
scenes have changed
sidewalks,
in
fact
Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg, III., says:
her share of the prosperity. The mills throughour fair little city has
“Having received so much benefit from Electric around the place, anti
out the State are starting up, and some are even
Bitters, 1 feel it my duty to let suffering humanity taken on an air of happiness which is no doubt
Aud theu a connow working on extra time.
envied by other cities less fortunate.
know' it. Have had a running sore on my leg for
spicuous good fortuue is that of the farmers. It
A prominent butcher of Athens says that
eight years; my doctors told me I would have to
have the hone scraped or the leg amputated. 1
since prohibition lias gone into effect he’is sell- is a good State to live in. [Portland Press.
used, instead, three bottles ot Electric Bitters and ing a great deal of meat to those who spent
Congressman Millikeu, made us a pleasant
seven boxes Bu -klen’s Arnica Salve, and my leg is
their money for whisky. Saturday evening
call last week. He spoke with great earnestnow sound and well.”
bis
sales
than
are
much
when
larger
whisky ness of the danger of the small pox having a
Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a bottle, and
was sold.
Bucklen’s Arni ca Salve at 2‘x\ per box by It. It.
[Athens Ga. Banner Watchman.
serious $un in this part of the state, aud says
Moody.
he shall do all he can to induce the authorities
to take prompt measures to
An Exchange says “there are forty thousand
The British schooner Victory arrived at at Washington
the Canada road. [Somerset Reporter.
families in (Glasgow, Scotland, living in one room.”
Nassau, N. P. from New York on the 18th ult. protect
Forty thousand families! The room must be ns
When twelve days out, Charles Kemp, a seaWe see in our exchanges that “A tine steamlarge as all out of doors.
man, fell overboard during a squall at night. er named the Lincoln, has been built by 1. T.
The vessel was hove to ami Kemp was picked Hobson of Wiscasset, aud will ply coastwise
An Important Discovery.
up, after being in the water over an hour. He
between Portland and that port.” It is a satisThe most important Discovery is that which brings
divested himself of his clothing and kept afloat faction to know that the steamer “will ply
the most good to the greatest number. Dr. King’s
until rescued.
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
coastwise,” aud will neither cut across overland
will preserve’ the health and save life, and is a
nor go round by the way of Cape de Verde IsNot
does
it
boon
to
the
alQicted.
only
priceless
lands. [Bath Times.
positively cure Consumption, but Coughs, Colds,
Custom authorities at Ottawa have been apBronchitis, Asthma, Hoarseness, and all affections prised of an extensive smuggling trade which
of the Throat, Chest, and Lungs, yield at once to
has been going on for some time past between
Every Other Saturday remarks that it is
its wonderful curative powers. If* you doubt this
and Morristown on one side and
get a Trial Bottle Free, at Richard 11. Moody’s drug Ogdensburg
rather a hard pill for Massachusetts Democrats
Prescott and Brockville on the other. The
store.
principal commodity smuggled across from the that the only Important office they have secur“A man in Oh o, aged ninety-two years, stopped
American to the Canadian shore is coal oil.
ed is tilled by a man who found Maine too hot
chewing tobacco one day, and died the next.”
to live in.
There is nothing remarkable about this. If the
man had died one day, and stopped chewing the
It is stated that the hank examiner of Massabe
worth
mentioning.
next, it might
chusetts who has been investigating the affairs
We have sold quite a lot of your Athlophoros,
of the Framingham Savings hank whose cashier. and in
I Wished 1 Was Dead!
every case it has glveu perfect satisfaction.
man S.
Col
Adams, committed suicide in the 11. 1'. Wyatt, druggist, Plymouth, N. II. TestiAfter suffering several years with the Leucorrhcea,
hank building on the 24th of last August, has
monials to the same effect showing its cures in
and no doubt 1 would have been, only a lady indiscovered that Adams was a defaulter to the rheumatism and neuralgia are received by the
duced ine to try Sulphur Bitters. Now I am well.
hundreds.
extent of fully $228,000.
Three bottles cured me.—Mrs. Copps, Newport It. I.

ally instead

pubiiean party.

Although this is an off year for politics in
Maine, in a few weeks the Massachusetts
Poiltieal caldron will be boiling vigorously,
and already our caucuses have been held, and a
brisk tight begun us to the nominating conventions. l'he district and county arc so strongly
Republican that the only possible contest here
would be over the Republican nominations, bo
far all moves smoothly on. The only vigorous

taken in.

ance,

our

CLASS 7.
MAKES,

who

foe.

prietor of the house was obliged to charge an
admittance fee, by which considerable money
was

of

Farm Stock,

well qualified and who will make an equally
popular officer. We are glad Mr. B. has been
appointed, for the place belonged to his party.
But we do dislike to hear the pretence of
mugwumps that this is any different from
Mr. Cullen will
any other administration.

lent officer, winning tin* good opinion of hi.enemies in the Democratic as well as the C<

strength ami DisenpPenney 1st; Freeman Par-

John

I Year Old.
C- K. Nbkerson 1st; Albert Larrabee 2d.
CLASS ">.
I AKM ST»H lv NOT LESS I'll AN
IIEAL>.

Cows.
2nd.

civil service champions and bis place given to
some one who will he pronounced a reformer.
Like Mr. Cullen Mr. Dow has made an excel-

Possibly

Belfast and her now famous base
ball club. Had he been supported by Kn wlton the game would probably have resulted
differently, hut he pitched a splendid game
though before a small audience, as unluckily it
was the day
of a great Labor Union picnic.
When Brockton reorganizes next year here 1

worthy

The second series of articles describing the
journey of Mr. Thomas Stevens westward from
New York, in his remarkable tour around the
world, will open with a striking paper in outing for October, entitled “From America to

see

enthusiastic crowds.

Best r.\liiMU'>n ot

•>

lion of Oxen.
tridge 2d.

described by him in his letter to Geo. Win.
Curtis, Mr. Cullen was that one. lie has been
turned out and his place given to lion. Ilion
Bradbury, a gentleman beloved by everybody,

he will pronounce it the gigantic humbug of
humbugs of this country. Before this is in
type Mr. Dow will be removed as collector by

the last played game of the season was that
between Brockton and New bury port when
your “own and only" l)ilworth proved hlm>eif

“Tlu* Element of Nature in Mi\
Jackson’s Works.'’ which shows how truthfully she painted nature in all her writings.
on

Hocked to

more

CLASS

an

worlu he will return and we guess he will take
up the quill and tell us what he knows about
civil service reform.
He has seen the beaut ic*
of its operation and we hope, iike the writer,

from the fact that the entire city has been crazy over them. The
grounds here are excellent in all respects and
as our nine has stood either at or near the head
of the league all the games have been witnessed
and

The society desire to take this opporto ex pres?' to Parker it Otis their appreciation of this valuable contribution to their fair.

tunity

entertained
carry out a design long
by him and visit the eastern or old countries of the world.
After going around the

out

by large

the breed.

now

To turn from serious topics to lighter subjects we could hardly speak of Brockton with-

something

contemptible piece

as

few manufactures. Among the most important are Emerson’s Nail Si Tack factory, in
Cainpello, aud the Standard Rubber Company.
Last week our exportation of shoes reached
nearly 6.000 cases and that is the average for

the

class 2.
Dairy Cows. Bulls.
Jersey Low. M. II. Haley 1st; Freeman Par2d.
tridge
Grade Jersey. John Libby 1st, 11. It. Hcagau 2d.
Ayrshire. S >. Trevett 1-t; B. F. Colson 2d.
Galloways. Hervy Partridge 1-t.
Jersey Bulls, 2 years. M H. Haley 1st.
Jersey Bulls, 1 Year. Freeman Partridge 1st;
Levi Lampher 2d.
Messrs. Parker Jt (His, of Belfast Stock Farm,
exhibited two thoroughbred Hereford Bulls, Duke
of Penpout,
r^years, girt seven feet and four inches, weight 1770 lbs, imported. Penobscot, 1 year
old, girt six feet and three incites, weight 1160 lbs.
These animals showed in a marked degree the
points of merit and exivllonct which distinguish

previously tilled the place, t here
officer at the port but holds him iu
high esteem. No charges were brought against
him. If there was an officeholder in Maine
who tilled Mr. Cleveland’s bill of a good officer,

but

are

3 Year Old Steers—Munson George 1st; Win.
Smith 2d.
2 Year Old. thus. Littlefield 1st; G. K. Nickerson 2d.
1 Year Old. J. M. Grant 1st; C. K. Nickerson 2d.
Bull and Heifer Calves. H. B. Heagan 1st.

who lias

is not

but there has been no serious trouble for
time. Besides our shoe shops we have

even

most

following

The

an

by each and

Shute2d.

low politics.

one

some

“which I literally and actually dreamed the
other morning,just before daylight, and waked
with it on my lips." In the same issue o* the
magazine appears an article by Mr. Sylvester

Baxter,

as

strong here and occasional variances regarding
prices occur between the employes and labor-

merit it

us a

that

say

of the committees chosen for that work
CLASS 1. Working Oxen, hat Oxen, Steers 3, 2, and
1 year old, steer Heifer and Bull Calves.
Fat Oxen—J. M. Grant 1st; Win. Heagan 2d.
Working Oxen—C. K. Nickerson 1st; John T.

The Democrats want the offices; they are theirs; they won them. True,
their President still talks of civil service reform.
There is no such thing. Take the latest removal. Hon. Stanley T. Pullen 1ms been Surveyor
of this port but a short period out of a four
years term. He was a faithful officer, respected by all who had dealings at the ollice. He
was loved by his subordinates more than any

could be wished. Cutters receive
from 82 to $2.75 per day. lasters from $1.25 to
$1.60 per case in different styles. Machine
stitchers make from $2 to $o a day aud Vampers even make $5 and $0.
The Lasters Protective Union and the Knights of Labor are very

The poem of Mrs. Jackson, printed in the
October number of Outing, has a special interterest in being one of her latest, if n >t her last,
and al>o from the circumstances under which

to

seems

very

premiums awarded according to the best judgment

axe has fallen heavily
the defenceless heads of the Republicans
who have been in office a long or short time.
We find no fault when It is done as a party necessity, but bringing charges of offensive parti-

Balmorals and Creedmoors. but no ladies
shoes, no boots aud no slippers. The operatives are the best paid, in all probability, of
any in the world and are as prosperous and en-

Foote, poems by Gliuton Scollard, M. E. B.,
James Berry Bensel and Emma Huntington
Nason; Mary Treat has someth ng to tell about
her garden pets and Amauda Harris talks to
young readers about the charms of Washington
Irving. One has only to read the Wide Awake
to vote it just the thing for everybody to enjoy.
I). Lothrop A Go. publishers, Boston.

all connected with the fair.

raised wheat. Busiuess is imcity and many cherish the hope

upon

of

was

t«>

much merit and taste, but it is fair to
unusual amount of interest was shown

our

sanship

The attendance

There

boiling fiercely and the

present there are 100 shoe shops iu town,
ranging in size from (ieo. E. Keith's, where
four hundred hands are employed, at such
pay that the dally pay roll reaches $1,000, down
through various gradations to small rooms
where half a dozen boys find employment.
Every variety of men's shoes are manufactured, through all the styles of Congress, Buttous,

ar-

that except in the number of articles.
might be special mention made of some
ladies who contributed so largely, anil with so

equal

are scarce.
The State Fair has been
visited by hosts of Portland people and is said
to have been a success. The political pot Is

At

and the committee of

judicious to carry out the

number of ladies who visited the recent N. E. Fair
at Bangor, that the ladies department here was

ments

Massachusetts shoe towns. Now she
emphatically leads. Our growth in this direction has been more in Campello and Montello,
the suburbs of the city, than in the main city.

ers,

our

appeared

sun

good, much better than was expected after so
stormy a morning. The -how of cattle was excellent and the largest ever had in this vicinity. In
the hall was a very lint display of vegetables,
fruit and fancy articles. It was remarked by a

dark hour has passed. Many new
stores and houses have been erected and tene-

amoug

The October number of Wide Awake contains stories by II. II., Mr*. Kate Gannett
Wells, Anna Leach, Mary Wilkins and Kate

we

and until late in the forenoon but later in the

rangements thought it
advertised programme.

corn

town.

guarantee its success. The book is brought
out in neat paper covers by Guppies, llp’ham
& Go.

night

day the

two

times when

Prospect.

Grange, and farmers of Prospect, Stockton, Searsport and Frankfort, held their
fourth annual cattle show and fair in Prospect,
Sept. 23d. The day opened somewhat inauspiciously. Heavy showers had fallen through the

packers and to farmers generally, as a
horse power will drive one and a person
can go from barn to baru husking his neighbors’ corn as they used to the wheat In old
to

and all the prominent busiuess men are
young. New enterprises are started every
day, aud, in short, it is a thriving, prosperous

ance

Tbe Pair at
The South Branch

substantial business man, is President.
We
have seen it in operation and it is a wonderful
affair. By it two boys or girls can do the work
of twenty-tive men. It is of great importance

new

terprising

Portland.

from

WONDERFUL CORN HUSKING MACHINE. BUSTHE POLITICAL POT.
INESS IMPROVING.
THE REMOVAL OF SURVEYOR PULLEN.
THE
COLLECTORSIIIP.
WOMAN SUFFRAGE. THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Portland, Sept. 20, 1885. The readers of
the Journal are interested in all the improvements of the day; hence we mention a labor
saving machine recently come into use in this
city. It is acorn busker manufactured by the
Maine Corn Husking Machine Co., of which
Richard O. Conant of Portland, a well known

finances and in manufactures. To a visitor
Brockton presents the appearance of a western
town.
Nearly every building is astonishingly

Tyndall, Darwin, and others.

was

A

[Correspondence of the Journai.J
Of all the enterprising cities of America,
East or West, I doubt if auy contain in their
limits more business, pluck or enterprise than
the youthful but growing city of Brockton. A
city which show’s the remarkable growth of
over 7000 in population during the last live
years—an increase of one half of its former
size—is almost a miracle in sober old New
England and would not be despised even in the
growing West. Aud the growth has not been
of a mushroom character, but steady and is
still continuing, not ouly In population but in

Shirley Dare, author of the “Ugly Girl
Papers,” “Anna Maria's Housekeeping,” and
many other delightful things for the women to
read, has just completed a handy little pamphlet
for housekeepers, entitled, “Fruit Pastes, Syrups, and Preserves.” The reputation of the
author and the timeliness of the book’s appear-

it

Letter

Massachusetts.

ITS
INDUSTRY AND GROWTH.
MANUFACTURES. OUR BASE BALL CLUB.
POLITICS. GENERAL GOSSIP.

BROCKTON;

Evolution in History, Language and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London Crystal Palace School of Art, Science and Literature.
This is the latest addition to the Humboldt Library, J. Fitzgerald, publisher, 303
Pearl street. New York. The series now includes seventy works and comprises many of
the most celebrated writings of Huxley, Spencer,

41.
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CL ASS LL

Bread,

Mrs.

IP

CLASS

.M

FL.sr

Mutlgell l-:.. Mrs.

s.

nofgfKT

s.

>.

Ida

t'K KL«»WKliS AM* Ids-

M. VI or I'D]' 1*1.A NTS.

Best 1 ><ot
verln.-ting flowers, Mr- Kttu
Clifford l.-t.
«>i
Best Uouijiict
Pansies, Miss Marv Mi.dell 1st;
Mrs. H m. >milh Jd.
Best bouquet ol llowers. Mis. dulia titlmaii l-t
Mrs. Win. s.ntili Jd.
Best display •*! (lowers, Mr-. Win. >milli !-t
Mrs. Ku.i * liffmd Jd.
11«■ * .a Kittle llrld
Best di-pbo
pi. plant-. M
lia- Ulfeiii 1 i Jd.
1st; Mrs.
-.

,.

In.

CLASS

Toilet set,

I VM \

VVi

Mrs. Klsie Killmin

i!Ctv.
l.-t;

Mrs. Sadie

Partridge Jd.
Needlework, Miss .Josephine r»int 1st. I this
depurlmeni Misstiinn -Lowed a variety '! beautitill work.
Wor-ted Tidy, < arrie < «:m* t -t
h
( liroeliei ooll.tr. Mr-. \|
rlt; -1
( lirooiiet o. ging. Mrs. M.
oornty l-l.
l-t.
MiMi
Km ni:i
Child’s knll
ilarette,
Knit oo iar
nCl Mr- M 1.. Mi: Igett l-t.
M
to la Marrima••
-a
Infant.- a. 1.. ti
1st.
1
Kuibroiden on !l .mu i, Mrlimey l-t.
Mr- M. !. Mn lei l.-t.
Night r
Mi-- 11 rare dun l-t.
Bannereiii in K ■11-i i':_' I "i
« linn i-i.
\ A
c'roeli- liity M
Tufii 'i u ork, Mrs. o',. Kathrop l-i.
M iIrum
arm ’.rani !-i
Mottoes, Mi■ o

■

.-.

mine-Jd.

iara I ili W in Id I -:.
Sola Pillow, Mr-.
l-t
Miss II
l»ani.
f'.Tal<le >i a if. Mr
m
Jd.
II. I lea.:
n .-rk, M i'-. M e
*/
M udge: t I
1
inn -tileh, Mrs. A. v .inn i-t.
Mi- < rrie <ira u ! -t.
Maon ue
••. I’m veil l.-t.
n.
\v< rk, Mr-.
knoitod
Tidy
iraun
Mi.-- i.raoe l.mby l-t.
HorsWe loan! many other laiio ariioh*- of muoli
was impo—ihn I
eias.-il’y and too
beauty whieh
numerous to mention.
«'LASS

l'i.

1* \IN I IN'

AND DRAWING.

In < >il, \\ alev (.h 'l<*r aim India Ink Fain lings, J K.
Gerritv had a very line di.-pluv a id look 1-t prom.
'll each.
Panel Hand Fainting. Mis> Metta Freeman, 1st.
Miss Fannie
Hand Fainted Perfume >.udiet.
Colson, 1st.
Mrs. d. Haley, l-t.
H and Fainted Holder
W. D
Hand Fainted and Faney Male Fish.
Hiriil’orn, 1st.
V
Band
with
Hand Fainted Ha'.
uogram. l-t.
Hand Painted Candlestick and Holder. Mrs. J.
!-t.
Kl!i>.
Hand Painted China. Mrs. 1: .1 West, 1st.
«

IT.

LASS

DOMES 1 It'

Y A KN

MITTEN**

\SD IIOSE.

stocking Yarn, 2 Kinds, Mrs. Uiehard Killman,
1st and 2d.
Best satinet filling spun 1 y Mrs. Margaret Killman, '.it! years and 15 months old.
CLASS

Is.

CARPETS AND tiros.

Best Hooked Bug. Mr-. Daniel Thompson, 1st.
Mrs. II (.. ( arly, 1st.
Best Knit Bug.
Handsome rugs were .-how n by Mrs. John Libby,
Mrs. B. Colson and Mr-. Ira War I.
Hand Knit Mittens. Mrs. Ktla Clifford, 1st.
Hand Knit Drawers. Mrs. Lor in Cummings, 1st.
BLANKETS.
CLASS ID.
RED Cil lLTS AM
silk Quilt. Mr-. M. L. Mudgeti., 1st.
Wor-ied Quilt. Mrs. Bichard Killman, 1st, Mrs
Ilo-eu Littlefield, 2 !.
Calico Quilt. Mrs. Mary I. Pendleton, 1st, Mrs.
Hannah .1. Ward ‘2d.
CLASS

20.

PRESERVES AND

JELLIES.

strawberry Preserves. Mrs. K la Littlelield, Isi,
Thompson, ‘2d.
Baspbeiry Preserve-. Mrs. 1 tniel Thompson,
\V ard, 2d.
Hannah.!.
Mrs.
1st;
Greatest Variety of Preserve-. Mrs. KUa Little
field, 1st; Mrs. Hannah I Ward,‘2d.
Tomato Preserves. Mrs. M. I. Mudgeti, 1st.

Mrs. Daniel

CLASS

Best Canned Fruit.
CLASS

J. F.
line.
CLASS

‘21.

Mrs. Julia

Gilman,1st.

*2‘2.

HARDWARE, TOOLS, CI LLERY, ETC.
Libby had a nne show »f articles in this

23.

AOK1CI LTl KAL

DAIRY IMPLEMENTS.
were shown la

Swinging Churn and other articles
class by J. F. Libbv.

CLASS 21.
MISCELL AN EOl'S.
Bale of Cotton. Mrs. M. S. Mudgeti, 1st.
Hand knit Beaded Purse. Mrs. K. J. West, 1st.
Bible Mat. Mrs. K. J. West, 1st. Mrs. Etta Clifford
•2nd.
Fancy Chair. Miss Nellie Ward, 1st.
Fancy Work Box. Mrs. Bardeen, 1st.
Scrap Book. Wendell Marden, l»t.
Chinese Tea Pot. Mrs. Wm. Hichboru, 1st.
Hand Painted Shell. Mrs. Horace Littlefield, 1st.
Fancy Match Safe. Mrs. Hosea Littlefield, 1st.
Canoe of Dried Grasses. Miss Ora Libby, 1st.
Marble Dish. Mrs. Justin Grant, 1st.
Box made of Bock of Gibralter. Miss Carrie
Grant, 1st.
Napkin 150 years old. Mrs. Horace Littlefield,
1st.
Probably the greatest curiosity exhibited was
that of a complete. Japanese Armor or “Coat of
Mail.” Very few who attended the fair had ever
It was conseen anything of the kind liefore.
tributed by Capt. Geo. Genn of Bueksporl, Me.
Mrs. J. F. Gerritv, secretary.
Prospect, Sept. 23, 1885.
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following interesting report

was

Belfast city council on Monday evening last:
To the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council
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CHARLES A.

A Boom for Belfast.
The pressure on our local and advertising
columns this week has curtailed our general
news departments and left little room for
editorial comments. A few words must, however. be said in regard to the
brightening prosThe general prosperity
pects of our city.
among the farmers evidenced by successful
fairs and cattle shows. th< revival of bu>ine>».
tin awakening of a spirit of enterprise that
alone is needed to give to Belfast a new impetus. the growing appreciation of this city as
a summer resort, and a realization of the fact
that suitable hotel accommodations and other
facilities will bring many visitors to Belfast
these facts, set forth in various articles and
items in our lorai columns, must assure tin
ader that we are on the eve of a new departure. The question of a water supply is of the
tir>t importance, and the report of the committee, given elsewhere in full, will of course be
carefully read. The matter Is one that should
have tlir widest publicity and fullest discussion,

and to that end

\\t invite communications from
any source. We believe tli«■ pity government
to be imbued with the
proper .spirit and that it
N desirous of acting for the be«t interests of
our citizens.
As to the need for a water
supply there is fortunately no difference of
opinion worth mentioning.

rvices in memory of Gen. Grant

s*

were

held

Thursday evening under the auspices of the
Local < ommandery of the G. A. IL. In the Metropolitan church in Washington, I>. (,*., at
which Gen. Grant was a regular attendant during his presidential term. (Jen. John A. Logan
was the orator of the occasion and his
speech
was frequently
interrupted by the plaudits ..f
the audience, which broke out at the mention
of Gen. Grant, the names ox' favorite command-

and allusions to more conspicuous events in
the story of Gen. Grant's career. (Jen. Logan's
address embodied a recital from the stand point
of a persona! observer of his military
history.
After paying merited tribute to (,eu. Grant a>
a
a teaman and soldier. (Jen.
Logan said, that
in his op
n Gen. Grant was without a rival,
either as a
“legist or commander. He was

ers

greater

as

n.'iitary commander than

a

was

or the

City

of

Belfast.

The undersigned, joint special committee to
whom was referred, by order No. :>h passed Sept. 7,
18S5, the consideration of a water supply for the
city of Belfast, as embraced in the proposition of
F. II. L". Reynolds and llinds, Mofl'ett A Co. with
instructions to obtain what information upon the
question deemed necessary and to report to this
meeting, have attended to the duty assigned them
so far a- they have been able.
In pursuance of our instructions we corresponded with various parties engaged in constructing
water works in this country and have received
several letters in reply. We have also received
several reports upon tiie construction and working
*f water service and a copy of the Watertown
Times containing an account ef the initial test of
works put into the town of Adams, Mass., by
Hinds, Moffett A Co., from which it appear> that
twenty gravity hydrants were fnrnisht d lor $I,u70
per year which amounts to a trifle more than $'»u
per hydrant.
Tm city of Bangor own- and operates its water
\\
ks and debt and credit are kept with
very dethat tiie
partment and with private parties
result i- precisely the same ns if the works were
owned by a private corn.ration. At piv.-en: the
annually
city ha- h'.u hydrants which cost th< n:
lor each hydrant.
From the report of the city of
Bangor which contains in detail the operations of
I the water since it appear.- that c< n-tai.t extensions
arc being made.
The iloliv M fg. Co. estimate the co.-t per hydrant
for the city of R. fa-' at $7** am daily and F. M.
Lowera offers to furnish .V* h virants for an annual
1
rental ol $:>•<. We have had several interviews
with Mr. .Tames Mitchell, of Belfast, " io has been
I and now i- outraged in the construction of water
work- in different parts of ibis < •nuniry, upon the
this city ami we arc
-abject of a wafer supply
I informed that lie \v :il submit to this council, a
proposition which will more deiinitel;. deiine his
] '-ition than we arc abie to do. In the report of
Li.' Water Board >*f tiie town of N rvv
Mass.,
; >f the cou.-'niclion and o| ration- of li w ork- recently put into that town und*-r the superintendence of Mr. P. M. Blake of H> le Pai
Mas-.. wo
I n serve that the gravity -y.-tem v. i'.ii eight miles of
the-ante
amount
required here acI pipe, precisely
cording P) the him; print map tarnished bv Rev.
e,.,— M cv*
I uo'ids, Him;-. M '.bat A Co..
•*i.
\\.
; respret, were pul inf" that town f-r $
are informed bv persons o nq*, lent to jmige that
s
a
an i adcqmie’* t
-imilar nor: -, lir-t
the re.
quireineiii-of this city for live and <: mesne purI i*o-i
call be hail f«'r a similar oi even I* ss amount.
rr-un all the information w
have been
o to
oiuain we are satislied mat the needs of t>p ritv of
I Belfast require not !e-.- Ilia., lifty hydrants which,
furnished bv a foreign corporation will not cost
| .e.-s than lifty dollars each per annum. Mr. Blake,
lelerred to above, liy •Irauiic engineer, \\ h > trafted
he plans and located th«
m w water
plant tort
; works for Rockland, Maine, was tieiv a few
laylast week and in company
wit;. Mr. Miteiiell e\examined the various sour a-s from w hich water
lie informs us that the mill
I may lie supplie 1
sir.-am which has its source in part i:
the Sr.aw
; -prints so-ca.ied, is the ino-t fen-c'de and It- water
of
lii*a.•<*.
.--ii.|e
for
tire
and
domestic
!
purest
any
j purposes.
This wa< also the opinion <d Mr. Clark, the en!| gineer who examined the various ,-ourc
with Mr.
; Reynolds. We have ean-l'uiiy examined tin- proposition of F. H. C. Reynolds and Hind.-, M- tfitt A
o. to the city w ith
especial reference to the serj t
vice to he rendered hy the hydrants in times of
tires. In general terms, perhaps tlie rights of the
city are proie-dcd vci we think a more -peeltic
-i.-it- n.enl is required. A plain, unambiguous statement will prev.-n' -ill misunderstanding and leave
nothing to Inference.
We aie informed that with the hydrant system,
proper!v constructed in this city, with the distribiir| ing reservoir located at the highest elevation near
i Congress street, eight streams of water can lie
throw i. simultaneously through tt-.rce hundred feet
| of ho.-e to an elevation of from eighty t" one htindred feet l-v tin- force of gravity. This we arc
: told would meet tin- requirements of any lire, and
I this is t.ic precise point to he aimed at in contracting for a water supply. 1; should therefore tie
specifically guaranteed.
>..oiil i a contract be entered into by the city
with some parties for a supply of water, we sug
gest that a provision lie incorporated therein giving
I
I Hu- city tie- privilege of purchasing the works
j within a specified period at fair valuation to he
j determined i:i some speeitied way.
Idle necessity tor immediate protection to prop,
erty agrinst lire addres-e- it-elt to the citizens of
Bc.'fa.-t in a manner t >o forcible to be longer ignored, and so tar as we have observed she thinking
people are marly unanimous in the opinion that to
longer trust to luck md a favorable wind in times
ot conflagration ha.- become something besides indifferenec an I carelessness.
They demand that
something lie done am! that forthwith. Undoubtedly the hydrant gravity system i- the nm-t popular of any in use in this country ami is displacing
:tiI others as a means ot extinguishing tires.
Rortlami, Bangor, Brunswick, Augusta, Biddc!I ford, Ro.-klami. v.co, I.ewi-toii and Jloulton have
the liydrant system ami we think th( people of Bel!• -ire the -aim- or an equivalent
las! generally
means of pr -teetion against lire.

tendance

and when the mists thrown around his
civil administration by partisan enemies should
be dispelled, they would equal in glory any administration of the past.

unique pamphlet comes to our table from
C. W. Brown, Washington, I>. C. It is entitled
“Fae-Similies of Autographs," and contains
fac-similies of the autograph!* of many noted
An

and women,

men

as

well

as

those of President

Cleveland and his Cabinet, together with the
Declaration of Independence, with the fae-similies of the autographs of the signers, and the

largely depend upon the

seys.

M. W.
R. W.

grades.

>

scale manufacturer for Lieut. Governor. It
! proximate !v ••orrect. J'nis being t‘- a-c ar y fair
mi:i■ i>• i in.in wio
did not need this evidence to prove that tin*\
ilia* in-, let ling
readily- pcitve^
ar* :» sca'x lot.
Evcd the Mugwumps have de- •N’or
supplied aL all time.- witii water under eonserted them this year.
j .-taut pr«>-iire, and tin- increase in value of proper.
1 :v thits
protected which i- -ure to remit, tar utw
ighs the s.r.al! cost.
The Massaciiu-ctt- liepubiicaus have renond|
h\eiy pel-.,; wilhiii the limits ,-i Uelta-l is diii it- tin- enhanced
nated Gov. If.••>.!.--o* with a strong ticket and ! rectlv and • ippiiiy inten -te i,
vaiiir aid protection
hi- neighboriiv. tot
pic form. W* .-in..; give the letter in full next j1 the increase 111 lux.ihlf- value -•! dllpr species of
w eek.
othproperty i --en-the rate-u t txntimi
cV.-ry
j cr.
as wii- the preservation tin
-A.
I'ln iv i- an|
other con.-iherution of ;i•. -m.di importance to be
The K*-nne!;ec Journal says that unless ilie -■"h-i li re ! in this maii v. Tin- introduction
of waweather should prove unusually mild .some 7d.- ter into-Mir »*ity will nc.i on!y 1 urniah eitiploy■ merit
P- a large uum; cr -»t men
..Hen t callings but
j
tons of "’-I :c«* wleft over on tb** Ken,.ur taxable
j when complete! -vi’l largely im-n
I property, thus conferring u-'-n the -ita a h-.sting
nebec.

j

steamers

r

1

while in motion.

furniture lias been selected
for the Governor's office. New York—a DavenA

new

piece

of

port.
The New

York Democrats

are

going down

Jiiii.

Generalities.
There were almost J,OOO,000 free bathers In
Boston during the summer.
The s' ini-annual dividends payable In Boston
in October foot up 80,f?4>.002.
The mercantile failures in the I nited States
for the quarter ending Sept. 30th number 2173.
Two Boston lawyers engaged in a prize light
at a South end club room on Thursday.
It was
a draw.
The New York Supreme Court has issued a
decree ot foreclosure in the case of the West
Shore lioad.
An editor at
account of his

with

wrote an elaborate
suicide and then killed himself

Quincy, ill.,

pistol bullet.

a

Fire destroyed the most Important part of
Iquique, Mexico, Tuesday. Loss

the town of
estimated at

$2,000,000.

Mrs. Veronica Bulla, of Syracuse, ceased partaking of food on August 10, and has siuce
persistently abstained therefrom.
Toronto court awards damages to hotel
guests who were arrested as vagrants because
they had no money to pay bills.
A

The woman’s suffrage party’s state committee, New York, have called a convention to
meet in Albany, < let. 20 and 27.
it is said the President has considered the
of Charles K. Codman and Carl Schurz
as members of the Civil Service Commission.
names

The United States Circuit Court at Boston
sustains a decision limiting the liability of a
steamship company in damages for loss of life.
Head

of the

a

Tide.

The school house

was

bro-

Thursday night
money and
belonging to the teacher stolen from
and

ken Into lost

gold pencil

some

the desk.

Com.,

An overcoat, the property of the S. S*
Dr. Kilgore, was also taken. The back win-

dow of the room was found open, and the door of
the disk, which was locked, wrenched off. It would

guilty partv or parties to return the
property, for if found they will he made to

he well for the
stolen

feel the full extent of the law
wife

...

W. G. Hatch and

doing Boston and vicinity this week.

are

W. S. Hatch and Mrs. G. H. Brier

were

chosen del-

egates to attend the Waldo County Conference of
Congregational churches which met Tuesday and

Repairs
Wednesday of this week at Sandy Point
being made upon the two bridges near Gurney's
—

are

corner.Geo.

Flanders, whose leg

was

broken

Very respectfully,
W. I\ Thompson', )
('. w. IIaney,
[ Committee.
A. i. Brown,
)

—

...The barns of R. A.
are

erysipelas.

Gurney and B. Wentworth

rapidly approaching completion.White

Hatch Bros,

were

A:

among the creditors of A. M.

Portland, who lately failed. Their totai
loss was about $GOO—G. U. White plucked from
one of his trees a Baldwin apple which measured 11 A*
inches in circumference and weighed nearly 10 oz.
Smith of

Grange seems to be prospering
very finely here at present ...The Good Templar
Lodge has not held a meeting for a long time, and
Stockton.

The

It Is to l>e feared that it will not be revived

at

preshere the

Dow, Esq., of Brooks, was
day, however, in the interest of the Order, for
the purpose of getting them at work and something
may yet be done. Some of the strongest old-time
temperance workers In the county used to be locatent.

M. J.

other

ed here in Stockton-We attended the entertainment given by the Flora Myers Co. here last Tues-

day evening. “Grimaldi” and the “Elopement”
presented and the characters were well taken

were

In each.

usually

It

better company than
visits the country towns.

Morrill.
Mr.

seems

to be

The Ladies

a

Sewing Circle meets

Ignatius Cushman Thursday Oct. 15th.

with

Rupture,

Breath

or

Hernia.

New guaranteed cure for worst cases without use
of knife. There is no longer any need of wearing
awkward, cumbersome trusses. Send two letter
and references. World's Disstamps for
pensary Medical Association, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. V.

pamphlet

Thirty delegates attended the Massachusetts
Greenback State convention. There were just
about nominations enough to go around.
Is It Not Singular
that, consumptives should be the least apprehensive
of their own condition, while all their friends are
urging and beseeching them to be more careful
about exposure and overdoing. It may well be
considered one of the most alarming symptoms of
the disease, where the patient is reckless and will
not believe that he is in danger. Reader, if you are
in this condition, do not neglect the only means of
recovery. Avoid exposure and fatigue, be regular
in your habits, and use faithfully of Dr. Pierce's
"Golden Medical Discovery.” Jt has saved thousands who were steadily failing.

The registration in Cincinnati foots up 00,096
which is 5000 less than the total vote at the
Presidential election last year.
Don't hawk, hawk, blow, spit, and disgust everybody with your offensive breath, but use Dr. Cage’s

Catarrh

Remedy

and end it.

Specimen
Specimen

was a large show of horses and colts.
The
four year old stallion of Gen. Withers stock, owned
by Mr. A. lv. Fletcher of Monroe, made a tine appearance and is certainly a splendid animal. He
won

the four year old race In a handsome
doubt could have been driven in

manner

no

quicker
pulled
over TO hundred weight.
The poultry department
was well filled.
Specimens of almost every breed
of fowls, geese and turkeys were shown.
The
Plymouth Itocks and Wyandottes shown by Frankliu Chase of Monroe, who makes a specialty of these
breeds, attracted much attention. Mr. Chase took
first and second premiums.
Mr. Charles Conaut
exhibited on the grounds nearly every kind of agricultural implement, including hor&e rakes, threshing machines, plows, churus, harrows, etc. The
managers deserve credit for conducting tin* fair
and keeping such good order. Music was furnished
hr the Newburg Band. We are unable to give the
gratuities as the trustees have not met to act upon
them, but give nearly a complete list of the premium.'- awarded. Your correspondent had to drive
time.

Mr. J. It. Littlefield’s draft horses

of Oats.

Bickford. 21.

1

!
:

more than ten miles to make up his report, as the
committees carry their reports home with them.
Town Team. Monroe 1st prem.
Stock Cow.-. Jonathan savory 1st; Columbus
Peabody 2d; H. 11. Rich fid.
2 Year <hd Heifers. W. M. Black 1st; ( A. Me.
Kenney 2 ■;, Chas. Lane fid.
1 Year old Heifers. Freeman Atwood 1st and
2d; John Moore fi J.
Heifer Calves. Charles Lane 1st; W. 15. F.
Twomhly 2d.
Committee. .Joseph It. Littlefield, Albert Nickerson, Sharon S. Roberts.
Stallions with Mock. W. B. Ferguson 1st; II. A.
Conant 2d; C- V. T'mrlough fid.
4 Year Old Stalll *us.
A. K Fletcher 1st; I>. \V.
Whittaker 2d.
fi Year Old Stallions.
Jonathan Berry 1st; C. F.
Robinson 2d; Wm. Robinson fid.
Breeding Mares with Stock. P. M. Prentiss 1st;
W. B. Ellis 2d; G. F. Bacheider fid.
4 Year Old Colts.
11. E. Haley 1st; Albert S.
Nickerson 2d; E. II. Gregory fid.
fi Year Old Colts. C. F. Robinson lst;F. Atwood
2d; A. J. Mudgett fid.
2 Year Old Colts. A. C staples 1st; George
Sweeiser2 1; W. B. Goodwin fid.
1 Year Old Colts. \V. B. Ellis 1st and 2d; Chas.
Simpson fid.
Coits Under 3 Year Old. P. M. Prentiss 1st; L.
W. Whittaker 2d; G. F. Baehelderfid.
Committee. T. s. lluxford, Edwin Greeley and
George Sweetser.

of

AND

E. II.

one

!

quilt.

■

pies.

sppN-.
s *n,
J -M. >avery
Sear-port, six squashes, two
pumpkin® and beets.
\. li. Clark, Belfast, Monumental work.
R. Waterman, Belfast, one truce corn, pumpkins,

ami carrot.-.
Mrs. Hattie Hayford, Belfast, ten pieces celery.
Mr.-. L. A. Ditcher, Belfast, two varieties apples,
two nf potatoes.
ivHvm \\ oodimrv, Xorthport, fortv-tvvo varieties
beet.-

!

"l'plc-s.

Brown, and It W Ellis, Belfast, M. B.
Hunt, Belmont, system of farm accounts.
G. It. Ellis, Belfast, four varieties potatoes,
apples and cranberries.
A

I.

T. I). Nickerson,Swanville,twenty-seven varieties
"f apples, six of turnips, two »f corn.
Frank Banks, Belfast, pumpkins, squash, turnips,

beets, potatoes and cabbages.
Fre t Clark, Belfast, fourteen varieties apples
and two of pears.
M. Luce, Belfast, one bushel turnips.
Mrs. L. A. Payson, Belfast, two cheese.
Mrs. Israel Woodbury, Moriid, one rag carpet,
men’s drawers, men’s stockings and mittens.
Miss Ada A. Morey, Morrill, one plate butter.
Mrs. M. E Luce, Waldo, occupied one full table
with her display, she had wreaths, worsted ami
wax bouquets, dinner table decorations, flowers,
ten varieties preserves, two of jellies, two of butter,
c.»rn,

cheese and a stuffed owl and coon.
M. Luce, Waldo, twenty-one varieties apples.
•Tames W. Knight, Xorthport, two samples grapes,
one tomatoes, two cranberries,
thirty-three of
apples, two turnips, three beets, two carrots, corn,
four
cocoanut
three
parsnips,
squashes,
cabbages,
fifteen varieties potatoes.
0. W Gould, Lincolnville, trace corn.
Mrs. O. W. Gould, fancy butter.
Mrs. J. W. Knights, Xorthport, five pounds butter.

Mrs. I). A. Wadlin, Xorthport, butter.
Mrs. It. Waterman, Belfast, butter.
Mrs. Nancy Pitcher, Belfast, jar butter.
Mrs. It. W. Ellis, Belfast, articles of domestic
manufacture.
Mrs. M. K. Luce, Waldo, domestic culinary artiI
1. II. Ellis, Belfast, twenty-eight varieties apples.
It. W. Ellis, Belfast, trace twelve rowed corn.
L. C. Piper, Belfast, large variety of apples,
grapes, cabbages, corn.
•I. 8. Fcrnald, Belfast, four varieties beans, one
bushel winter
and one basket tomatoes.
Fanners Pride Grange made a fine exhibit of
fancy and useful articles.
s. T. Edgecomb, Belfast, two varieties of grapes,
apples, turnips and potatoes.
Alvah S. Redman, Belfast, farm produce, cranberries, fourteen varieties potatoes, nine of beans,
six of pease, wheat, two of oats, barley, turnips,
carrots, beets, < abbages, four of corn, gourd.
Wallace B. White, Belfast, apples, turnips, beets,
and cranberries.
Thomas Grady, Belfast, seven varieties of apples, turnips, beets.

apples

HOUSES.
J. R. Littlefield, Brooks, pair draught horses.
G. F. Bachelder, Brooks, brood mare and colt.
G. I. Whitcomb, Belfast, mare and colt, the two
years old colt.
Geo. 8. Nichols, Senrsport, two years old colt.
L. 11 ay ford, Belfast, road stallion, three years
old filly, brood mare and foal.
Itoscoe Whitcomb, Waldo, two colts—two and
one ^ars old.
W. W. Merrill, Belfast, brood mare and colt.
J. F. Wiley, Lincolnville, two brood mares with
foal.
G. R. Ellis, BeWast, three years old
filly, one
year old filly, mare with foal.
W. <’. Marshall, Belfast, one two years old colt,
and one three year old filly.
Jonathan Berry, Monroe, one three year old colt.
THE

RACES.

There wore three races on Tuesday—the three
years old, the three minute and 2.4fi classes. The
first was for a purse of $20—$10 to first, $0 to second and $4 to third. The starters were Young
Onward and James Ye a ton. The latter won in
two straight heats, time, 3.1G, 3.10%.
The three minute class was for a purse of $50—
$25 to first, $15 to second, and $10 to third. The
starters were Nellie B., by the Mudgett Bros.,
Belfast; James A., by Dr. Pierce, Stockton; Iolanthe, by C. 15. Wellington, Albion; Lady Wilson, by
R. P. Leonard, Monroe; Baby Boy, by Isaac Park,
Searsport; Lizzie L., by H. J. Tibbetts, Rockport,
and Honest Dick, by John Gibbs, Bangor. The
latter was drawn after the first heat. The following is a summary:
Nellie B.1 l l
Iolnnthe.2 2 2
Lizzie L..3 3 3
James A.4 4 5
Babv Boy.5 5 4
Lady Wilson.G G G

Time, 2.30%, 2.40%, 2.38%.
The 2.40 class was for a purse of $100—$50 to
first, $30 to second, and $20 to third. The starters
were Lucy A.,
by Charles Burkett, Rockland;
Maud L., by R. P. Leonard, Monroe; and Naumkeag, by C. G. Andrews, Bangor. The following is
the summary
1
Lucy A.
Maud L.2

l
2
3

1
2
3

Xaumkeag.3
Time, 2.41%, 2.35%, 2.38%.
The Judges were W. C. Marshall, Belfast, II. M.
Bean, Camden, and Daniel Pitcher, Bethel.

When I began using Ely’s Cream Balm my c«.
tnrrh was so bad I had headache the whole time
ami discharged a large amount of filthy matter.
That has almost entirely disappeared and I have
not had headache since.—J. H. Summers, Stepney.
Conn.
i thank God that you ever invented such a medl
cine for Catarrh. I have suffered for five years so
I could not lie down for weeks at a time. Since 1
have been using Ely’s Cream Balm I can rest.—
Frank P. Burleigh, Farmington, X. H.
2w41

of Pears.

Levi

but witliiu the last few months has started

Rich, Jackson, 1st; L. J.

work for the Order of
which

II. Grey, Etna, 1st; Arthur
Ritchie, Monroe, 2ml; Annie E. Park, 3rd.
Collection of Grapes. D.S. Robertson, Monroe,
l*t; A II. Strattard, Monroe, 2ml; E. M. Neally,

on

has

already done

Patrons
so

of

much

Monroe, Gratuity.

Dish William Favorites. A. B. Elliott, Monroe,
1st; A. B. strattard, Monroe, 2nd.
Dish Bare Limb Greenings. G. W. Snow. Newburgh, 1st; A. B. Elliot, Monroe, 2nd; H. s. Webber, Monroe, Gratuity; Janies Downs, Monroe,
Gratuity.
Dish King Simpkins. G. W. Snow, Newburgh,

1st.
Dish Baldwins. A. B. Strattard, Monroe, 1st;
James Bickford, Newburgh, 2nd.
Dish Wine Apples. W. H. Toothakcr, Dixmont,
1st; A. B. Strattard, Monroe, 2nd.
Collection of Cut Flowers. Mrs. Levi Rich, -Jackson, 1st; Mrs. L. 11. Wingate, Monroe, 2nd; Mrs.
L. Porter, Dixmont, 3d.
Rev. A. Kendall,
Collection of Pot Flowers.
Monroe, 1st; Miss A. Durham, Monroe, 2nd; Mrs.
J. Downs, 3d.
Spec. Worsted Flowers. Mrs. M. A. Gilmore,
Monroe, 1st; Mrs. J. McTnggarl, Brook*, 2nd; Elvira Lufkin, Monroe, 3d.
Spec. Worsted Needlework. Mrs. E. A. Hichborn, Stockton, 1st, M. J. McKeen, Swanvilie, 2nd;
Mrs. A. M. II. Treat, Frankfort, 3d.
Committees. Mrs. L. D. Moore, Monroe; Mrs.
Daniel Dyer, Winterport; Mrs. T. C. Smart, Swanvilie.
Fancy Needlework. Mrs. C. A. McKenney, 1st;
Mrs. Jennie Harrlman, 2nd.
Spec. Lace Work Hand Made. Miss A. E. Wiswell, Frankfort, 1st; Miss Grace Ginn, Bucksport,
2nd.
Tidy. Mrs. Laura Curtis, Monroe, 1st; Mrs. J.
F. Ilussey, Winterport, 2ud; Sarah Ruggies, Carmel, 3d.
Lamp mat. C. C. Whitcomb, Simpson Cor., 1st;
E. Wiswell, Frankfort, 2nd; Vesta Davis, Jackson,
3d.
Oil Painting. Miss C. E. Morrill, Winterport,
1st; Annie M. Black, Searsport, 2nd; 11. A. Snow,
Winterport, 3d.

Unity.

The North Waldo Fair

Friday

from Poland

Springs, where

she

he

returns.Chns.

Bessey

has

a

new

stable

nearly completed.Otis Cornforth Is making
quite extensive repairs on his house near Farwell’s
mills, Unity, and has improved the looks of It very
much.
Monroe.

The fair is

over

and

everybody is
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brain receiving a serious injury. The boy was
uninjured-\\ bile Mr. Young was at work on the
Howes building Monday the handle of a broad axe
broke

d the

ai

axe

struck Andrew Johnson

-houldc", indicting
.\

>\

\

r.u >1

a

on

the

slight injury.
1

here

In

is a

strong feeling
city in iavr of organizing a local company to
hiiilc and maintain water works. Tills has been
brought about bv recent discussion and the proposition of licvnolds, and Hinds, Moffett & Co.
If a
foreign corporation can come to Belfast and maintain water works at a profit, and of course they
would m t come otherwise, why cannot our own
people engage in it? A meeting of some of our
i*i»r,v.

held last week ami the sentiment

menu-1 men was
was

strongly in favor of home enterprise.

On Fri-

day Mr. James Mitchell and A. K. Pierce drove to
the Mixer pond, in East Knox, nine miles from
Belfast, and were favorably impressed with the
pond and its surroundings. One point Is to get
water at a place which will till a reservoir by natural gravitation. The ponds in our immediate
vicinity

are

all

as

low

the

as

city,

which will

re-

outlay of $2,000 to maintain steam
works in fin the reservoir. Mixer pond is over 200
feet higher than Belfast, an elevation sufficient to
furnish power by natural gravitation. The reservoir a love the city is supposed to give the required head for tire purposes. All fair minded people
see iht' necessity for more water and our business
people also set* a g<>..d investment for their money.
It has got to come. A proposition will be presented to the November meeting of the city council.
quire

an

Tin

annual

PitofosKD Nkw Hotkl.

Lancaster and James S.
drove to

Messrs.

II.

N.

Ilarriman, of this city,

Bangor
concerning the proposed hotel to be
last week

to

Du. Ki.i.inuw'im>i> liiAtm
Dr. A.

consult with Mr.

11.

KUingwood,

:

A few week-

i;p

this

M'y

ago

Fa-t

w

<

ek

and he

-!,•• d

ordered

... m pap rs to
forward lii- app d>
the department at Washington. \..oau~e i- given
for the Doctor’s removal. To .-a v that ldliagwo.

is

indignant is drawing it mildly. Dr. Kilgore,
Belfast, and Dr. Bird of Stockton are to be app*
ed, which will till the board. Dr. H ..1 says
he has been solil

He has

out.

iett»

seen a

by Chairman Brown to Dr Pierce.
who

was a

vt• i..
n

Wa-hington, they lino i; ail
Ellingwood w as t i»e siaugn
tcred ami Kilgore and Bird givn the place-.
Who are “they" that tlxed matters at Wa-hingt-m ?
Dr. Ellingwood had a strong petition and wa.- endorsed by Win. M. Bust of thi-cii;.
Dr. Bird h.;a brother at Portland who lias been appointed to
an Important position ami is a man with s.'unpolitical influence. Dr. Ellingw.1 thinks he ha<<

been traded otT for Dr. Bird, and in

return

certain

cliaracter,

strongly backed for the place, ami
to thus be summarily thrustaside alter his appoint,
ment, is treating him very shabbily. He has been
slaughtered In tiie house of his friends. The D onsays they w ill hear from him in the futtin
was

CityGovkksmks

r

Mkkiino. The regular

meet-

ing of the Belfast city council wa- hob! *n Monday.
'l'iie order for straightening the -idcwalk from
Masonic Temple t" the. corner of Spring street
was modi lied on petition of A. MM lint' >ck so as to
allow the walk

erected in

property-N. Manslield’s petition to erect a
building, covered with iron, on Beaverstreet was referred to committee on lire department to report at an adjourned meeting.... Per-

Belfast next season. The architect has
pi ns which are said to he very satisIt is proposed to build the hotel around

factory.
Howen

Block, on the corner, having wings on both
High and Main streets. The building will much
resemble the letter L. The Main street wing will
be

llfty-nine
frontage
deep, running back to Beaver street. The High
street frontage will be sixty-live feet and sixty feet
deep. The structure is to be live stories high on
High street and four on Main. The first story of
the Main street wing will contain two tine large
feet

and

one

hundred feet

stores, and the ladies entrance to the hotel will be
in one side of the wing. The main entrance to the
office of the house and one store will be on
street. The wing on this street will contain a

High
store,

the ollice 40x38 and eighteen feet posted, while all
«»ther rooms are but twelve feet; the ladies’ parlor

23x30, dining room 40x40, and sample rooms, store
rooms, reception room, serving room, etc. A broad
stair

case

will lead from the office into the base-

ment, where will be

found the

kitchen, laundry,

billiard mom, bath rooms, boiler room and other
minor apartments so common and needful about a
The main staircase will lead from the office
to the second story, and here and in the other stories of the building will be found seventy-five large
hotel.

and

airy

basement

An elevator will run from the
the top of the house. The front will

rooms.
to

bay windows, making the rooms light and
pleasant. The building will be heated by steam,
lighted by gas manufactured on the premises,—
in fact a first-class hotel with all modern improvements. The building complete will cost about
ooo.
Messrs. Lancaster and Chase have agreed to
furnish half this amount, and it is thought there
will be no trouble in raising the remainder. The
foundation will probably be laid this fall. It is unhave

derstood that

six feet passageway is to be left
between tin* hotel and Howes’ building, on High
•street, which will give light to both structures. A
a

gentleman, whose opinion is worth something, says
that if such a building is erected there will be a demand for another fully as large before live years
have elapsed. He suggests having several light
carriages in connection with the house, with intelligent drivers, to be used to give summer guests
drives into the country. It is believed that when
the delightful drives to the Turnpike, the Ponds,
Mountains, Fort Point, Ac., are shown to tourists
Belfast will become what It ought to be, a popular
summer resort.
A government official recently
said to the writer:

"Why

don’t your

people

adver-

lise the beauties of your city. Every season the
desks of the government employees are covered
with advertisements of summer places where a vacation can be pleasantly spent, but we never hear

glad to see It come and go... Mary and Cora Strattard, of Boston, have been visiting their home the j Belfast mentioned. Your city has only to be known
past two weeks.... A party of Indians are stopping to be appreciated.”. Such Is the fact. It Is believed
at the village.The apple crop is good in this I that if Mr. Chase comes to Belfast he will see that
section.
j the hotel and city are thoroughly advertised.
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to

remain

as

it is

m>w

in front of

her

wooden

mission

was

granted

portion of Main

Am

while

stre p,

No. 74 and 7b... it

was

-Id

Harris

••-

repairing

ordered that tin-

occup\ ;l
his stores

ity

treas-

interest in tiie s. s Lewis
convey the city
house to Mrs. Laura d. dohnson.Ioanna E.
Gray states that her son, Francis Gray, a deaf mute,
urer

attending the school

Hartford, cm., that the
expenses above the amount defrayed by tiie state
are greater than she can provide, and asks the city
to contribute towards defraying sail expenses.

is

at

Referred to the committee on tinanee-The committee on cemeteries report that there are sixteen
lots unsold ami

unoccupied in Grove vmetcry, In

the northeast corner, also that

a

number of lots

marked as sold on the -hart, but are ocmThe committee also report that by discon-

are not

pied.
tinuing

ten lots might be opened
It wa- ordered
Report accepted
special committee be Instructed to

two cross avenues

up for sale.
that a joint

—

negotiate with

some one, on the most favorable
terms, for a sunnlv of water for tire purpose-.
and to report the result in the form of a written

contract in

city

an

ordinance to the

next

meetingot the

council for action thereon-It

was

ordered

that the committee on highways, with the city
solicitor, are instructed to ascertain the rights of
the city in and to Pine street helow Church street,
and to report to the adjourned meeting of the eitv
eounc.il
The following ordinance was passed
Sec. l. It shall be the duty of the sexton of Grove
cemetery to care for and keep in good order and
condition the burial lots in said cemetery, wherein
—

are

buried tlie bodies of the late Nathaniel-Wilson,

Johnson,and Paul 11. Hazeltine. Sec. 2.
of the city of Belfast is hereby
authorized and directed in behalf of said city to
Alfred W.

The

treasurer

receive and hold in trust any sum or sums of money
which may he deposited with him, the income of
which shall be used for defraying the expenses of

earing for and keeping in good order and condition any burial lot
of this city. Sec. .‘5.

lots in any of the cemeteries
It shall be the duty of the city

or

treasurer to

keep an accurate account of such funds
under the designation of the Cemetery Fund; to
keep the same invested; to render an account of
the same to the city council at the end of each
municipal year, and at other times when required;
to pay out the net income thereof, upon the order
of the city council, for the purpose designated by
the respective donors of said funds; and to turn
over

said funds to his

Sec. 4.

successor

in his said office.

This ordinance shall take effect from the

day of its final passage-The committee on a
water supply made a very able report, which we
publish elsewhere-ttoll of accounts amounting
to $558.82 passed....Special meeting next Monday
evening.
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other Waldo county candidates are n have the in
!llienee of Bird and his friends. Dr. EHim: wood
is a regular practitioner, a man of good moral

NY. Chase

submitted his

ot

Idle

II ■;

Point, I lei fast,
west

the night

on

t
x
berg I irs secreted the
Subsequently the ear was hauled,

d.

then.

wruo-n
-;•

candidate for Pen-ion Examiner. Brow

said “\\ lien 1 got to
fixed,” meaning that

1

u

of

Brooks

ar was at

■

appoir.i.-.i

w

Pension Examiner on tiie local board.
Dr. Ellingw.I
commission wa iv\
was

this

in the lot....
this station in

employed as table girl during the sum.
mer.Itev. Mr. Gardiner, of Bangor, is holding
fortnightly meetings at the Station—Prof. J. Parley, of Unity, has gone on a visit to the westward
and intends to make a trip to the Aroostook before

-i

j

j

home last

|

1

one

has been

A. Qulmby, of yacht Pilgrim, has
by the secretary to attend the next
regular monthly meeting of the South Boston
Yacht Club. This promotion of Our George from
cook to captain is well merited. We doubt if there
been notified

..

Hay is being pressed and hauled to
large quantity....The several candidates for the
Post Office have been looking forward to October,
"the beginning of the quarter,” to settle their difficulty, but in the sorrow of their hearts, they are
heard to exclaim, "the harvest is passed, arnl yet
we are unprovided with a P. O.”
Evidently the
Unity Post Office is giving the reform administra- I
tion some trouble.

|

following officers were elect.-1
President, Hon. F. M. 8a-

hine, of Bangor; Vice President, Hon.
F. Talbot,
of Portland; Secretary and
Treasurer, Kev. C. C.
N'inal, of Kennebunk; Executive Committee, M.

■

in

by Mrs. A. P. Brown,
of Vermont, at Knox Station last Sunday was pronounced by those who heard it to be one of the
ablest lectures that they ever listened to. The subject was given from the audience and was "Mind
over Matter.”
She is to lecture next Sunday at
Liberty village-Miss Alice Say ward returned

Capt. George

The

ensuing year

••

to elevate and

The lecture

for the

Reynolds and Hinds, Moffett & Co. have
submitted a handsome map of Belfast, with a plan
>f the proposed water mains and
hydrants. It can
t>e seen at the city clerk’s room.

1

by Black Kock, Butcher Boy second; time 2:31.
pedlers and verniers of patent medicines were on the ground, but no gambling was noticed. The swapping fraternity were
out encmass, and many a poor old horse
changed
owners during the two days of the fair.
The attendance was larger than for the past ten years.
The receipts must have reached the round sum of
paying all bills and leaving a balance in the
treasury. The Unity Cornet Band fu rnished music
botli days of the fair-A. H. Clark is repairing
his house, putting u nder now sills and brick
foundation... Potatoes are rotting very badly,.!.
II. Damon raised UK) bushels of the. Hose
variety

Thorndike.

enthusiasm.

H. C.

■

The usual number of

sound

days. See advertisement for proparticulars.

|

matched horses. The 4 yeirs old race was won
by I). Whitaker’s stallion; the three minute class
by A. II. Clark, time 2 :42, and the free for all race

a

city on last Thursday »•. m with a
collation and after dinner
speeches in tin* Belfast
Opera House. The meetings of the eonfiI'rmv
were well attended and were full of
interest and

...

day of the fair was devoted to
trotting, showing of matched and gentleman’s driving horses. G. E. Stevens took first premium on

not

session in this

gramme and other
t.

can

■

The second

was

The Unitarian Covkrlnck. The Maine con
ference of Unitarian churches closed its 20th annua

tinue several

and in No. 76 also if the weather will
permit, it not,
another year. The fronts will be of plate
glass and
improved in modern stylo.

d (bib

ai

Mr. H. L. Woodcock of this city, will
plow up his
cranberry meadow at Searsmoni with the aid of a
engine.
The Waldo County Educational Association will
>egin Its session at Monroe, October 20th, ami con-

Harris, who owns the stores No. 74,
street, contemplates putting in new
fronts. The change will be made iu No. 74 this
fall,

on lobsters expired Oct. l
again hi* lawfully consumed.

shell iish

■

breed to ami from scrub stock. In this section the
Mock lias improved one half within the past live

and thinks there

The close time

Wednesday

on

Ream

Mr. Arnold

bountiful flow of

a

fell

season

■

particular. The display of fruit and vegetables, fancy work, &<*., was shown in a tent on the
ground. It was the finest display of the kind ever
made at Unity. The show of stock was very large
and of fine quality.
Evidently the farmers of
Waldo County are learning that it does not pay to

Daisy Abbott, Winterport,

have

of Courts, In this city, has
Blanchard place at Burnham
Small, Mr. Berry ’s son-in-law,

of the

snow

norning.

P. Emery, Esq., Dr .1 T.
Nichols, Hon. .1 D Hop
tiraud Secretary Bracken left home
Tuesday to kins; Committee on
Missions. Rev. F. s. Thacher,
ittend
the
28th
semi-annual
session <>f the (i. L of
The change of time on the Maine Central RailMr .1. D. Deering, Kev. W. T.
Phdan; Committee
Sood Templars to he held at Ellsworth Thursday
road will go Into effect Oct. 11th, one week earlier
1 *f Ways ami Means, Ira P. Farrington, Hon. sJUn>t. 8. The next annual session will heat
than last year.
Augusta
i;cl I'iteoinb and Gen. Charles Hamlin. At its last
:n April.
The order is doing well in the state and
Scii. Florida of Belfast, now at Baltimore, was is another member of the club who can make better
business meeting on Thursday the conference un.
full ranks will he reported.
struck by lightning on the trip from Jacksonville, coffee or clear the jib sheets with
greater agility.
tnimously adopted the following temperance r<
We have received from (ieorge E.
and lost her boat.
overLathrop,
olutlon :
The Wheelmen. Messrs. Pendleton, Thayer,
seer of the Stockton Poor farm, one bushel <>t mam
" hercas, the
l>r. Isaac Hills has
temperance reform '•till .idtub s
bought and will occupy Head, Fernald, Coombs and Carter, Belfast’s bi- moth potatoes. If the
,l“' !”,! lb- mind as one of fluarc
a
of
potatoes
specimen
the W hitcoml) place, in this
great moral Issues <>t
city. The house has cyclists went to Monroe on their wheels on Thurs- the
iids age and
naiKo., and whereas moral reform in
of the Stockton poor tarm, the inproducts
been put in fust-class order.
ad Its phases should he
day. Louis Pendleton made the fourteen miles in
alvvavs
cunsidcied a m<>M
mates of that institution are well
provided for.
| art of the work .-f'. ur Inn h<
hours. The other men were somewhat longer.
-■4
f
\ Howard will ha\e an artesian well sunk In
1 :.k.rn r.*, Ue.-'.vtd that
The potatoes are the handsomest we have seen this !
\v.
\\ .dlirin ■u>- pr«
the ledge near his machine shop, which will also On the return home Pendleton nude the distance
1 nil I Interest in tills e;tu-e
ns »»i. *
w ?«i
a
season.
in one hour and forty-seven minutes,
enrn.-Hly encourage in a:: ur i.-,,,
supply water to Cook’s market.
n.mnlis,
Thmnnrc, that we her, In xpr,
( Hi a il Noif.s. The subject of R<-\. .1. A. Ross'
ui
Fernald and Thayer in two hours. This
mi
-.i:.d
I he odd Fellows in this
vicinity are notified that
'““day morning i. < ture at t!..- North Church will
traveling considering our hard roads.
Worn?
s Christ!
the next annual session of the
>■ ‘‘The Fai her
Sovereign Grand j
I
nion wide:, is now in sessi-m in tin
Manifested in the Son”_Rev. T.
it.
f li.
Bare Ball Notes. Mr. W. K. Dilworth, wh..
Lodge will In- held in Boston.
land.
ii. Gregory, of this city, preached at New Glouce*has been released from the
It Was derided It,St tile Co|, !. ft.
Newburyporl team, ar- h'T last Sunday, and will probably locate there.
The October term m the S. J. Court for Waldo I
.■••lid i)< td
rived home iu this city on Monday. Ho says he
its next annual session n id m.swn k.
county, will open In this city on the 20th Instant, j
Services at the Fniversnlist idiureh next >uuda\
has numerous offers for next season, but has not \
will
*
li,J lH,M
Judge Libby
1
forenoon, by Rev. IC. W Preble.
probably preside.
4*iangc I-air wi
.r he id at i;
accepted....The Belfast base hall club has f-joo in
t ia> o in xf l riday. i
The Oak Hill Granite company of this city, has I the
We rend in the good book that tho eliildren
t,rangers will have a d.n
treasury-The deciding game of the season !
at
their ad on that
sold I.-|(I,<KKI (laving til thci-ity of I’aivlui ket, It. I
mit-ic hy Morse and
Israel while in the wilderness were feed by manna
between the Muffs and Duffs will be played ai the
Bennett
llJirvesttne '«
which will be shipped before the river freezes.
.ii v over and moat of
which fell from the clouds. Last week a Belfast
Coliseum next Thursday, and by request of the latBh '-ropa are reported g.. -t.. ,W. ||.
1
man was fed by beefsteak that mysterious!>- fell
Halt an I
Alter the 12th Inst, the steamer Florence will
ter will be played on skates. Look out for fun.
A
from somewhere, lie went out In the m-u idr,_ m
haul ofl' for a few days for repairs. Due notice game of polo Is also talked of.
5,1 this ilnnlty... Ephraim
found two pounds of beefsteak on the *i dewalk
Brngdon is following
will l»c given when she is
ready to resume her
Yacht Pii.guim. Thoyacht Pilgrim sailed ir«-m
ii' liiisiness of
selling | uinp.- it.is fall and meeting
which he appropriated for breakfast.
trips.
this port Sept, doth for Boston, having on hoard
with good success.
The corn crop in the south and West is reported
W iiliam
Bickering, Jr., of Salem, has bought an Dr VY. H Winslow, her owner, Mr. h L. Wi
Ml RNH.wi
K-• i\ ui meetings are still in
b*
be
other valuable horse In this city, the latter one beand
|u >g
and
om
of
at
unusually
large
fine,
least,
liam*, of South Boston, the builder, and Capt. Aufcsc at the
villagt and quite a ntnnl er of .,r. er
big 1 roni Mr. Arthur W Robinson. Maine horses gustus McDonald of this city. Tuesday we receiv- our Belfast farmers can make the same report. Mr.
»rc
Mr. Wilton Shaw
reported
Dauiel (. Hinds, Northp -rt avenue, h is l irvi st< 1
,s
arc much sought after.
ed the following postal from Dr. W. dated Bath,
h,:'
hr lion.si. ..f Biislia Ml rr.v.
uie of the best lots of corn, both
M,
is r
1 b’t.
ipiantitj and
"( nine into Kennebec to
Mr. F. A Howard got up steam at Ids new maescape the terrible j
h
!•
Small
has inove.l into thr slami l„,. !v
duality, tie has had for years. The vic'd was at the
I„.,.41,t
chine shop on Saturday fur the purpose of
trying storm of last three days and run up to this place rale of one hundred
William
I'.r
Berry of Mr. Itiifus lUlmoro, I,.a:. i„
bushels to the* acre.
this morning. All goes well
his new chime whistle. It worked to a charm and
Yacht behaves hot
-Mr. I rank Bosley is ereriin,. a ,,u
VSonic inter ••ting lo<*ai matter will Be found
ter more she is tried.
W
.-ounds much like the whistle on the
sail as soon as wind fahouse near the village.
steamert^ucen
.Mr. Henry Coir has gh
the
fir*t
vors for Portland."
page of this issue of tin-Journal, inelud
City.
'■'Oils house a new rom of paint_The fall
t.-rm
I;
Notes on V rthport and a full rep rt .*f th«*
An important case, in which suit is
I
>lstr
IN
g.an Iasi M
VA( "01 NATION
brought to
||
i I ir
Prospect Fair. Letter* fr >m P rM v. 1. fir
recover on not,vs issued bv the town officers of
in
si t lie, lop of Miss,..
le M e v nioalli.Mr
ft In and the fact that tie mn'a
.ns 11 r• ., iy rp-s--o
Mass., and Minneapolis, a report of
Ire, ,.i II ,\ter i.aWinterport, will be beard a! Bangor this week
n.gM the 111 rv 1. .|nrss f
\ th*‘ border Into rbe New Km ud st.at>-*. ha\'.
boo ra<-e
M\*t!<- Park. Maine
w
|
Mi
N
W
<>-e
Shnw
at
Sk<
&
Barker
«
are counsel for the
Barker,
Mr. Daniel <
rgai
caused the health authorities to take limne liate
plain
miscellany make up a \cr> readaoic pise
eisn Is
err lit ami re a o x
• iff* and Hon. Joseph Williamson, of
peetp.l lo rs rover.
Belfast, and action to guard against the disease. Monday ever,
l'h'- Ogdenstmrg N'.V. Journal lias th** fo",.,a
i
ibni. A. B. Gould, of Thomaston, for the town
inai.ii ivkn.
lion. Moses Webster. K s, Walls
ing the city council of Belfast passed the f ■: wing
ing to say •"neernlng a Belfast boy:
The settlement of this case will show how far town order:
C 9 Bo-iwe I an
John Lowi. of n i- ,.|a,... .., ,
G
I
has
Angler
•ll'ieers’ authority to borrow money for town use
The city physician Is hereby ordered and direete
Uhertt a-. I
atr
rs.
uir ,
oral passenger agent of the Brunswick an
Westto
for
and
as
soon
furnish,
as
provide
on their own notes may extend.
practicable, • ''ii li U., with 11ea bjuarters a: Brin *w it k. .corgi
loneaporf, ., Walls’ ya- lit, on a hunting expt.ll
free vaccination with row pox to ;l;| inhabitants of
Mr. Angler lias been an employer .»f fie < • \ !
Bon.
. onspirralile
> m.i. of
hk Hazkktink Estate.
1'he estate this city over the age of two years, in accordance
shipping is a-ingilonr. art,.
B- li for the past four years in a resp u.-ib.e
with the provisions of Sec.
of chapter 14, of the
Harvester haa
of the late Baul it. Hazeltine, of this city was sold
e.inr f
B
VM.Ie >.
It. s. of this state and of tin- ordinance of the <-i!v i position, and won the esteem of no a .piaint tuee*.
B .alker ami
He changes now to accept a better position
i \v ait, f(,r PhilaMrlphia, Manirou
at auction on Wednesday afternoon,
by C. C. Crary, of Belfast relating thereto.
1 e.r New \ ork.
.r II,,■ ironing
I hr
xx n. r«
auctioneer. The homestead property at the corner
Gooii-itvt; t'ottc
The -iu> C-u\a icft this p.-rt >u
park
Geo. W. Burkett wld open to-da\ !*.■>,not) of Indies
are preparing :t for thr fall raros
“f Franklin and Court street w as bid off to John H.
.Mrs. ivn
Tuesday for Boston in tow of ttie tug storm King.
,,
and misses ready made cloaks. Read his adver«’*
In
for
On
v,
her
wib
I
It
is
arrival
she
onsaid
the
some
tjuimby
$3,375.
rgo
repairs ami
property will be
tisement.
.Starrett A Co. answer the question
111 I ni'.,, rhureh, on
li.en iotid for New Orb aus where sn. w i
resold to Mr. Bonj. 1‘. Hazeltine. The house on
.u g <*••
Tucr.lay e.onlng .Tl, It.
how they are able to sell goods so cheaply. Read
•••>* '""veil Mr. I.owe’s niti.
in the cotton trade. The ship is <• ■mmaii'leb by
Bleasant street, formerly occupied by Verrill Jones
ami will l.ntl.i
nnd see.11. K. McDonald has declare-, war on
an a< I, lit ion to 11 for more room.... k. k.
11.
O.
b\
was sold to Asa A. Howes for $435; three
of
Last
tug
Vortn
T
Cnpt.
t-.j.-n woo. j
Apple
port.
thirtyJust read what he says about It.
11111 A
c. I ooper are making a him. to ihrir
seconds of tin* brig Ned White to J. W. Fred- jewelry prices.
King arrived here M-unlay. She is a luge, abb
..Mrs. B.
Wells has in her fall and winter ndi
11o,• u, built of I:-",, and will steam f. ..rtei
mdc* I houses.
erick for $<'.25; one-sixteenth of scii. F. A. Carle to
linery-K. D. Bur-1, Belfast, offers for sale n \ per hour.
A. L. Burgess for $4 >5 and one-ciglilh of sell. T. II.
-ns.
are r,. n,
horse and buggy... Priest the inllor at 3 Phcnlx j
•'ii potatoes.
Livingstone to John H. Quirnbv for $325.
Ma
Tiie gale of Sunday an I Monday was ver *cvere
r-Mien
iware
»rt*Row lias new goods for soiling and overcoats. He
1‘ har- —lb..; of V
on the coast.
ui
ui
Man; wre-trs are report*
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here
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.apples i„ a 1 si u
was a
is having great success-Hiram Chase A
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It will soon m lime !
shore, x b. James l|.
f t
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a
al arm
pleasant reunion of four California ’forty-niners
;
jewelers, offer extra bargains for the next thirty
1' is
kind under rover. W, cannot alua
ton, and
in this city iast week. They were C. B. Hazeltlne
tru-t
See advertisement of farm for rent by J. <
days
1
woaincr.
Tun appl. er«.p pr« minight, and in getting mi n war Mm y,v m >•. g
ami Col. (. henery, of Belfast, Major
m
Whiting, of Nickels. Sear*port.
“is
!
r*
l
a-.-n, even if it > an off year.. .--m
parted both chaffc* an :••*!
Castine, and a Mr. Plummer, late of the south.
'•
lanue- in stork are briny made. The
Ghacks. Mr. David Pierce,of this nr i* a sucrig't a* d
a
t iThe latter was passing through Belfast to
imtely sin filled away a
.Jersey b .toil
Bangor,
i- neh,.
when he learned that his former associates, Messrs. cessful cultivator of grapes, having a »l--/.en variport wittiout further trmib e.
.piite wed intm.lure I. .F, \V f.any hrouyld
or Him. ball- here of tint bio .,1 that have
Ilnzeltinc and Chenery, whom he had not seen for dies in his green house. For some voar* past a
AS.MVKRSAKT
'll Ft": la;
*
T
u
improved tin- yrndrs. and there are -mic
■'
of the friend* of Mr. a:
many
ars, lived here, and came ashore from the worm has eaten the vines ami nearly destroyed the
Mr*. II u r\ U Mr*
v'
'•
hi be found in this vieinit\
the various remedies having but little effect
•.
v ole
Belfast, called uj m tnetn. Tim oee;t*ion wa* rue
; boat. His stay was made pleasant ami he was crop,
lM Hall iia>
kept a j. ,- nil tier<• 'his season. < >t
much pleased with Belfast. He said next season until this year. Mr. Pier-enow thinks lie has to- • dtti aunhersan d the lrtb of Mr. M.v*on, tne c -t
tally destroyed the pests with tobacco, the vines a uni', nrsar\ •: tin- on t i. of Mr-. M i*>n, an the -mt i, ''ourse the imt'diers ali -ay hard thin— about then
he should bring his wife to Belfast, and if she was
having been thoroughly smoked—so thor- ughly in anniversary of their marriage. Tin* coppi,- were b.,r tiie .Jersey is the butter row. .1. M. Dow
! half as much impressed with the place as he
was,
fact that the grapes are slightly ilav-.n ■! with totiloe heifer the other lay to Paris 1*. rr,
T:wri:made the recipient* of nuiin rou
they would in future pass the summers here.
presents m
j: -,
“Especially,” he remarked, “if you build the pro- bacco, although otherwise rich and delicious. Mon- j Henry made some eliaraetcristi remarks. A so. ■like, and a yood om- not limy in. to A. It.
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Berry, Clerk

the Deacon
Mr. E. A.

76 and 7S Main

letters have been received at

The drill lias been removed from Mathews Bros,

Husbandry,

was a success

Colley has been engaged at the Belpost-office during the Illness of Mr. Thuriow.

artesian well and
water.

Grange members to study out the name of
each author, while the acrostic was being readselect reading, excellent music and a lively discussion of the question “Is poultry raising profitable!"”
This Grange is one of those which never takes a
vacation. Summer and winter, seed time, having
time and harvest, hot or cold, wet or dry, every
Wcdnesday evening the patrons of Honesty Grange
may be seen wending their way to their hall.
The Grange Fair nt North Gasline Sept. 30 was
well attended, and there were excellent exhibits of
all kinds of fruit and vegetables, and the stock exhibits were very good. The display of ladies
handi work was very creditable.
There was pulling of oxen and horse, trotting, and the fair nosed
with a dance in the hall in the evening_Equity
grange, of Belfast, will have a levee and supper at
the Belfast Opera House, on Tuesday evening next.
Many articles will be disposed of by ticket.

Twelve spec, of either kind exhibited. II. S.
Webber, Monroe, 1st.
Dish Bell Flowers. II. W. Toothakcr, Dixmont,
1st; James Downs, Monroe, 2nd; J. P. Kenuiston,
Dixmont, 3d.
Dish Rhode Island Greenings.
G. W. Snow,
Sewburg 1st; A. B. Strattard, Monroe,2nd.
Dish Nodhead Apples. A. B. Elliott, Monroe.
1st; E B. Nealley, Monroe, 2nd; James Downs,

The lirst

occupies the premises.

Suld.

the

Gratuity.

William

bought
village.

II. A. Starrett & Co.’s store Is

special delivery
Belfast, and but a few of the stamps have be«.n

esty Grange, Morrill, at its last regular meeting,
Wednesday evening, had a large attendance, with
two applications for membership. A very interesting programme was carried out, consisting of
acrostics—written by its officers upon their own
names, and passed to the lecturer who reau them to

Ritchie.
Collection of apples of 5 sps. each of at least 20 different kinds. A. S. Webber, Monroe, 1st; Calvin
II. Nealley, Monroe, 2nd; H. E. Nealley, 3rd.
Five named 1 nil apples. Bradford Webber, Monroe, 1st; James Bickford, Carmel, 2d; A. b. Strattard, Monroe, 31.
Five named winter apples. Bradford Webber,
Monroe, 1st; C. II. Hadley, Jackson, 2nd; A. B.
Strattard, Monroe, 3d; Calvin li. Nealley, Monroe,

over

No

educate the farmers of the United Mate's.. .Hon-

Monroe, Gratuity.
Committee. li. D. Gould, J. G. '1 rusk, G. W.

1st.
Double Mittens. Mrs. B.W. Harding, Hampden,
1st; Mrs. I*. White, Winterport, 2nd.
Single Mittens. Amanda Durham, 1st.
Spec. Domestic Yarn. Mrs. B. W. Harding,
Hampden, 1st; Mrs. M. L. Croxford, Carmel, 2nd!
Spec. Preserves. Mrs. C. E. Durham, Monroe,
1st; Mrs A. B. strattard, Monroe, 2nd.
Spec. Pickles. Mrs. C. E. Durham, Monroe, 1st;
Mrs. V. B. Strattard, 2ml.
Spec. Jelly. Mrs. Charles Marden, Swanvilie,
1st; Miss Amanda Durham, Monroe, 2nd.
Committee.
Mrs Columbus Peabody, Dixmont;
Mrs. I). A. Smith, Winterport; Mrs. A. K. Walker,
Ham pden.
Spec, of Woolen Cloth. Hannah Lane, Frankfort, 1st; Mrs. A. P. Ritchie, 2nd.
Spec Cotton and Wool Cloth. Miss Abbie L.
White, Winterport, 1st; Mrs. B. Plummer, Winterport, 2nd; Mrs. N. S. Whitney, North Newburgh,
3d.
Ladies’ Knit Hose. Miss Isa A. Whitney, Newburgh, 1st; Mrs. Fred A. Plner, Monroe, Shd.
Gents Knit Hose. Miss L. A. Mansur, Monroe,
1st} Mrs. Mary Robinson, Monroe, 2nd.
Children’s Hose. Mrs. Eli West, Frankfort, 1st;
Lois F. Croxford, Carmel, 2nd.
Braided Rag Rug. Mrs. David Nye, Monroe, 1st;
M. M. Huxford, Brooks, 2d; Mrs. George Tavlor,
Hampden, 3d.
Rag Carpet. Mrs. B. G. Ferguson, Dixmont, 1st;
A. E. Mansur, Monroe, 2d.
Silk Quilt. Miss M. M. Huxford, Brooks, 1st;
Laura J. Curtis, Monroe, 2d.
Worsted Quilt. Mrs. A. Blaisdell, Winterport let;
Vestie Davis, Jackson, 2d.
Cotton Patch Quilt. Mrs. S. A. Lord, Monroe,
Is!; Miss Aurora Bickford, 2d.
Knit Spread. Mrs. F. L. Trundv, Frankfort, 1st;
Mrs. Maria Ordway, Swanvilie, 2d.
Patch Work. Mrs. Emma Robinson, Carmel, 1st;
Mrs. Mary J. Nelson, Monroe, 2d; Mrs. Nathaniel
Lane or Mrs. Martha Mathews, N. Searsport, 3d.
Mottoes or worsted pictures. Mrs. Laura Curtis,
Monroe, 1st.
Feather Flowers. Miss Annie Gilmore, Monroe,
1st; Mrs. Edward Gilmore. Monroe, 2d; Mrs. M. A.
Gilmore, Monroe, 3*1.
Suec scroll work. Walter Croxford, Jackson, 1st;
Walter M. l’riley, Dixmont, 2d; Hiram Fcrnald,
Winterport. 3d.
Yarn Hugs, Home made. Mrs. William Smith,
Stockton, 1st; Mrs. Nellie Bartlett, Winterport,2d;
Miss Clara E. Morrell, Winterport, 3d.

out

new

new

Mr. Frank

many of them will >o*m see that it is for their interest, as well as the interest of the great class to
which they belong, to ally themselves with, and

().

Crayon Drawing.

trdcr,

life—meets weekly, has taken in several
valuable members ami others are knocking at the
gates. Sister Cornforth, a talented member, read
a eopy of their Grange paper which allowed much
merit in its preparation, and the various topics
were ably'discussed.
This Grange holds its meetingsat Thorndike village,in the mid-t of a wealthy
farming population, and it is to be hoped that
a

Uickfurd, Dixmont, 2ml.
Cranberries.

<

Grange, Thorndike. Thi- Grange ha- long
struggled lor ■ xi.-temv against adverse inlluonees.

V

Variety

>>rk for tin*

Moon

Pish Black Oxfords. James Bickford, Carmel,
1st.
Dish Northern Spy. G. iV. Snow, Newburgh, 1-t;
11. S. Webber, Monroe, 2nd; Janies Downs, Monroe, Gratuity.
Crab apples. G. NV. Snow, Newburgh, 1st; Levi
Rich, .Jackson, 2nd; James Bickford, Carmal, Gratiot

\\

tlie county, ami mankind.... Wi lues iay afternoon
of last week, tin County Deputy vl-ib>d lltv.-t

FIB IT.

I

Comet Grange is a united and harmonious
well officered, with Bro. Alfred Stinson

Grange,
for Master, and is doing good

ton, 2nd.
Franklin Chase Gratuity on NVyamlottc-.
Turkeys. A. J. Keniston, 1st; \V. P. NVoodworth,
2nd.
Daniel Dyer, Ja-on Cook, L. 1).
Committee.
Moore.

sign
handsome one.

las'.

THE RACKS.

organ.

a

Gregory, 1st; James

In the forenoon there were the thre1 year olds,
the four year olds and the stallion races. Tie
three year olds race was for a purse of $24
£12 to
tirst, $S to second and $4 to third. Tin* starters
were Belle J. owned by C. F. Robert sun, <d’ < arinel; CHIT, by C E. Stevens,of I'nity.aud Diamond
Pin, by F. Grant, of Jackson. The summary
Belle J.1
i
Cliff.2 2
Diamond Pin.3 3
Time, 3.11, 3.13.

Blown Leghorn ileus. J. 11. Fclker, Is.; NV. P.
Woodworth, 2 1.
II.
NVhite Leghorn Hens. J. 1*. Keniston, 1st,
Felk-r,2d.
Bull' Cocldns lions. A. J, Keniston, 1st and 2d.
Plymouth Rocks. Franklin Ctia.-c, 1-t ami 2d.
NViiite Plymouth Rock-. NV. !’. \N'. hvor.i,, 1-t.
Boulton Greys. NV. P. NVoodworth, 1-t; J. P.
Ivcni.-ton, 2nd.
Pair Geese. C. C. NVhilcomh, 1st; A. J. Kcr.is-

Gowen, Esq. will lecture at East Belmont
Monday eve. Oct. 12. Subject, Temperance.

on

Corn, S rows.

was almost wholly glum over to horse
racing. The
crowd was very large, 3,000 people at least. The
stock had been removed, but many useful and
fancy articles, ete., wore on exhibition at the
iiuiidiugs. What struck your reporter most fon-j.
bly was Blake’s Honey Extractor operated lev Mr.
Benj. Ames, of Thorndike. The eomb was placed
inside a circular tube, to catch the honey, and
revolved around rapidly, the centrifugal' f.-nv
throwing the hoiun out and leaving the comb eu
The Imnev
lively free to be replaced in the hive.
was perfectly r|e*r.
One advantage is that v "i
in gel imnev with any desired flavor.
Alter the
bees have fed upon clover the Imnev of that tlavor
can lie extracted, and so on through the diiVen ut
kinds of feed.
Mr. Ames had some excellent
samples ol'honey on exhibition and always had a
crowd about him.

J

E. W.

Walker, 1st; E. II.

THE SECOND DAY

Postponed. On acoount of bail weather the
county fair and horse racing were postponed until to-day.
Waldo

The

Isaac Dearborn, 1st;
John Goodwill, 2d; A. K. Walker, 3d.
Specimen Indian Corn, 12 rowed. W. F. Lcavett,
1st; W. B. Goodwin, 2d; John Goodwill 3 1.
Specimen of Beans. G. W. Snow, 1st; E. H.Gregory* ‘2d.
Yellow eye Beans.
E. II. Gregory, 1st; G. W.
Simw, *>d.
Specimen of Peas. E. II. Gregory, 1st; George
Newcomb, 2d.
Specimen Early Potatoes. K. R. Grant, 1st; G.
W. Snow, 2d.
Specimen White Potatoes. G. W. Ritchie, 1st;
L. I*. Toothaker, 2d; J. P. Keniston. 3 1; c. II.
Hadley, 4th.
Specimen of Turnips. George Newcomb, 1st; E.
R. Grant, 2d; Bradford Webber, 3d.
Committee. A. H. Mayo, A. A. Simpson, Henry
S. Brown.
Specimen Pumpkins. Ira G. White, 1st; E. Lufkin, 2d.
J. G. Trask, 1st
Specimen Cabbage.
James
Bickford, 2d.
Specimen of Honey. W. M. Chapman, 1 -1; \ mes
A Corn forth, 2d
Specimen of Butter, s. A. Mansur. I-k MrWaller B. Twombly, 2d; B. G. Ferguson, 3d; s. A.
Lord, 4th.
Specimen of Cheese. G. W. Snow, 1st; B. G.
Ferguson, 2d.
Specimen of Cattle Beets. G. W. snow, 1st; II.
S. Webber, 2d.
Specimen Table Beets. A. B. Elliot, 1st; G. W.
Snow, 2d.
Specimen Onions. E. C. Dow, 1st; Dudley Miles,
2d.
Specimen of Carrots. John Goodwin, 1-t; E. C.
Ritchie, 2d.
Specimen Squash. O. M Bickford, lsl ; W. C.
Moore, 2d ; E. I. Bickford, 3d; E. 11. Gregory, 4th.

!
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A. II.

Gregory, 2d.

so

of Eli <J. West and others attracted much attention.

and

CROPS

Specimen of Wheat.

was

There

I- Brown, Belfast, one bushel winter apples.
Fiai k Grnv, Morrill, one trace twelve rowed corn,
one basket onions, three of potatoes.
•i. 1*. Tucker, Belfast, one bushel winter sweet

»

—

Mrs. Downs is at her sister’s sick with

ti r
a

a

weeks ago. Is rapidly recovering-W. E. Mitchell has shipped a large quantity of eggs of late,
from which a fair profit is realized
Luther Emmons received a small pension a short time ago

also fine stock.

Rich, Belfast, Jersey heifer.
Ellis, Belfast, nine head of Jerseys and

Brown, Belfast,

|I

two

marked Im-

Mr-. "i.-an Jewett, ftearsmoijt, one box butter.
|
>amue! Redman, Belfast, two cabbages, two !
‘-cmpie beets, three carrots, ten varieties corn, live
v
at, three barley, five oats, seven beans, six I
i>■-*t-e, one bushel bhldwin apples.
V\; iingioii >lmrey, \\ aide, one trace corn, twenty
'"i:r varlei ie- apple®
1. Whitcomb, Belfast, one. bushel rutabaga
turnip-. L bushel onions, one jar cranberries.
Jan..
11. Cunningham, Belfast, one bushel win-

■

*-:*rs

days

FIELD

>

a

is

and the attendance at

j

j

of Toronto, it

Drawn Rag Rug. Mrs. Lorenzo Porter, Dixmont,
1st; Mrs. Alvin Osgood, Monroe, 2d; Mrs. Tenipie
Robinson, Hernion, 3d.
Committee. Mrs. John Ray, Dixmont; Mrs. Wm.
F. Black, Searsport; Mrs. B. W. Harding,
Hampden.

Wednesday

j

slice,*--

e;lel':t.
We have thus far considered the intro Incline <d
! •. in a ii: meiai
uer into
it
p- int ,-f view
j
nut there is no- ih.
e,-usi l, r.,;i--u -.t ii.liultciv
-• v-nt-r
importance which sh-m'd never :-e ,-vi
!, hut wlneii should alway- oe viewed from
irary -tamlp-’iut. In the ev. >u of the idrodue
lion-d' water int
tin-city ii wid i».- largely used
tor- alinaipurpose.*, and wh de.-oim water is in-le-p.ui-aide in me pri paration oi all our food, ait i- -"-eiitlai for promoting the cleanliness an-i
bn of our nodies. In <bd and thickly settle.i
j pbi'-es the Ian,'..- upon which the town i- ! uill he.
.ne saturated wim sewage and the individual
nice- within the town are
polluted, a- the atmosphere ovi r and within l!ie tow n i- fouled by gasses
an dug therefrom.
Pure water is hardly second tphi'1- air a-a lifegiving and lifesaving agent, and is
iiie most potent agent the sanitary authorities can
summon to their aid.
It promotes health, which is
j
the capital of the laboring man—therefore it is bet
ter to give health than to give aim-.
He understand that the inin-dc'-thm of water
into JioilnM for lire and duim-.-iie purport s by a
company of Brifa-t «*;«|*i:-sii-i- i- a mooted quV-.tlon
>everal foreign corporations have signified
I heir wiiiingn.io construct and maintain water
works in this city without any encouragement from
any one, except a guarantee from tiie city '<> rent
fifty hydrant.- and pay then for the sum of twentylive hundred dollars per annum. They take their
chance-. with private p trons and correctly base
their judgment upon the usual n suit following till
siieh investments. This fact it would seem ought
t > be strong evidence to i tel fast business talentthat the enterprise should by all means be a local
It i- the history of nearly all water w irks in
one.
this country that when once in successful operation those who not only regard pure water as a
luxury, but as an ab-olute necossltv constantly increase in number, the truth of which any one can
satisfy himself of by consulting tiie reports of
towns having stu b work- and noting therein the
yearly extensions to the service.
The fact that pure water is to be brought into all
our homes for domestic use and convenience, and
into hydrants for the protection of our homes and
places of business from lire, by our leading business men, who have the best interests of the citv
at heart, and
whose properly is to be therein
protected would rertainlv give character and confidence to the enterprise that would insure its general use by the people.
The future of Belfast is indeed bright if we utilize our opportunities. Cpon the burnt district two
large brick buildings have been erected and upon
the remaining land the erection of a nice hotel in
tiie coming summer is an assured fact, while in
all probability tiie Hn/.eltine Library will be provideo for, and if we supplement these enterprises
by the introduction of a water supply we shall
witness such an awakening in the languishing
industries as lias not been known for a quarter of a
century. It may yet turn out that tiie terrible tire
on the 12th of duly ln-t which swept from the earth
fourteen places of business in this city was a blessing though in disguise. Belfast is indeed to he
congratulated that she has men who have the
courage to face what seems to lie fate and erect
large and costly buildings without any means to
save them from the flames should wc he visited by
another conflagration. Surely it does seem as if
the city ought to do her best to signify an appreciation of such courage and bn incss energy by providing ample means to protect the property of its
citizens from destruction by lire.
It is unquestionably true that Hinds, Moffett A
Co. with whom Mr. F. H. C. Reynolds is associated
are responsible parties and their proposition as
favorable, substantially, as any we may expect
from foreign capital, blit we suggest—amt we have
no doubt it will be the pleasure of the city council
—that preference he given a Belfast Corporation in
case one is organized, all other things being equal.
in conclusion we desire to say that tiie reflection
of our views in the foregoing report is in no way
intended as an arbitrary direction to the council
but as a kindly suggestion of what we consider the
facts and necessities of tin rase. All of the letters
and other documents we have received upon the
subject matter we respect fully turn over to you,
gentlemen, for your inspection.

warm on

The four years old race was for a purse of $33—
$20 to tirst, $lo to second and $3 i«. third. The
starters were Rising Sun, owned by Whittaker, of
ami Gen. Grant, by A. Fletcher, of Monroe.
1 Troy,
Gen. Grant won in three straight heats. Time, 2 .33,
3.00, 3.00.
The stallion race was for a purse of $00—$30 to
first, $20 to second and $lo to third. The starters
ai
auie.
n,.
i.iaca. im ami _<i
were Toledo Chief, owned by C. H. Thurmw, of
Fat One Year Old. Freeman Atwood 1st and 2d.
Monroe; Ben Morris, by A. II. Conant, Monroe;
Fat Two Year Oid. Coiumbus Peabody 1st; Wm. and Knox Chief, by C. Mclvenney, of same t->wn.
F. Black 2d.
The summary
Fat Three Year Old. Herbert Black 1st and 2d ;
Toledo Chief.1 1
1
11. H. ltich 3d.
Ben Morris. ...2 2 2
Fat Calves. R. W. Mavo 1st; S. R. Littlefield 2d;
Knox Chief. 3 3 3
E C. West 3d.
Time, 2.431*. 2 43, 2.43.
Draft Oxen. Win. Dollill' 1st; A. F. Kendall 2d;
In the afternoon the trotting opened with the
C- Peabody 3d.
Draft Horses. J. R. Littlefield 1st; C. A. Mclvcn- | three minute Hass for a purse of $00—$3o to first,
$20 to second, and $10 to third. The starters were
ney 2d.
Four Year old Oxen. Jonn Goodwin 1st; Wm. James A., owned by Dr. J. A. Pierce, of Stockton;
Ida, by John Wheeiden, of Bangor; Watab, bv A
F. Black 2d Elisha Douglass 3d.
Three Year Old steers. Herbert Black 1st; C. H. J. Mudgett, Jackson, and Lady V\ il.-mu, by John
Gibbs, of Bangor. The summary
El well 2d; Wm. F. Black 3 I.
Two Year Old Steers. Otis Moore 1st; Wm. F.
Ida.1
Black 2d; F. A Parker 3d.
James A.2 2 2
One
Year Old steers. C- Peabody 1st; Charles
SHEEP.
Watab.3 3 3
Lane 2d.
Lady Wils n.4 I
G. R. Ellis, Belfast, flock grade eotswold.
steer Calves. N. R. Cillev 1st; li. *V. Mayo 2d;
Time, 2.42 ',, 2.41'4,2 4<>'4
IF W. Ellis. Belfast, flock grade eotswold.
N. R- Cillev 3d.
Fred Dnlierson, Thorndike, flock thoroughbred
The 2.4c class was fora purse of $P>5—$,"!.'> to llrst,
Trained Steers. Fred G. Flynn 1-t.
M crimes.
to second and $h) to third. 'L'hc stsitei
$20
wciu
Draft Oxen, 7 Feet or Under. B. B. Dolliff 1st;
°-<*ar Hills. Xorthport, Shropshire buck and
Maud L., owned by 11. 1*. Leonard, Monroe, lion
Levi Rich 2d.
flock of grade Shropshire lambs.
est Dick, John Gibbs, Bangor, an 1 CaMledare, by
W.
Committee. J. G. Reynolds, B.
llarding and <i■ A. Hunt,
ITiity. Honest Dick was withdrawn
POULTRY.
Nathaniel Littlefield.
after the second heat. The summary
Durham Thoroughbred Stock rows. Ell C. West,
A. 1 Brown, Belfast, two coops Light Brahmas—
Maud 1.1 1
l
1st.
hen.- and chicks.
Cast led are .3 2 2
Hereford Thoroughbred stock cows. Parker A
H. B. Ellis, Belfast, spangled Hamburg®, one
Honest Dick.2 3 0
Otis, 1st; C. A. Melvenney, 2d and 3d.
bronzed turkev and coop of geese.
Time, 2.40V,, 2 43’..,2.01.
J. li Mayo, Belfast, lour coops, white Leghorns,
•Jerseys. G. C. A C. A. Lcvenscllcr, 1st.
Hereford2 A 1 year old Heifers. Parker A Otis,
black Leghorns.
Tin* sweepstake race was for a purse of $2o3—
G.
A.
M<
2d.
Kenney,
Henry Knight, Lineoinville, three coops—ducks, 1st;
$123 to first, $.rm io second and $30 to third. The
Durham 1 year old Heifers. E. C. West, 1st.
Guinea hens, &•’.
-darters were Butcher Boy, by
Kobinson Bros.,
John s. Fernahl, Belfast, two coops, Bralunasi
•Jersey 1 year old Heifers. G. C. A C. A Levcn- Carmel; McLain, by H. Si. Beau, Camden, and
! seller, 1st; L. .J. Bickford, 2d.
hens and chicks.
John Mi.ls, by .John Gibbs, of Bangor. In the
Hereford.** 1 year <>M Heifers. Parker A Otis,
v B. Coleman, Lineoinville, pure white Leghorns
first heat McLain came in ahead but was put back
1st; C. A. McKi nney, 2d.
Lo second place on account of running.
The sumHALL ENTRIES.
.Jersey Heifer Cali. G. C. & C. A. Lcvenscllcr, mary
Dora Godfrey, Belfast, silk quilt.
1st and 2d.
McLain .2 1 1
1
M ay D. Wood, Northporl, butter ami bread.
Herefords Heifer Calves. Parker A Otis, 1st
John Mills. 1 3 3 3
K. die Wood, Northporl, bouquet of autumn.
and 2d.
Butcher Boy.3 2 2 2
Mrs. Fred Griffin, Belfast, bread, crab apple
Thoroughbred Durham Bulls. E. C. West, 1st;
W. B. Ellis, 2d.
.ielley, crab apple marmalade.
Judges. A. G. Hunt ami NY. C. Marshall, Belfast,
Mr-. Ruth Clifl'ord, Stockton, sofa pillow.
Thoroughbred Jersey Bull. L.J. Bickford, 1st, Thus. McLoon, Bangor.
Mrs. >arah Staples, Belfast, quilt.
G. C. A C. A. Lcvenscllcr, 2d.
Mi-. W. L. Miller, Belfast, two pairs each of
Thoroughbred Hereford Bull. Parker A Otis,
Tin: Granges. Monday evening of last week,
im n
;tnd women’s hose, men’s mittens, jar butter.
1st; C. A. McKi nney, 2d.
Francis L Wood, Xorthport, trace corn.
Thoroughbred Durham Bull calf. E. ( Wist, Comet Grange, Swanvilie, received a visit from
A ionirun Grant, Belfast, three
1st.
Valparaiso squashthe County Deputy. Although the attendance was
Thoroughbred Hereford Bull calf. Parker A
" ah-s L. Miller, Belfast, trace King I^lilllp corn,
mu large, a very interesting session was held.
oils, 1st; C. A. McKonncv, 2.
four -ampl -s apples, kale.
Grade Bulls. W. B. F. Twombly, 1st; Jonathan
The following questions propounded by the NY. I
Horae.- Banks, Belfast, 1 bushel autumn apples.
2d.
Seavey,
Bro. Koval, were ably and interestingly discussed
nmiel Redman. Belfast, twenty-four varieties of
Grade Bui* calf. Earnest Sylvester, Ist;C. A.
“Does the success of the Grange depend upon the
apple.-, three of grapes, eight of potatoes, two Mi Kenney, 2 1; J. IJ. Weed, 3 i.
pumpkins, two -quash, two turnips.
Comunuittee. Jas. 11. Cutes, Peregrin White,
younger members?” “Ought we to persuade farmMr-. W
L. Miller. Belfast, jar mixed pickles,
J as. Nickerson.
ers to join the Grange?”
“Should a farmer marry
tomato i"ttsiip, chow-chow.
Matched Horses. C. E. Stevens, 1st; M. F.
Mr-. James H. Cunningham, Belfast, five jars
a girl who was not a patron?”
Brackett, 2 I; Abner Littlefield, 3rd.
“should a girl
one
hot,tie catsup, thirteen jars preserves,
pickles,
Family Carriage Horses, t lias. Conaut, 1st; B. marry lor
beauty, love or money?’* Bro. T. (
i, tumblerone jar butter, one cheese.
3d.
F.
2d
Janies
Downs,
jeik-y,
Chase,
;
y.
Mi— Mamie E. Cunningham, Belfast, one -ilk
smart grave an excellent five minute speech.
Bro.
stock of sheep. 1. G. Reynolds, 1st; Fairfield
quin, out -of a pillow, one pin cushion.
Emery, 2d; A .J. Keniston,3d.
A. K. Nickerson, an nctiv member of this Grange,
Mr-. Mary E. Bank.-, Belfast, eleven jars preNV.
Buck.
Waiter
R.
Grade
Bartlett, 1st;
Mayo, look
-er\ e-. «>ne scarf
part in tin* discussions and exercises of the
2 1; A. E Peabody. 3d.
Mrs. M. B. Hunt, Belmont, twenty-one jars preMock Thoroughhicd Sheep. Fred Patternon, i-t. evening. After the programme was fully :irried
<*i vc, line,
jar- pickles, two boxes Inner, one
Thoroughbred Buck. A -J. KcnDtoii, l>t; Fred out. tin- County Deputy addressed them
v a
e .ie
Patterson, 2d J. G. RryuchN. 3rd
grape-, threj pounds of domestic yarn, two
-amp!- cake aid cookies, one bonnet of autumn i Boar. Ell C. Wi-t, 1st; t. A. Keniston, 2 1 ai.d short time upon the work of the Grange, lo'.i
■"tv e.one do of busks, fancy ebristmas card,
3d.
state and nation i. Mn-ie was furnished by tin*
J. Keniston, 1-t; G
Show of Fouls. A
M.
bouquet, oiu ear eighteen rowed corn.
clmir, Mstcr James Nickerson presiding at the
Mr-. A. I.
Stevenson, 2d NV. P. NVoodworth, 3rd.

j

correspondent of the Week,
••vulgar” to jump on or oil'

Jersey cows are

and

larger than for a number of
large as it has been on the
receipts were $1400. The ladies’
depart rent, as usual, was well tilled, and the display was in all respects highly creditable to the
farmers wives and daughters of Monroe and vicinity. The fine farms of this section were handsomely represented in the department devoted to agricultural prod nets,of which there was a great variety. The fine stock was too numerous to mention.
It was the largest show of the kind ever seen on
these grounds. The Horefords of Parker A Otis,BelfastA. MoKeuney of Monroe, and the Durhaius

ornelius Whitcomb, Morrill, one pair steers.
Jesse Frye, Montville, twelve head of thoroughbred Durhams, 7 cows, 2 bulls and 3 calves.
L. A Dow, Searsport, one heifer.
B. K. Haskell, Belfast, one thoroughbred Jersey
bull Peter the Great, two years old.
Joseph Littlefield, Brooks, a herd of eleven grade
Hereford*.
Frank Woodbury, Morrill,grade Hereford bull—
a line animal.
N- R- Cilley, Waldo, a herd of grade Herefords.
I rank Wentworth, Waldo, two rears old grade
Hereford.
A J. Cilley, Lineolnvlllc, two pair steers and
full thoroughbred Herefords; two pair grade
-teers, cow and calf.
Robert Cushman, Morrill, one pair short horn
hulls
Isaac Jackson, Belfast, two pair steers.
J. M. Roberson, Waldo,grade Durham bull Duke,
Ik months old weighing 1250 pounds.
F. W. Black, searsport, a herd of nineteen grade
llerefords.
J M. Savery & Son, Searsport, three bulls, cow
and calf, I>urhams.
G. R Ellis, Belfast, brood sow and
pigs.
Frank Fletcher, Belmont, one pair two year old
steers, grade Hereford.
F. H. Rankin, Lineoinville, steers grade Here
fords.
Herbert Black, searsport, two pairs three year
"Id steers, one matched, grade llerefords.
A. l’ayson, Belfast, two years old thoroughbred Durham bull.

-.-

a

Their

line

of last week

years. It was not
second day,but the

STOCK ENTRIES.
dker A Littlefield, Montville, seven head which
included the imported thoroughbred bull Sussex
Bov, and the thoroughbred Jersey bull Dandy, two
Jersey cows, one yearling and tw*o calves.
Joel Woods, North port, one pair oxen.
Parker A Otis Belfast stock farm, eight head
thoroughbred Herefords, including the celebrated
bull Duke of Penpont.
L. Hayford, Belfast, three head of Jersey grades.
>. T. E
Igeeomb, Belfast, seven head grade Jer-

—

to

a

the above

W

--

According

There has been

was

the seventeenth annual fair of the North Waldo and
Penobscot Agricultural Society held in Monroe on

mired, and they deserve great credit for their efforts to improve Waldo county stock. Parker &
Otis, of Belfast, exhibited theii herd of thoroughbred Hereford*, Including the bull Duke of Pen1’ont, which has been often noticed. He is one of
the finest animals in Waldo county. Jesse Frye, of
Montvillo, exhibited a handsome lot of cattle—
twelve head of thoroughbred Durhams.
B. F.
Haskell, Belfast, exhibited his two year old thoroughbred Jersey bull Peter the Great, aud next to
Walker A Littlefield, he had the best Jerseys on the
ground. Fred Patterson, of Thorndike, exhibited
n pen of
thoroughbred Merino sheep, without doubt
the finest llock >»f sheep in this county. One buck
shears twenty pounds of line wool.
The hall show of fancy goods was excellent. The
display of butter was very handsome. Two lots
exhibited for sho;v and not for premiums, attracted much attention.
They were by Mrs. P. W.
Gould, Lincolnville, and Mrs. Daniel Wadlin,
J
he
former
was made up into artisticNorlhport.
ally fashioned, wreaths. Mrs. M. E. Luce, of Waldo, occupied a whole tabic to display her many artiele-. K-piity grange, Belfast, and Farmers Pride,
Lite oinville, made handsome exhibits of articles,
belli useful and ornamental. The following are the

of the Imsiin
interests carried on therein, and it is the duty
cents.
ot the corporation to as zealously guard and prole- t the one a- the other.
The more grievous the
I'u* Lewl-tou Gazette is delighted with the
'•nroens imposed front any muse the Te-s life and
ambition uid there b<* in bu-inc-s enterprise-;.
victories of the Gen- sta and thinks it is well
lb- recent disastrous < "idlsgraii-m in this city
that the Puritan 1- not to meet her again tId- na- ftirnished a pr-‘te\t t-> the insurance concerns
business here for an a-lvanee in their rates to
doing
s' a-on.
We Yankees Jo not begrudge the Gon- an extent which enforces an additional
burden ot
lw«* hundred dollars on one bn.-iness firm alone,
c-ta tin* -ups she has won. but believe -he was
inis is a very -eii-m- matter ami in a short time
fairly beaten by the Boston sloop and that the I u ill not only cripple and curtail the l.u-im interlatter is the best craft of the two. That seems ests now in operation hut will -trough tend t" pro
i-n
i \« nt new ventun
apital i- alway- wary
to be the English sentiment on the other side of investment where itc op meat- of -ah
ty and health
lacking, and indu-try dread- ireipii i,t lailurcthe Atlantic, also.
| are
i:i is- w at,
supply.
Tin* co-t to im- ; \pavers ,-f If :fa-t for a supply
General Jones, the !>♦ mocratle candidate for
j "i water am pa i-*r lire and donu >ti-- purposes wii,
lieutenant gov* rnor of N-w York, i- a wealth}
ho merely nominal e--t pared witii lb,
iuereasi !
scale maker.
I: goes without
tying that lie is rate- -d’insurance on account of tin w i.t «-f :,n\
suitable
mean
tn
tr-nn
-le true
a man of weight.
pr
properly
[Portland Advertiser.
lion !
lire. A p-wn l:
a gravity ,*r niodilii
When the returns are in it will be found that •rravit.vy system «• t wai, ving
work- with hydrants-m
all "i tin- principal sin is. whe is light weight.
supplied with watwith --.ill- .--i.l pressure 1
to throw w iter
:Umy of the busine-- bifd 'in. would be cla-«.
We have been * lie red a portrait of President cd ann-i.g
the lir.-t r|;t-s risks aim-ng in-urance
!
* "k
veland and ivvo box* s of pills In con-idera- I ''"M panic-, while a P-wn -applied with w ■.:«r
Hella-t i- from well- and ej-p rn- is classed as
tiou of publishing certain advertising matter. t.hir-f rale.
The -Sitlerenee between lirst ar.-l thir-l <•’
rates
As we do not need a purgative, both portrait
l- near'.v
fifty per rent annually, or cough ic a
and pills ar- deemed with thanks.
j Anity of l!.• -iz- -I li'dfa-t p, eou-tru• ! ai -upp >rt
hydram* with apa- iiy p. turni-u ample
ti-Mi agaiu-t coldly ml
1:
e
'••<!- :>*•
The Democrats of New York have nominated
Pe ed ii-.aia comparison of watet and insurance
town

small.

Thursday

and

One four months old heifer is the most promising
animal in the county. Their herd was much ad-

*■

Constitution of the Fnited States. This pamphlet is a prize 10 those interested in the study j
of character from ban •-writing.
Price tio j

was

fine animal.

Washington, Naj oeou. W« i.ii.gton, Marlborough. Prince of *raDge, Frederick. Charle- |
magne. Hannibal, .**.*ipio, and, in the speaker's
belief, the coming century would give him a
rank equal if not superior to that of Julius
C:vsar.

The Monroe lair.
The weather

provement In the stock of Waldo county, and there
are few farmers now but what have
thoroughbred
stock, or a grade at least. Walker & Littlefield,
Elmwood stock farm, Montville, exhibited some
fancy stock. Their thoroughbred imported bull
Mtsscx Boy is the only animal of that blood In Waldo countv. He Is indeed a handsome animal, and
their thoroughbred Jersey bull Dandy is another

fy

|

Fair.

The annual fair of

the

BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1885.

County Agricultural

the Waldo County Agricultural Society opened at Belfast on Tuesday, the 6th
inst. The weather was overcast and threatening
ami before night the rain came down in slight
showers. The exhibits of cattle, produce and fancy
articles were better than for some time, but the at-
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OFFICES AM) Ol-’l !< I M.I.K Fl.'S.
proies-ion moved through
Kobert W. Perry has been commissioned as p..
tw o hearses it e\eite.i the sympathy of all for those
master at Lineolnville, but the Liberty appoint
who were tl ’is doubly bereaved.
The serviee bv
metit, like that for Unity, Is said to have been ! lb
\
A
lew i• wa> very impressive and the
“hung up.” The Washington correspondent <«f ttie ;
exeellent
Mr. l>ai el M Sper
Boston douTiia! says- “There is reason to brlievr
t“ k charm
of me .services and tne pall heart rs
that the Post offirc Department has decided t
Here from Howard l.odire l-.
A. M of wnieh he
withhold

the commission

of

Mr.

KnowIPm,

at-

l>oiuted Postmaster at Liln-rty, Me., until an it
vestlgation can be had as to statements which !iav<.u
been made with regard to Ids appointment.”
II. Moody, of Liberty, and L. M. staples, of
Washington, joined the cilice-seeking squads it

w

1

uee was
while
a
>

Waldo]

that then1 will be
Belfast

have

no

t ustom

immediate change in either
House or Post
tlieo. They

resigned themselves

to

await the

one ot

the earliest members

were a

the National Capital last week..The
county patriots who have mad-' a pilgrimage to
and from Washington recently are of the opinion
the

a-

appropriate,
robed in black and placed in

hi-wife

t"\\

Corner

The tloral of]Vr-

umlaut and
was

biaek ca-ket

tin*

toui

a

a

..

dir I

apt. I.arm
hite »•a-ket,

dressed in while and

reposed in

Vinal,

resident ot

.Mr. I."t

at

(
w

an

the home of his

old

son near

Wlute's

Tuesday *f last week. His age was s:;
years.... Frankie 1 ‘auielson, youngest son of Mrs.
Lucinda l>ani« l-<on, died *t nieiuhranous croup on
Salurdav morning. He had been ailing for a week
or two
til hail not hern considered dnngerou-lv
on

good time I sick until a few hours before his death. Little
Frank, who was about 7 ears old. wa
t very
lovable, allVctionate ebtld and wa.- a l'a\orilc with

coming.\ Washington despatch to the Portland
Advertiser sa>s
“Cilv Marshal Harmon, of P.i«i
deford, is
Uidled

p

sing

Mates

ahead in the

as a

compromise candidate for

district marshal hut Kimball
race.

seems

Messrs. Clifford and Wilson

urging Kimball while Mr. Brown still backs
Mr. Brown will take Captain
Baker to the White House to-day.” ...Hon, W. M
Bust arrived home by Sunday morning’s boat.
While in Washington lie had an interview with
the President and is said to report that it was a
satisfactory one. Meanwhile his competitor for
the Belfast Collectorahip, Hon. Edw. Cushing, of
Camden, who is strongly backed for the place, is

are

Charles Baker.

not

borrowing

any trouble

on

account of Ids rival’s

pilgrimage-It is thought that the appointment of
Dr. Kilgore as Pension examiner will prejudice
Henry Kilgore’s canvass for the post ofliee in this
city. There are so many hungry and thirsty
Democrats that two < tlieos to one family will be
considered one too many. Dr. Kilgore, by the
Dr.
Democrat of very recent date
Elllngwood’s assertion that he has been sold out

way, Is

a

—

variously construed. Some think thal“$2'> put
where It would do the most good,” would have
made his term of ofliee secure, while others argue
that the trading was in '‘influence” only.
is

1

his little
funeral

mates as
was

held

primary school

well
on

as

in the homo eircle.

Mondn\

The

afternoon and the

belonged was closed m
might attend the services....
Tin* W. It. C. held a special meeting on Wednesday
afternoon of last week and were inspected b\ Mrs.
Isabella Foster of Bangor. Mrs. Foster complimented them highly on the progress which they
had made since they wen organized last May....
Mr. Noah Dearborn id Bangor is spending a few
days in town with his sister Mrs. Lord.... Mrs.
Kininotis of lludgdon visited her brolhei Mr.
to

which he

order that the children

Harrison Howes last week... .Mrs. 1. ,1. Dunham
on Tuesday ami Mrs. K. C.

returned from Mass,
A rev from N. Y.

Thursday of last week— Mr.
Southard, crayon artis ts,
and their agent Mr. D. L. Frost, are spending a
ft* w weeks in town. They ston at Mrs K. It. Lord’s.
-Mr. It. G. Campbell aim wife left on Friday’s
on

H. C. Bassett and Miss

boat for a visit to Boston-Miss Lizzie Fernahl
left for California on Monday with an excursion
parly from Bangor. She will remain with her
aunt in San Frtiielsro and attend school during the
cuming year-CapL. George Crockett took a party
down river on his yacht this week for duck shoot
lug- Among those who went were I. J. Dunham,
B. M. Mr. Walter Haley and W. W. Fogg.

~

spool

he

Locals,

mill started up

Monday.

great many of
Monroe.
A

Several

Shattuek, Pendleton, Bangor; Florida,
New York; Ilenry, Woods, Bangor.

Searsport

typhoid fever

case* ot
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Oet.fi.

Uov. L. L. ilanseom made,
last
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Capt. Frank Curtis have

arrived here this week.
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family, who have been at the
several weeks, left for New
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Mellen, of New
engine hall last
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at
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Hoi token for Bel fa-1.
Pol lam 1, 0«‘L. 2. Cleared -« b. A P. F.'mer- n.
arrived seb. A .b.
F.nierson, .la- k-*-;-vilh*. « in.
HoJgdoti, N11 NY w
Pol Town-mid, s, pt. 21.
\i ri\ .d ship l\ auiioe,
< arler, San F'ram i-«a t-»r seal'c; AA oi It. ^
i.,.
sail Fram-i.-e.
snn Pedro, Sept. 24.
Arm-; -hip Brown Bpbiothdl, Puget >ouml.
Perth Amboy, o< t 1. Arrived sell. A B. Lewis,
1- wis. New A -rk.
\ dneyard Haven, On
I
Arrived sch. A. W.
Fdii-. Ferguson, l-'.ondout for Boston.
"eat Y, "ept. j;,. And veil .-hip W. II. (lonnor, P« i,
ih ton, ami Ivantioe, Carter, san Francisco.
Pei -aeitla, t»--:
Arrived bark Kdwnrd Cu-hitig, I’ickmore, PhBa.
Jacksonville, On, :c
Arrived sch=. IVmdi-e..t,
< ruler, < hard-- Bu-ki, Patterson, Belfast.
New Haven,jo-'t 2
Arrived sen. Abraham BielHr Ison, Patiershall, Hoboken, Belfast.
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has ilie agency for the Fidelity and
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ompany.of New York, and i* now ready
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FOREIGN TOUTS.

sailed ship Levi <• Burges-.
London, «» •(. 2
Johnson, New A ork.
Arrive.! -hip Sumner B. M. ,el,
Manila, >. pt s

pivaiiums u the Monroe fair. On
from the fair, when near the head <d

’T"
mi

for

.-ne OT

Snow, and two to Eli
enough left to lake thirty.

i stock

.a

-ud

v

dohn M.

!<•

'X"ii

and 5

recent

••me

he

hols, Cardiff, be day -.
A rib- ed -eh. Fdorida, WarFMgarloui,. -.-pi j-

Nit

<'veiling.

...

2b.
Arrived bark ISratriee
Havener, ( urtis, London,
sept. be. Cleared sell
Helen (J. Moseley, Holt, Boston. Oet. 2. Arrived
-eh. James A. Parsons, Howes, Bangor.
New York, Sept. 2!L Arrived sell. Mark Pendle
ton, Pendleton, Bangor. 0<t. 1st.
Arrived -eh.
Fannie A Kdilh, Warren, Boekland; Jennie A.
Stubbs, Frankfort, on. 2. Arrived -eh. Fred «
On. 2.
Holden, Uieh, Frankfort
Arrived sch.
Stella M. Kenyon, Hahhidgc, Boston, on.
arrived -eh Deo it F’ergnsoii, B\der, Idmgor; cleared l*ark Ceorge Preat. Treat, Bio.lam ii"
on. o,
arrived -eh. F. H. II m
"mith, Nuevitasan F'rancis< -, Si pt. 2i
Arrive -hip B. p. Burk,
■».

rA M-'i.

n

!• -:

whip

a

face

Park, A oknhama.
Buenos Ayres, Aug. lb.
Armed bark Bobert
Porter, Met i-.ugh, P rt am:.
\V
Ari
bark F'.dwnrd
Sidney, N
Sept.2Kid-i.-r. Oriilin. N< w A -rk
B!" Janeiro, " pi.
>‘ii.d
hip Nancy Pendle
ton, Pern I It-ton, !’• natnbueo.

front the

steer

Rev. Theo. Gerrish Is Pastor of the Pine St.
M. E. Church, and author of “The Blue and the
Gray.” A member of his family had a severe case
of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in various

markable cures where other medicines
It cures Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Boils,

Humors, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Sick

Indigestion, General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Kidney and Liver Complaints, overcomes that tired
feeling, creates an appetite,
and builds up tlio whole system. The
“UOOD KAME AT HOME”
won by Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
unequalled in the
history of medicines. Such is its popularity in
Lowell, Mass., where it is made, that whole
neighborhoods are taking it at the same time.
l h:> success is extending ail over the
country.
Bend fora book containing statements of
many
remarkable
cures.
I
Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists.
$1 ; six for $5. Prepared hyC. I. HOOD it CO.,
Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
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•: ••-,. time
and energy P> the public good
expected frun a man naturally
O'
He wri* highly esteemed as a
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lit those
in leant of a Eall Suit or Ocercoat
wilt sure mom it by callintj on

PRIEST the TAILOR,

A

Pallet-

n,

and Mi-

have any disease arising from impure blood, no matter how
Brown’s Sarsaparilla will cure you. If noi,
money will be refunded.
vou

Pill

W, M,

I« sold

by all Druggists for $1.00;

bottles for $5.00.
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.and Elvia H 11 t, of
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'••dfa>t.

<11 Hills, Esq., John
Mary S. Mendall, both
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by the so.

In Murr.ll, (Jet. Til., Mr. V. 1mund Kenner, age.I
7" year-.
In Kockporl, Sept. 2:!, I-«»vl cardm-r, red '7 yiv,,
month, 22 days.
In Koekiaod, sept. >
N--fiie, wife *’f Deforest
•, 11 tut,
li’ tinej, formerly "1 Isle
ged 22 years.
In Bockland. s.-pt 2b. Henrietta \., wifeof Chn~.
Mason, aged f.*) years, 2 month-, l*1 d.avs.
in Koekland, "ept.
ctiarles Michaels, a nativ<

.•severance

few

A

since

a

"ecoieii.g trigiucued for some **AUse left
and ••nine into the village ami flew
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iiw.ru in
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vva*

upper hall, consisting
ers and other embroid-

1

<•

ordinary, e.vvptlng tiic nables, which
-iandard

..

were

.Considerableanxiety

is

I'R.tC A'ollamore, aged !- veal
In Bar liar* »r, >ept.
Katie K. Norton, ol
Koeklan 1. aged Ir rears, :* months.
In Deer I-de, s.-pt. 1-, Arthur <
Cross, aged 10
years, * month-. 1 d. ;
lu Bar Harbor, 'sept
\ihcrt
t, Ira lh r\,
I and Lettie \ lliggitm. aged 2 y. ir-,
month-.
In Aina, sep-t. 1.;, Mrs. 1’iie!" I* an, formerly of
l.ineolnviile, aged 70 years.
in Lil-worlh. Sept. 20, Clinton, son of Zalman
Carland, aged year. -I months and o day.-.
In Kilsworth, Sept 2-, Mr. Win. Somerhy, aged
S2 years and n months-

I
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their

only opening the eyes of their Customers but
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Larrabcc of this

town

raised from

*ity pounds of oats forty bushels thresher's measr<. Mis.' Lulu Nickerson closed her school in
hi'. Nu. ;»,(>(•[. ;{(|. Miss Nickerson’s large experience in

teaching, combined with energy, renders
her a profitable teacher.
Mabel Billings, Nettie
II mi lion, Alice Hamilton, Nellie K.
Tripp, Percy
I. Nickerson, Clifton I Cunningham, mid Lincoln
Hamilton wen* not absent during the term.. .Miss
< arric (, Nickerson has arrived
home, having fini-iicd the fall term of school at Evans Corner, Waldo-small & Harris are building a school house
in di'. No. ii..Mrs. Jane Nickerson is painting,
papering and otherwise improving her buildings
William Clement* is moving into the Permit P
zanders house, his son Charles having recently
bought the farm.John S. Morrill is building a
shed connecting his house and barn_Sumner I).
—

Greeley and wife

were

in

HEAD

success

idends be declared often,

town

last week for

a

few

I
I
!

Ache they would b>-almostpric< less t.» those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and tin>so
who once try them will find these little ills valuable in so many ways that they will not ne Willing
But after all 6iek head
to do without them.

ACHE

fs the bane of so many lives that here is where we
make- our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They ore strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Bold
use them.
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

The Finest Goods!
The Lowest Prices!
-AT-

4

44

150,

purchased

lyrllnrm

days. Ike Mason visited Boston last week and
took in the "Battle of Gettysburg," three theatres,
made fifteen visits, including one to Lowell and
one to Salem, went on a tour of inspection of the
Parker’s Tonic kept In a home Is a sentinel to
city, and says bis pocket book is flatter than when I keep sickness out. Used discreetly it keeps the
he found it at Howes store-Mrs. Wm. W. Fowl- j blood pure, and the stomach, liver and kidneys In
working order. Coughs and colds vanish before it.
er of Brewer, Maine, is in town, the guest of A. J. ;
I It builds up the health.
‘‘I sell large quantities of Parker’s Tonic in my
Harrlman
and
wife of PassaPhillips.Henry
i
store. Among
my customers, a doctor, has
dumkeag, arc making their friends in town a call. 1 drug
been prescribing it for the past two years. He was
i nearly dead himself, ami tried every remedy known
| to ids profession, without any relief. After he had
used four bottles of Parker’s Tonic he liegan to
5=»H1R NEWS.
1j
grow in flesh, and the Improvement in his health
| was absolutely wonderful. He now recommends it
PORT or BELFAST.
: to everyone.”—I. E. Harrow, Calumet Ave. Phar| macy, 113 Twenty-ninth Street, Chicago, 111.
ARRIVED.

Profit for

Sch. P. Ha/.eltlne, French, Stockton.
>c.c
Get.-'*. Sehs. E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston;
Janies Holmes, Byau, Boston; J. c. Harding,
Ntrout, Boston.
Oct. 7. Schs. Welaka, Cottrell, Bangor: George

Everybody.

Parker’s

Tonic

[Prepared by Hlscox A Co., N. Y.]
Sold by all Druggists in large bottles at One DolImilnrm

a

S

Masonic
lii-lfa.-t,

t)<-t.

33 J.3

To Mate Room for HoliSay Roods.

Main

Street,

CLOAK DEPT.
hove

roinjdete

ii

line of

.tinI our jirie.es ire yuarantee in Inns LOW as ran he found in
the State.
ls,Sa— II

ST

Bank.

Savings

4.

FAUMCE, President..
JOHN H. QF!Mlt Y, Treasurer.

Styles

Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods,

HATS, CAPS, CLOVES, HORSE BLANKETS, ROBES, Sc.
find just

what yon want at the

price

MARK

are

HEEOW COMPETITION.

ANDREWS,

II

PhtKnix

FASHIONABLE

$999,539.69
Deposits draw Interest from the first of March,
and
December.
June, .September
Dividends arc paid in June ami December.

Rate of the last two dividends 4 per cent, per

annum.

RICHARDS, Bank Examiner.

STATEMENT OF THE LIABILITIES AND KKSOUUEN

HOUSE.

Non-Resident Taxes in the town of Scarsmout, in the County of Waldo, for the year 1SS4.
"f
Tllh
f"l'"'ylV-1'.int
';n.to
I year
lss4. to bills commuted

”'r,K-rs

...

(To

Rich Jewelry and Silver Ware

;

jo

*>30*00

ii.60

..

For

Searsport Savings

Bank,

SEARSPORT, OCT. 2, 1885.
PENDLETON, President.
C/IAS. E. GOIIDON, Treasurer.

Rent.

”,

-JOo'.oo

a'-is

Deposits.

Reserved Fund.

Profits.

Corrected

By

<’.

ii.

i’KJCE

CURRENT.

Weekly for the .Journal.

/'rodnr*• Market.
/’rices Paid Producers.
25140 Maytf't'oi,
Apples
hush,
12.0o81.">.oo
dried W ft-,
4 ft 5 Hides lb lb,
5‘-jq(i
Reans,pea,t hu, 1 .."*(> 1 -0<» Lamb^tb,
7 ii s
J.l0<U-50 Lamb Skins,
medium,
r»o^70
Mutton
yellow-eyes,1.403).5(i
lb,
.r)a«
Rutter V lb,
|(>§20 Oats W bush,
38843

Reef*'*),

Rrirh-.y

4f hush,
Cheese IP th,

Chicken

fb,

Calf .-Skins
Ruck if lb,

IT

Fg^s

doz.,

Fowl V fc,
<.64»e ^ Ml,

lb,

KNITTING

saugknt, No. 8, Main Street.

*153,693.™
RESOURCES.

Corporation Stock.

Loans on Mortgages of Real Plstate.
Other Loans.
Cash on hand and on deposit.
Expense account.
Premium account.
Foreclosure account.

(I39
05375
7 39
14 310
10311

OsO
19

10312
030
Uetau

Potatoes,
358-tO
Itouml Hog t? n,,
r»1 §(5
straw
Ion, O.OO98.OO
Turkey V lb,
0<j0
Veal 4? tb,
iia;
Wool, washed tv lb, 11 923
Wool, unwashed tl> IS920
4.00a5.no
Wool, hard,
3.00 8 3.50
Wool, so ft,

Market.

ao
IseeF, corne<i, ^ j>,
Butter .Salt, ¥ box,
20
Corn W bush,
C2
Cracked Corn Q bush, 02
02
Corn Meal V bush,
Cheese W lt»,
10 512
1.50
Cotton Seed V cwt,

Lime -V bbl,
1.0541.10
Oat Meal 4K 11),
459
Onions $MI>,
Ip., 34
Oil,Kero8ene *K ual 12 415
Pollock 4K It),
.4«:{>i
Pork & lb,
S3!)
Plaster ■tf’bbl,
1.00
Codllsh, dry,
4
11>, 4{j.'da Uye Meal IK lb,
1.10
Cranberries, 4r‘ qt,
7§s Shorts IK evvt,
Clover Seed ¥ 11»,
12 a IS Sugar IK lb
0g7^
Flour V bbl,
40
;;.50£(1.75 Salt, T. 1.,^ bush,
II. U. Seed if bu, 2.15 £2.25 8. Potatoes
lb,
244
I.ard ¥ *>,
9£10 Wheat Meal V !b,

Selling

very low.

CHILDREN'S
Selling
r\ow

Millinoi-y.

less

Very

COLORS,

Great reduction in

COTTON
cost to close out.

Hunt

low

HOSE!

prices

and new and handsome

MAIN

WAGE

STREET.

I..

WORKERS!

rPHK best book for keeping accounts of labor ami
A wages between employers and persons employed is published and for sale by JOHN .S. FKItN A LI),
Belfast, Me. Workman** book, (one man one year)
15 rts.; Foreman’* book, 100 page*, 50 cl*. Sent
by mail on receipt of price, or for sale at the bookstores.
3w39*

Wanted..
A strong, capable girl who is a good cook and
JY washer and ironer to do the work for a family
of 7 persons.
Hood wages paid. Address P. (>.
box 298.
Belfast, Sept. 10,1885—tf37

|

Gold

10.

on.

1

lsin

large stork of

101.73
233.00

Securities are kept in a safe deposit vault in Belfast.
FRED E RICHARDS, Bank Examiner.

For

Snl

n.

a

opening at

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE.

in this section of the State.

W.

BURKETT

exhibition the

on

a

liberal

largest

assortment of

RICH DRESS ROODS!

Temple.

Kver

into this

brought

French Novelties, Persian

of

city, con-isting

Suitings, Tricots, Bison

Twills, Billiard Cloths, Camels Hair,

Home-

English Diagonals, Canvas Cloths,
Corderettes and Cougleterres.

What fi minor would very properly term
“surface indications” of what is beneath,
are^ the Pimples, Sties, Soro Eyes,
Hoils, and Cutaneous Eruptions with
which people arc annoyed in spring and
early summer. The effete matter accumulated during the winter months, now
makes its presence felt, through Nature’s
endeavors to expel it from the system.
\\ hile it remains, it is a poison that festers
in the Mood and may develop into Scrofula. This condition causes derangement
of the digestive and assimilatory organs,
with a feeling of enervation, languor, and
weariness—often lightly spoken of as “only
spring fever.” These "arc evidences that
Nature is not able, unaided, to throw off
the corrupt atoms which weaken the. vital
forces. To regain health. Nature mud bo
aided by a thorough blood-purifving medicine; and nothing else is so effective as

Underwear
Underwear

real, lasting good.”

Magnificent bargains

in this De-

Do not tail to examine tlvui.

BLANKET DEPT.
3 CASES OF WHITE BLANKETS >’»>Tht
the manufacturers at one-half their real

subject

to

slight imperfection

a

perfect.

We shall

& Co., Lowell, Mass.
Druggists: Trice $1;

Ayer

Sold by all

i.

CEO. W. BURKETT’S

are

PREPARED BY

just purchase
partment.

Ayers Sarsaparilla,
which is sufficiently powerful to expel
from the system even the taiul of Hereditary Scrofula.
The medical profession indorse Ayer's
Sarsaparilla, and many attestations of
the cures effected by it come from all parts
of the world.
Jt is, in the language of
the Hon. Francis Jewett, ex-State Senator of Massachusetts and ex-May or of
Lowell, “the only preparation that does

Dept.

$2000 worth of Ladies, Gents &, Children's

in

weaving,

offer them at

LOW

v,

lue.

These

goods

of
are

but in many instances

IVURACULOUS
PRICE.
a

t>ix bottles for $5,

Millinery!

CEO. W. BURKETT’S

(JarpeD & CUrtaInj DUD

Miss A. F.Southworth
He turns from market this week with

LARGE

VERY

a

STOCK

Our Fall

have been received.

Carpetings

We sell

-OF-

Hats, Bonnets & Millinery in General.
I.adies
fore

wanting Millinery will do well
purchasing.

F.

A.

to

SIX FRAME SCOTCH BRUSSELS

call be-

SOUTHWOHTII,

At

Main Street,

Over Caldwell & Clements’
Belfast, Sept. IT. ISST..—ttSS

45C.

DANCING SCHOOL. Handsome
The subscriber having taught a successful school
of Dancing in Belfast the present season, will open
a class of ADI' LTS at

Pierce's Parlor Theatre, Belfast,
Flint a v /; n:\i\o, oft. wtn,
and

a

class for Juveniles at

Saturday

Morning,

same

place,

Oct.

TERMS MODERATE.

All Wool

city

at

§2 |-2c.

Carpetings at 2.k Per Vd.

Carpetings at (52 i-2r. IVr Yd.

Lowell Extra

Catarrh

the

ill 70c. Per Yd.

Superfine

—-on

11. C. RANKIN.
Belfast, Oct. 1, l^sr>.—40

Cleanses

'Sold in this

yard.

on

17th.

I shall teach the very latest styles in PLAIN and
FANCY DANCING, •''pending most of the time on
Saratoga Lancers, Mtnuett ( <»urt Quadrille, Waltz,
Schottische, Galop, Polka, Newport, York, Ac.

BALM

l,er

Bookstore.

hand-

Mm Tapestries, Brussels, Velvet Carpetings, k

A BAY IIOKSK ten
years old, good roadster,
kind and safe in anv

place.

A

good

Head.
I n flam

Allays
m a

t

i

Curtains !

o n

Heals the Sores.

family I

nurse.
.\ uounaru pattern top ouggy, maue to order at Merrlmae, Mass., last spring, cane sear., very
easy and roomy. Has been run but a few times
and is as good ns new. A very light open buggy,
low priced. Also a low priced single harness. Must
be sold before the 15th of October. Inquire of
E. I). HURD* Brooks House.
Belfast, Oct. 6,1885.—Iw41*

PARKER’S

Solid C-old, Flail & Engraved Baiu
now

125.00

3,076.lu

styles.

stones, with

of de-

elegance

num.

Restores

the

Senses

of Taste,

Smell,

Hearing.

A Quick Relief.

300
__

HAY-FEVER

A Positive Cure.
A particle is applied into each nostril and is agreeable to use. Price 50 cents bv mail or at Druggists.
Send for circular. ELY BROTHERS, Druggists,
Owego, N. Y.
Iyr41

HAIR BALSAM

PERFECTED

popular favorite for dressing
the hair, Restoring color when
gray, ar.d preventing Dandruff.
It cleanses the scalp, stops the
hair falling, and Is sure to please.

Hades and Ere Glasses.

the

Finger Rings I
hraulirul

of lit and

CEO. W. BURKETT’S

*153,693.65

MuoCARTHY,

Set with choice and

100.00

17,939.00
26,049.5s
25,475.00
10,880.00
9,000.On
6,284.00
12,698.49
17,334.94
5,796.81

Deposits draw interest from the first of each
month except March, April, Sept, and Oct.
Dividends are paid in May ami November.
Rate of the last two dividends 4 per cent, per an-

MENS’ MATS A CAES. CROCKERY & GRASS WARE.
RAMI’S it1 ERO WER ROTS selling cheap at
«tl

13,000 00

Safe..

1

YARNS ALL

*147,359.56
3,700 00
2,634.09

Dist. of Columbia Bonds.*
State of Maine Bonds..
County Bonds of other States.
City Bom is of other States.
Railroad Bonds.
Bant Stock.
Corporation Bonds.

Searamont.5®

BELFAST

hope for

A. P. MANSFIELD,

11

Row.

CLOTHINC

equaled

Will have

$999,539.69

JAMES G.

cannot he

perfection

one

share of patronage.

OF

you can afford to pay by
our NEW STOCK is
adapted to the wants

catling at our store, for
of alt und oar prices

,,

ed of us, and

18.58
9,754.77

RESOURCES.
I'nited stales Bonds.$ 25,000.00
City and Town Bonds of Maine. 2O,30(M)u
City Bonds of other States... 39,000 00
Railroad Bonds. 180,000.00
Railroad Stock.
12,700.00
Bank Stock.
37,100.00
Corporation Bonds... 44,700 oo
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate. 78,253.00
Other Loans.
473,017.05
Real Estate.
14,500.00
Cash on hand and on deposit. 62,417.91
350.OS
Expense account.
Premium account.
12,200.75

FRED E.

For

CEO.

ing.

Deposits.$979,7(16.34
Reserved Fund.
10,000.00

-OF-

variety.

endless

sign they

UNDERWEAR before|purchas-

Dr. J. C.

LIABILITIES.

Belfast.

an

inspect

Temple.

BELFAST, OCT. 3, 1885.

Co.,

Latest Fall db "Winter

Hiram Chase & Son

to call and

in

to her

Surface Indications

Belfast

Erery Man, Hoy and Child in this community with anything they can
possibly need in the wag of CLOTHING from our targe and
complete stock of

You can

in

1, 1 S"'.r>. -40

GARMENTS.

WE CAN SUPPLY
Ready

quoted

spuns,

from the manufacturers

and shall sell them at

Garments, Newmarkets, Russian
Circulars, Silk Plush Garments, &c.,

LADIES and CHILDREN’S

I»fita.st,

BLANKETS! Ladies, Bisses and Clildren’s

slight imperfection,

Persian

prices LOWER

before

ever

Masonic

1.25
2.00

in the town of Scarsmout for the
ALltlON ft. t LhMKN I, Collector of .said
town, on the nineteenth
day of duly, 1884. has been returned to me ny Inin as remainimr unpaid on the 8tli day of July, 18SS Inins eorlifli aie of that date, ami now remains unpaid; amt notice is
herein-(riven that If the said taxes
ami interest and charges are mil paid in the liensury of the said town within
eighteen mouths from the
dale of commitment of the said hills, so much or the real estate taxed as will he sufficient to
pay the
."id due therefor, ineliidinir interest and charges, will without further
notice, he sold at public auction
at the Selectmen’s ollicc, in said town, on the 1:1th day of
February, 1886, at ten o’clock A. m.
Kanire. Lot. Acres.
Value.
Tnx.
Dean, Jeremiah, Rulhngham. •»«,
>4
4; 7000
«i in
With their large stock of
Drown, Denj near Woodman’s mills.
40
io»i*i»n
9 nKims?, Edward, adjoining A. I*. Ural’s. •*!>
1
27
On
Vs
(iushee, S. .J., adjoining R. Maddorks.
;UH) (0
\ 62
Lushee, 8. Jpart of Hiram Keen place.
2<>
‘MM) no
1 os
Fowles, Samuel, Woodman’s mill lot.
will "ii'er terms lower than at nnv other house for
lr)0 00
1
Joslyn, Serena, Mrs., near land of I. A. Marriner.
the NEXT TIJIHTY DAYS.
2n
‘27r>.oo
4 51
James <11, Emma, Mrs., adjoining Ilezckiaii Fuller’s place*.
;io
•{ -7
II.
M..
A.
U.
** PLEASE CALL A\'L> GET PRICES -£«r
adjoining
Meservev.
Longfellow,
80
tWfhOO
Lcvenselh-r, F rank, near Lineolnville line..
75
:{;Vi no
•{ sm
Belfast, Oct. 8, 1885.— II
Mason, War<l, Rnlfingham meadow.
24
5(H) 00
S M)
Dottle, Joseph, estate, adjoining (jieo. itandall’s land
’j
50 00
55
Dea*e, Miles, adjoining Belmont line.
540 00
0 35
»
Thompson, Charles, Rnftingham meadow.
•><)
On (H)
’<>*
Stover, Jacob, one-half Bipley mill..
^ mill.
TO A FA HM EH AN ISLAND FA KM, with good 1 Stubbs. Deter, near South Montvllle.
42
500 00
550
I
buildings thereon. To the light, man a rare i Shepherd, J. S., or unknown.
11
70 00
1 15
opportunity. For terms, etc., apply to
Woodman, Russell, Lot, Davis Woodman lot
12o
400.00
0.
;5\v-41
J. C. NICKELS, searsport, Me.
Scarsmout, Oct. 7,1886.—3w41
OTIS D. WILSON, Treasurer of

pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

PRICES!

IN

Headache,yet < 'arter sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
w!s
b
if
Even
and regulate the
they only cured

(

1SS~>.

following is the programme:
Thorough Teaching—Essay by Fred II. Nick-

tion to our line of WHITE and

MONEY for all goods purchas-

Foreclosure Account.
Protits.

at

Great Reduction

SICK

recently

-••ntructed with J. B. Hamilton for

-l

to

Comprising Stylisli

the FULL VALUE OF THEIR

LIABILITIES.

Fick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious Plan- of the system, such as Dizziness. Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after e ating,
Pain in the Side. Ac.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

a n.arn 42xf*o.
The limber is being
imningliam Bros, mill-Mr. Fred II., a
id'i-r oi iii< firm of Cunningham Bros., has
a
partnership for life with Miss Sadie
-in
of Monroe, Me.
The firm starts under

"U to

L00,

H. A. Starrett &

ASSOCIATION

—

PI±L$,

Mon lay, while olT White Head saw
iisnoicd, rudder broken, leaking nadly,
prove, : > be the Borneo of Bangor with two
*i
u
U was blowing fresh awl the cap
tii- disabled wssel succeeded In leaving the
n
Id- boat an I was rescued by <
apt. p.
until
w.t
Hu
not able to get into the boat,

wm

44

300 Prs, of White Wool Blankets,

ISTo.

on, >vunville.
Teaching Exercise in Orography—Miss Lucia
I lacked, < 'astine.
-x-hool Festivals—Frank o. Dolin', < astine.
Temperance Instruction Hon. N. A. I.uce,
Mate Superintendent.
Professional Hem ling—Essay by Prof. F. W.
Fo-ter, < lastin'*.
What tnay be Taught Outside of 'I'ext-Hooka—
Eli/.abeth I». Moore. Monroe.
7. E^say--By Win. 15. Hich, Belfast High School.
8.
>dio.d Hygiene—A. t.. Young, M. D., Sec’y.
Man- Board of Health.
N B. Teacher?' arc by law authorized to suspend
tin ir schools t«> attend this meeting without loss of
mi i: entertainment.
pav
PEU OHDKH EX. COMMITTEE.

c--.

I

Largest

Line!

44

County

20 and 21.

Oct.

Prices from $8.00 to $75.00 Each,

care.

44

II

For which the

1IVER

"iinday last, the Bov.

m

44

50c.
50c.
50c.
50c.
50c.
50c.
50c
50c.
50c.

AS.I

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,

special

advantage

.50, worth 75
Ladies’ XTndervests, .50,
75
Colored Blankets,
1.00
.65,

“SilverGrey

31 O N U O TC

i'ting the

'•

-FOR-

The

Customers in need of anythin*’* in this
pei cent* discount.
line should call and examine before
purchasing elsewhere,

meeting

NEW and ATTRAC-

are

We intend to give every

will offer for

2 Bdl. 44 Sateene Remnants
2 ?r. of Ladies’ Wool Hose,

popular widths, and
that trill please.

s,

each

Every Lady will find it

Yourselves & Boys!

of

to DAYS ONLY:

subject

Will hold its next annual

«*v\• -ion some

.•>>

<M.

to

Belfast.

not

;ire

Co.’s

EDUCATIONAL

1.

brig Keystone of New Y -rk,
45 day*, -die was c.mi“. Capt. Charles W.
Hutchinson, a son <*f
1. II .i' hins.Mi
f this town-oc.h. Henry
apt. Cox, >f this place, arrived from
1

Buy

H

The Waldo

.'.

al

11.-, rug.', table »*<,\
ail <>' which w ere v el lent in design
I’..'
•:
>f 1H< si<.ek was small and

a

t'

n

iace

j

There was
\egi’iab;#*- and trait in tin* lower

■

■>

iown

liot.i-l,

our

goods belonging

our

l

prices

department of

We would call special atten-

Such

Belfast, Oil.

in nil the

be

will be sold at

(IMMENSEt^i^TITIESXFORYSPOf^flSifl

We have

M

cannot

COLORED BLANKETS, which

:?*.

-IN

RARE

some

stock the

with

Low Prices?

BLANKETS!

Finland, aged do car'.
In Koekland, Sept. 2*1, M:
Mitchell
Lli/.nbeth
aged 7n years, <> months, 2i days.
In Washington, ><-pt 2‘d ft. Augusta, wife of

rr-igued.

'I In- C.istinc (iraii.'t h air
\\ < astlncon Wedee-day.

w’!M.

1

f ihi-

In every

MCDONALD,

AV Ff,I>.

NEW DEPARTURE

111

stylish,

duplicated.

..

iV

also

short time and

a

than

Because

m-v

Prices.

new and

buy

BARGAINS which will only last

Fall & Winter

IH-.Mi: Al’.LE Ml API*:S in

l

to

wishing

TIVE and have been selected

4

Mil

aii

including

paid to lil-

Masonic Temple, BellaNt.

cumti.i:ri-: i.im: ,.r

,i

<

uni;*1

r

a

•-

E.

of

that which is

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry cleaned and repaira workmanlike manner as low as the lowest.

H

THURSDAY, Oct. 8th,

to meet the ap-

hardly fail

proval

down will continue until further notice.

>

"•

1

p

SHALL OPEN ON

GOODS will be shown, which

Eye Glasses,

Particular attention
ting eyes.

A NEW

and DESIRABLE line of DRESS

Fine assortment of

ever.

WE

call atten-

respectfully

and WINTER GOODS.

1 buy my goods for CASH and get the bottom
prices, and I propose to give my customers the
benellt of it. All goods warranted.
This mark

i»

10 Lbs. of Nice Cotton Batting
for
“
“
“
12 Yds.
Print Remnants
44
“
10 “
Best Quality Print
New & Stylish Millinery
“
9 44
Best Quality Indigo Print “
44
44
44
8
Cotton Flannel
FELTS and FRAMES,
44
4‘
8 44
White Flannel
VELVETS,
5
Mice Quality, 44
Grey
Flannel,
“
Plushes. Laces, Fancy Feathers, 12 44
“
Cotton Cloth

>

o

on

can

&

G. W.' lurketfs

tion to his NEW LINE of FALL

especially for me, which I shall sell very

lower tlmn

FALL 4 WINTER.

■

•

One Gross Nickle Alarm Clocks,

Spectacles

-t-

prices:

Would

low.

|

a

WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.

ARA

of the

some

Northport.

'•

1

that

WARE.

Unger’s No. 12 Medium Knives, $3.00, former price
$3.75.
Tea Spoons, per set.
$1.15,
$1.40.
Table Spoons, per pair,$1.15,
$1.40.
Desert
$ .SO,
$1.00.
Medium Porks,per do/. $4.75,
$0.00.
«
Desert
$4.25,
$5.50.

made

PRIEST, Proprietor,

••

1

sure

2w40

IS<?lfnst, < ><*t. s. 1SS3.—41 tf

111—«—

i i. Seal -i
dev. I.. L. ilau
I, < »•
u
-i
...
ant":
frien i- and I It .cgland. Mr. Arthur < !!!hird and M;-- N. d,.r>
W alker. both oi m ar-poi i.
m
-umption and was
.»
Il
1
Mv-kei
ar.-| ort, on ;ib. .y Rev. (
•'
*
lighter of Mr. | lames II s.ia 111»■ •, of \V rent ham, Mass. ,:u;,! 11 -k
B* nuett, oj >toekton.
M
-.v ,Thiel \\ r-.i I.
In >o. Tmuua-ion. On 4tb, by Rev. >. M. Dui
Mi tie
<f tt» latlte ! ton, Elisha S. Alien ted \ inle P. Bradhiirv, hoth
f
"(>. Tbomaston.
■’ i
a A. .M.
t '•aiurdav » renin g
In Union, Sept.
Y K:p: k Bun -, of Boston, am
•mi;tli (r- w --n
lected f«*r tin* ensuing
ora, only daughter of Elisha Mero, of Union.
N- i»
1: Deer lsie, Sept, gt .l"lm F. lb ..bins an 1 Lucy
■. W ,\l
B. Uip.i
>.
w
I. Wood, both of Deer 1-le.
is P \\
Ti as.. A. L.
lu Rockland, sepL. in, Woostei <iiiiin and Mrs.
H"tii«-i
Wentworth, s. i> : N< ie E. Kaler, both of Ro- klan 1.
In Warren, sept. Y, vah- \
WeaoT and Zellic
<•
.1
Ii
fhe
Hirers are to be
M daughter t A. M. J o." -on, ,-j
.oih of War
<1
ii *»tfnrda>
evening, Oet. ITtii,
ren.
w>']
i lie*' b\ our new land*
In Ellsworth. •>ept. *2:i. Mr. \ >m
P 1- lazier la
Miss Myra E. W.
>i I. swopiii.
Ne\ *”i -. "i
M
io..,i per
a pie-Mr.
In Ellawortl >• pi. gu, Mr. Edward R. Card and
B;
f
vthrow
from iiis carriage one
Mis- Mary A Treworthy, i*otii : Ellsworth.
week
.-it —c-aped wilii slight bruises.
; :t.'■
f two miles w ithout an.'
Tec heavy thunder shower ••• Saturday
VDI c_ U.

•*

serious, you may be

Look at

Brown’s Sarsaparilla

At 3 Phoenix Row,

VIJI>.

il. It.:.-

in

rr

at/

anil colors, -which will
he niailc to order at the LOWEST

MARRIED.

s«t-

If

SILVER

I

OVERCOATINGS
in

dohn

e

well

man.

SUITINGS,

ALSO-

>

of Be
the

at

ai rr

in

V

M

f«g-

visit

r,,

v. tin- oi-. n-st

a

!

••

Wi

i"'

'ii'

Moreiau

n

k

Haiti* Hie.

a

•.

i•

a

-and-

general debility. Have tried many remedies, and
I am free to
at l ist bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
say, that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
best tiling for purifying the blood known.”

1835-6.

«•

iiiford ami wife, of SPwkton,
vi-:; p> tjicir laughter. tin

"••rg-

um-i--

'•

Monday.

home

come

longtime,

a

Coo&s!

—

Mice

La

i-s

mam*

of

Rett

r*.

<

should

for

consistiny oj'

Editor JuritSA!
! '•a-e p-rmil nw Brough
tie* medium of your pa »> r lo a —
my friend-,
"'hose generosity prompted them to pi*.
m
i 11' tin- p Undid St ng ic
i'! m. W'i
V
cf :n
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m
•II
m,-.,.- ,f
-■, ha!
nieciaje
their kindness and will <-u !
o
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-i oi
mine -nali they ever ha*
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l-ltiiig {'apt Win. I>.
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SPECIAL NOTICES

Friday
Sharon, and Miss
arc visiting at

sea

Wales, Clods, Jewelry,

Pickering

had,” said Mr Johnson,

Which showed itself in my stomach and mouth
and I had a feeling which I can host describe as

anything h ever had
few days ago h bought, a

and said he

“I have

humor about

New Fall & winter Goofls!

Market.

‘*—****WM^——i—^o

camp
o.-t. 9th

1

large supply

ANSFIELD,
Ma.

Jeweler,

Oct, 8, 1885.—4ltf

the

to

at a

otl

were in town

M

,V1*

r,

-‘klinc. Mass
Marsha! A

1

oil

cvcursion

present

New

1
t

..*

*•" k

to oc

of Auburn,

lost

:m

oi

nnd

ogiis,

I -.-i

.Johnson has recciv-

i.

Burnside

in
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Boston, o«-t. Yth.
Bi n i.u—There wa- a steadier tom* in the butter
market yesterday, i.u demand continued light, and
no decided improvement can t»«• reported. \ rtheni
extra creamery was -p oted at 23 cent-, and Western
extra at 11 cent- per pound,
single lots sold at 24
lo 2.') iviib; good to oh'>i'v creamery 2> to2l •.!,!Fine Vermont dairy rules- at 21 to 22 cents, and
Low grade- dull
g« .id to choice at l' lo jo cents.
and nominal.
ritKKSi.—( liec-e 'piiei at
to 1P-2 <*oi11
In
N• »rth'-ri! extra-, am:
lo Pla nts for good to «-i,««i« e
E<.-.- F.gg- firm, with sales of Eastern extra22 to 22L
cm-. \cw York and \- rmont 2. to 22
••Mi-. Prim e Edward Island at 21 to 21 .. cents,
am! ranailian 2P
to 21 cents per d /en.
pi »i \ |i.i> -potatoes were ea-ier. with sales of
Hoi, ion ro-e ai t- cents, and Ii< l.rom- at Yu cents
ijsiii i. Other Eastern rose soid m iy emits,
per
and Northern at YY to 40 cents.

its most useful
It is therefore

Square, Bangor.

than

more
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ed In

development.

lingly upright and honorable man, a
and a public spirited citizen. He
of ..rgani/ers of m.- Vancouver Board
n« c
g*i‘

«

to hare the HIVST
LIVCTKb STOCK of

Woolen

>
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a wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on

GRAND RUSH

actually be-

lias decided to open hostilities by making a GREAT
REDUCTION in his goods, comprising

*

BrOWll’S ScLPSclTOcir^ lls#
and it helped him
\\ hen he went to

Watchmaker and

BrOWHl’S SS.T'Sfl.'D'irillcl

l.vi-2

claim

<

obituary notice:

*'W

Mis' 1 1

name.

l>ogan the use of Brown’s SarsaMr. Curtis authorizes the use of his
lie is in better health than for years. He says

i“j.

Norfolk, ."ept •_>;> A -l.-ainei
been -i-nt
the
assistance of sen AdaF AAdiiii.ey, ashore near Life
station No.
\
ontract has been made to 11
tt
and bring la
hi
t«> Norfolk.
Nagasaki,", pt. 2b. t apL. Nickels, of barque ( a-!i
mere, wrecked, was p.-t witii ti.r
I.
Steam-seh. Maynard Manner, ol Boeklaml, Cape
Dyer, from Maracaibo for Boston, out Into N<- v
11
"he pro
]» >rt 2-Ah short of provisions and
cee.leil mh.
New York, "epl.
Sch. F'. L. «»regory, from
Boekland, while discharging Inm i".<k lire ami hi;
t-. be closed up.
She u ns Cm ed lo City Islan
F icEKHITS. From snow A Burge--’*F reigb; cirr*dar, New York, Oct. b. we learn tuat there is but
liitie change from !a=t week. Tin Lumber trade t.>
the Bivcr Plate keeps up remarkably well, with the
business completed at about former rates. To the
West Indies n fair demand prevail-for tonnage to
load general cargo, but Hie rate- current indicate
m» improvement
on
the recent past
Constwi-e
Lumbi r rate- ronlinue firm, w in. a moderate bu-i
m ss reported
Colliers eoniinue to find employment, but rates snow no further improvement; the
prospects, however, are favorable for an oari\
advance. The foil., wing are local charterSehr.
Jessie Lena, boo.M. I.umber, from Kings Ferrv to
New York,
.'mi; "eh. F'auuie A. fbtrbam,21f M
Lumber, from Jacksonville t., N--w A ork, private
term.-, ."ch. Stella M Kenyon, -bjo tons, irnii AA
bawkeiito Bo-ton, C al.boeeul.VEsSI.I Own. Us' v\P< \Tf.\iNs* A "Si>« | a I I« »N.
A in.-cling of the
ominissioners of coasting trad
'd AY--el owners' and Captains' Association whs
held at A-ning's Hotel, Cordon, Thursday. Ve-sels
to the number of .’,42. having it tonmige of 47b,2.Ao
ton- c..a» cai acity, have beeti pledged to the association ny their owners and masters. Allowing
twelve trips cadi year, it giv- a earning capacity
of more, thou si\ million tons. The gentlemen composing the commission are < baric- a. Pettit, Philadelphia, President: Frank D. Pettit, New York,
Seer* t'.rv, 1 noma- M. Bartlett. N'.-w A ork;
Ilenry
Milton, New i laven M-: b Tboina-, I'annton; Henrv
Lord, Bangor. A form of bill ot lading w a-adopted for the a-socialioi
winch is to be copyrighted
and -ubmitted at the general meeting. l’i i- proposed that it go into eil'- et January 1-t next. The
genera! meeting of the \e-se! owner- ot the as-oeiation will lie called at Boston at an earlv date.

a n /ht lu -mess for him.
lie has
ind lifn* mattresses for every bed
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Washington.

races at

pari 11a.

“a canker

lvral
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en

Headache]

of war, but war has
gun In Belfast.

ceeded when he

There was in that town an acquaintance of his
whose vocation was that of a sailor. From eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor
hair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one bottle

fail.

rumors

h. e. McDonald,

Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and ouly suc-

Mu. G. A. Pakciier, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a
drug store

I’imples,

Ami

Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and
shoe dealer in Banger, had trouble with Canker in

ways to get relief, at last bought Brown’s Sarsa"
parilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish will eip
dorsc the above.

It is prepared from Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock,
Cherry Bark, Hpsisscwa, Mandrake, Dandelion,
and other well-known vegetable remedies. Tbe
combination, proportion, and preparation aro
peculiar to Hood's Sarsaparilla, and effect re-

Philadelphia, Sept.

has reduced that

re

TORTS.

Jacksonville.

Is left

are

In

war

and

ii

II1

frequently Se.irsport

spending their
Washington.

at

ti

eleven
M’

N

Itoston paper.*/

Fi-li and wife

c.

..f two

.i.

Springs,

slowing recovering.

1*

)

Means health ami happiness; bad blood means Scrofula,
Canker, Blotches, Salt Rheum, Cancer,
Pimples, Boils, I.leers, Tumors, Black Heads and various other difficulties
which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.

Mobile, Sept. *2S. In port -eh. Fiorenee Leland
Adams, New York.
Fcrnandlna, Oet. 2. Arrived sell. Sarah L. Davis,
Kneeland, Belfa-L.
Arrived sell. H. J. Cottrell.
Noifolk, Oet. J.
Crosbv, Boston.
Baltimore, Oet. 2. Arrived sells. Benj. Fallens
rhombs, Bostor ; Clifford, Crabtree, Frankfort.
(Cleared sell. IM/Iight, Hodgilon, Providence, ami
sailed same day. Oet. 1. Arrived sells. Charlotti
T. isibley, Ferguson and Flora Condon, Burgess,

Saturday.

Mr-. Nathan

PURE BLOOD

Sch. Fllen Perkins,
8ehs. Odell, Wade,

the steamboat

on

flying visit to Sears,

a

aa.wtt,

Kendal), Bangor.
Boston; J.C.Ilard
lug, Strout, Millbrldge; Cora, Appleby, Boston.

at

wharf street.

p >rl

flttJEr* aawcs.

SAILED.

citizens attended the fair

our

Warren,

_60«.

and |1 »li«»

at

Dru|gi*t*.

4m41

Kmbraclng all new Improvements. A full and
complete assortment constantly kept up.
Special attention paid In lilting them properly
to the eyes at

:;
AUTOGRAPHS.
Belfast.
of the
Autographs of Distinguished Individuals, Hervey’s Jewelry Store,

(Including President and Cabinet.) Many of them
exceedingly curious and unique. daMLargcst collection ever published. Also, Declaration of Independence, with authographs of signers; and Constitution of U. S. 80 pages. Price, post-paid, 25
cts. Address,
<;w4i*

TC. W. BROWN, 923 F St.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

COAT MAKERS WANTED.

Ready

Made

Holland

Curtains

%

on

Spring Fixtures,

all

ly to put
50c. e;i(di.
rea

Remember the Well

CEO. W.

to the

windows,

at

only

Lighted Store,

BURKETT,

81 & 83 Main Street,

rilWO EXPERIENCED COAT MAKERS WANT1 ed immediately. None others need apply.
II. L. LORD.

Belfast, Oct. 1, 18A5.—40tf

CITY

BLOCK,

BELFAST.
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I
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AND

RARE

SEE

THE

BARGAINS!

WE ARE OFFERING IN

Furnitureof all Kinds.
Look at Them!
IT WILL COST VO V NOTH-

ING to examine
and get

our

our

large stork

low prices.

Our

aim is to carry the

ami to sell at the

Lowest
Come and

see

mill

with

our

Prices!
for yourself.

/iml

many

You

always

us

new

and elegant

styles of

Artistic Furniture!
H

are

e

bountl to /druse yon all.

futilities tire unsur/ntssetl.
llaring had EOl'li YE Alts of

Our

Careful Study aai Constant Practice
in this line, and

haring

all

Modern Undertaking Appliances, :
we

feel that

me ran

guarantee stit-

isfart ion in EYEIt1

CASE.

SSg^Es/ieeial rare anti attention
given to the management of funerals.

I Ye aim to be

Prompt. Considerate

Belfast,

17,

lmris

& Reliable.

j

